small clans in the various districts, and the
convenience of the neighboring islands ottered
tor revolutionists and insurrectionary operations. All of these difficulties, the Commissioners believe, would
disappear should the Dominican republic be effectually protected by cuim^clio,n with a strong nation.
Local self-government in tho island has boon
greatly obstructed by internal difficulties an-l
disturbances, yet many of the town councils
preserve efficient existence and are composed
of members of good character and ability. The
Spanish occupation of the island in 1 sf* 1 is
found to have been consummated by fraud, and
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tragic word, “good-by;11 lor,

“IIow oft, if at the court of Love
Concealment he the fashion,
When How-d’ye-do? has failed to move,

have not found her, yet I know
Mow year by year the gentle days
Have led her up through light and shade.
The lovely heights of woman’s wavs.
1 dream her eves are softly dark,
I’.ui whether dark or heavenly blue,
1 know the light within them is
M
Morning Star—so fright and true.
1

:

j

Goodbye

t

t

hem
\.

Sheep.

Of voice, and hand, and lightsome step,
The blissful kisses ot her mouth.
1 dream—as one, who winter hound.
Dreams ever of the radiant South.

have not found her, yet 1 shall,
Though fate seems coldly to defer:
my own, and 1 will keep
My life all pure and true for her.

sin* is

a

KlUen.

■

poorer.

in should not drink henpecked husband*.”
“I hope,” retorted her sister, “that
cold weather, but moderately
|iris t .ee U tlie
keep. ;•••. i-i I ly
warm
lop. Calves intended for raising, when you enter the kingdom of hen11 e.
He
a re
]< *u and not in
pie- ill
•'lion!<I be taken lmm the cow within a few pecked husbands, yours may have a purse
aim Ii demand. ra!, ie
Pe,\ t ,-i j»i-• ,-t> than i days, and they will be less liable to suck as long as long as your tongue, El.”
when they arc old. Feed them lirst. on new
“I tell you, Bessie, if what pa said yes1 hey Ii ;\ -•
111• i• 11 p.r
mm
y. ars. and the
milk for awhile, then skim milk, taking
terday comes to pass, and old Mr. Fartnn value ol rows or .»x. a ir»\\ is in beef.
| care that all the changes arc gradual, by ringdon’s bank breaks, your mild-manI lie time was will'll eev! i'll "lade
adding only a portion at lirst.
of ail 1
nered man will have to take a nurseHearty caters are desiroable lor cows, maid's sit nat ion.”
ma!
w.T" w.»rth
more t«» keep than to
and may usually be selected while calves.
And Ellen rocked hack far enough to
‘•Ie;'
!
Now
turn- e,">11 this point,
A dainty calf will be a dainty cow.
relied the heels of her tiny boots; but
'll W inn
W
in
lb-ib r.
dried up too early after calving,
SllCCp
Bessie sighed, and said, 1 hoiighlfiilly ;
tk ir in, ,n_ nr.
•o f
\
and
tin- barn will always run dry about the same time in
“1 suppose it would go very hard with
after Years— therefore be careful to milk
•Ml del' : nan my
not
}'v -,
Kitten to work for his living,
h
ly the lirst year, until about six Weeks poor
•"
»w
!,i
and wood bid in lheir
There's a great deal said nowadays about
onos.yr
"i»l>
Mdbrc cah ing.
r
!'* ! iii/d.ny
Hid
ej v.dd( h they
i
S. ring cows should conic in while they i the young folk* of the period; but no
are y< t
li d on hay. and before they are : Idame is ever attached to the way in
no
o':.'
a.
ToWth,
turned t » grass, which will he more likely j which the old people biing them up—
i 11 1'ses Ii. l!i dr y row ill. their labor blit
lo preves:! caked bag and milk fever.
particularly girls—in idleness, ignorance,
!V e ., I :iiy the
pi: y. r ,ws by
| and extravagance. Rich parents take it
'mii
a!\'e
Rules for Health.
i.inl nidi., t ii ;r
ro-A ! ii ronviny
for granted that their wealth is going to
last forever, and poor ones that, by hook
v
1 !-o,
lie following rules are from the Phreno1 oi
; !:e t W
\ ;e ,i
former,
devoted in part to health, ! or by crook, their children will get rich:
‘e
I eel.. Ml
i t Ii 1 helll.
!
11 logical .Journal,
i
'•it t!ic waP r-cure system:
and so they never teach them anything
S'eii ! a.:!
in'. e. *
autaye
1.
Pi
early. Wash the entire person! that will be of service in adversity; then,
"i 'Olier fann -1
at ind.
ns take
in the morning.
Vigorous friction ol the when they are thrown out into the world
lace, neck, feet and hands, and of the whole
a
k ol a <;•!,.ep. -p. p ,,j .iVei'ayt yoodto shift for themselves, they do it badly
after the daily bath.
This may be
body,
i'
lair quality of sleep iron: one to
enough- the men often by their wits, and
done witii the hands, and by using a moder! the women by worse. Now there’s poor
lilt e year.- old tin ir w.
will pay for ate \ coarse towel.
; Donald Farringdon; what earthly thing
it is better to wash carefully aud with
their keepiny. w :d »'.
.,' -a u| tile
i could he do to earn his salt, to say notlieiitT.;;. on rising, that, tlie impurit.es which
value el lheir
on.e
in
a* '• enhance
? or I ? It's a hard.
have olleetod upon the surface of the skin j ing of bread ?—- or you
We will put tin a ! 11 1J i:
;
\ ejy low.
hollow world !”
during the night—for when the body is at
t'V -third
1.. II
“There you are mistaken ; it’s not hard
IK ti;
:•
keep or rest, renovation is most active—may be ennor hollow, being an incandescent mass
* mill,
blind'
ha1.
•: oijy til
f:rulers for tirely washed away.
of—”
On rising, and before bedtime, the
oeial \ ear.s past on I he foot ihive dollars
There’s pa:
“Bother your science!
whole body, while undressed, should be
pieep; should they kill ;i">i mark"! them: rubbed with the naked hands for about five let’s
go down to dinner.”
iminselvcs as they miyh! easily do, they or leu minutes, until a regular glow is proIt was true, he told them during dinner,
duced. This, in addition to the friction af" on
| yet. from on to two dollars more.
that Farringdon & Brother had suspendj ter the bath.
ed payment; their liabilities were large,
l ie- sheep can be bound; cmirly any auA tepid bath .should be taken daily by
and the merchant princes of yesterday
11 mil lor f.vo d(.;iar•- pt
lnuid, but we wi 1 ; invalids; the best time will be in the afterwere the beggars of to-day.
•! tile price up
a- to l>e safe and y«nernoon.
llow did the meek and purring “Kitiireaklast.
to
taste—mutton
oiis in our est ma! e. and -ay t ha
according
1 lie twelve
ten” bear the blow ?
ci op
corn bread, butter, and
hea{steak,
•'
ost I W
hi
Mild fifty
ruts
An only son, he had been reared in luxeep W :d
b'k
ut one need not restrict one’s self
r le ad, .a- !hi:"\ d •! ir- Jin- :!oe!
Tlie t* t!: si
The corpulent had better follow ury, and in the belief that a great fortune
be his; that, therefore, labor—
M
"o-l pays the c os- ,:| keepii! r.
The div.-sPointing's advice in this particular, and, would
t. iu
a
ii t hat relates t»> diet.
The lean mental or physical -would never be
i11y eipsals the twinl iny. h-a\i ly lor pioliL
arc urgently advised to select such articles ! necessary.
be- eiahl. lambs at
..diars per headHe knew positively nothing of practical
1 l-'od as shall furnish them with the
w ehty-lbur ilo'd n
d eoiue <jp>oii a eapi
largest «|uaiitum of carbon, and at dinner use, although he could swim like a thick,
to
make a free use of bread, and
tal oi thirty, biyhiv pm •n ut. profit, allowespecially
sing like the tenor of an opera, and dance
vegetables. This will assuredly lay the like a Polish prince. He could drive a
< >nve.ny the estimate to !.
foundation, if anything will, of a good con- pair of fast horses without splitting hi*
No otln
larm toe!; w iil :.;e roach this,
stitution.
It may be remarked, by the way,
tight violet kid gloves, was a celebrated
no other in vest nn-nl v\ ii niuni as
surely that the notes on plumpness of form have amateur “catch” at base-hall, the pride
been written solely for the comfort and
mil safely a
of the rowing club, a Nimrod with the
sheep h.u d> indry in Maine, j
cou-olation of the lean of humanity.
and a Hollander on the skating rink ;
ut I he prwlii
-dowii liiirt \
gun,
per rent. t.» I
o.
window
from
six
to
ten
open your
over nsk>, lossi
and taxes, and other ! indies at the top and bottom at night, and but he had never studied a profession,
nor
learned any honest, hard-handed
'ii* idt-ntails, and the
sheep are t ill '.r ahead throw it. open in the morning to purify the trade.
lie wouldn’t become a musicroom thoroughly.
Every sleeping room
1 anv otlu r larm appeiidayes for makiny I
ought to have an open llreplace in it, teacher nor salesman, so he tried to keep
llm larm pay.
Il special pains are taken'
a set of books.
He found that he could
through which to ventitlate It.
e, are larye, yood wooh-d variet ies
to
not make in one year by that as much he
and
7.
Rinse your mouth, and clean the
teeth with a brush, and a very little line had formerly spent in neck-ties and gloves;
tin- principle.- of kreediny al teinled to iyhttoilet soap, in soft water, on rising and be- so he resigned his situation in three
with litu ral feed and proper shelter, our
fore bedtime. This will keep them white, months, and stood alone in the world,
lima
will lie found lob. below rather and
preserve them from decay.
without a penny or the means of earning
t li-iu abi ive t he fact.
s.
Avoid abuses that ellcct the nervous one. and with a.I his luxurious habits to
Esc
no
tobacco
no
alcoholic
stimusystem.
No animal turn; In
b, !. r ;oo I lor men
lie overcome.
But there remained to him
lanfs, for the frame suffers from every ex- *lill the
t! i; 111 the Weil I'.iibimd
good gifts of his pride and youthhep. No other cess, no matter how slight it
may be, sooner ful manhood. The first
prompted him to
•oiirne for (doLliiny
an -up d\ tin- products
or later.
withdraw immediately from his “set,”
Go In bed early, and don’t think when
"! the llelH'e.
Nooldml d te k V. i 1!
UI 11thereby avoiding the humiliation ot
once under the clothes.
If you have abour roeipv hill-sides and rnuyh pastures
“cuts;” the second enabled him to face
stained from stimulants, and have exercisI he
Tie
v
m
ike
a
..1 liviny ed
keep
moderately during the day, you will the worst without a murmur.
IB wrote to Bessie Vamlccken, releasand thrive where other .-'oi k would barely surely sleep well at night.. Wash the face
and hands before retiring to rest, for it Inis
subsist.
ing her from her engagement, giving his
the (‘licet of calming the mind and inducing ! reverses as the reason.
For a little while
They aia easily man n d. perhap no
he hoped she would cling to him; but
healthy repose.
other stock will do a- well with so little
1". If you are desirous of seeking health
when a brief note came, expressing poat trillion, and no slock o richly ami quick
and vigor,make rules for your own guidance
lite but cold regret for his altered fortune,
with respects to diet, bathing and exercise, he made
iv repays yood fare and heller as v.. II as
up his mind that he must resign
and keep them as religiously as it they
love as well as friends and position;
attendance. fliey aia the requisite to yood
were laws.
Above all, cultivate trusts in
then, in the language ot the bold outlaw.
ayrieulture. and a step toward improved Providence, and
Habits Bob
perseverance.
Boy, “he pulled his bonnet o’er his
once formed are mental bands of iron that
larininy.
brow, took to the woods and hills, and
We ar<* on y to see that -In p husbandry take years and years of labor to saw asun- became a broken man.”
der. Remember that the physiological laws
since the war ha
«!• i*-a ed.
Some very
The linn of Farrington & Brother soon
of life and health are God’s laws, and must
unwisely areiimulale.I larye llocks when lie obeyed.
passed out of the remembrance of all but
the sullerers by it. Kitten’s father slunk
Wool was ne dollar a pound, and as quickTop Dressing Grass Land.
away to the poverty-stricken retreats of
ly yot rid of tln-in when il declined to its
A correspondent of the Scottish Farmer broken-down
gentlemen; for his had
\.
present prices.
gives his experience on the effects of the been no fictitious tailure, leaving the
Thus Kitten faded so
application of nitrogenous and phosphoric bankrupts rich.
I he
manures, and sums up as follows.
completely out of Bessie's “set” that she
Workshop.
1.
That top-dressing grass land with ar- could learn
nothing of him or his
\VV know very well
that, while some tificial manures pays.
whereabouts. On the receipt of his letter
:l,v
'1'iite ('"iitented to play at, liou.se*°.VS
l\
That the general results of Lawes’ she felt that she loved him, and told her
Ueoping with their sisters, others are quite experiments on top-dressing grass land, are lather so. She was
young, and stood in
too res tie-s, and consider it beneath their
borne out on soils resting on the limestone awe of her
father, who forbade her to
L<-\ 1ln- boys have tlu ir workdignity,
formation.
hold out any encouragement to young
shop, then, by ill means, as soon as they
3.
That for the permanent improvement
these reasons; that
are old enough, or have proved themselves
of pastures, super-phosphate of lime is Farringdon, giving
she, by virtue of her bringing up, was uncapable ol being trust* d with misehiel- better adapted than guano.
fitted to be the wife of a poor man ; that
v* ars may be
inaking tools. A boy « i li
f. That in proportion to the coarseness
kept quiet by the hour with a soft board, a of the herbage the percentage of phospha- he, her lather, would never support a
taek-hamincr, and paper ol tacks; and, al- | fi<■ manures should increase, and vice versa. son-in-law ; that every man should take
care of his own wife, no matter what the
ter they arc satisfied with the ilrst step
That*,from the effects which I have ob- circumstances
nail driving—they will begin to have an served, it, would
of her parents might be.
appear that not only did the
idea of construction. Kven in town, where super-phosphate
indirectly check the growth If the young fellow really loved her,
space is a consideration, a corner of the ! of the finer sorts, but that is directly im- he would pluck up a spirit—which lie
woodshed, or of the attic, may be given tip j.i ib-d their growth, and evidently disa- ; didn’t seem to have, by-the-way—strike a
to the boys of the
family, to have and to greed with them almost from the period of vein ot gold, or find Kidd’s treasure, and
hold for their
special benefit, where they its application.
come back and claim her in good time.
be
may
encouraged to keep their tools in
Then it would be well enough to talk ot
good order, and a flowed to make just as
I’licn
lb.am’
Seeds. Every cultivator
accepting him, always supposing that she
many failures, and just as much litter as of fruit can plant a few seeds
yearly, aud
of the same mind, which, in so
they please; and here Master Charlie or cultivate them as they grow, without even kept
Willie may pass hours, where they would
young a girl, was hardly to be expected.
of
time.
the
loss
Were
each
one
to
feeling
And so on in the same strain.
otherwise he household torments, or “run- do so, what a multiplicity of
seedipgs we
Bessie did not die of disappointed love
ning wild"-in the holiday afternoons, rainy should soon have! and from which, doubSaturdays, and the like. Sleds, rough but j lets, selections would be made as superior —it is not customary with the girl of the
strong, boxes, dolls' tables and chairs for 1 in every respect to our present collection period. Still she felt that in her “heart
should Hamlet only have
their sisters, are in time accomplished, and as the
present is to that of twenty-five years of hearts” (why
we need not say how greatly valued by 1 since.
Eet every one plant a few this year a plurality of them?) she loved poor Kit!
those for whom they are planned and ex- as a trial, and as
they grow cultivate the ten, as her sister had mockingly nickeeuted.
In one instance which came under
named him in a happier hour.
nung plants carefullyw.'
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The sisters passed four years in gaycty
and tashion, skimming from one watering-place to another, and then Kllen married.
Mr. Vandoeken came home one evening saying that he was going out West on
business; that if Bessie could be ready by
seven o'clock the next morning she mi ght
go with hjm.
A large Saratoga trunk stood in the
passage at six. They traveled in safety
till the last evening of their journey.
“Only one night more,” said Bessie to
herself, as she loosened her dress and unbuttoned her boots, “that. 1 shall have to
crawl into this musty, draught}’ berth in

I dream her mouth is sweetly proud,
Ketieent—since it waits for me;
And ’round her brow her dark hair lies,
in perfumed wavelets, light and free.
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'That somewhere on the fruitful earth
The Stars of love and joy have sung
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She loved him with redoubled tenderness since he had uttered that
touching,

Pretty Wife.

Ellen Yandcckon ami her sister llessie
were waiting lor dinner in a magnificent
dwelling in one of the most aristocratic
streets in New York.
Ellen, the elder, was rocking herselt in
front of the glass between the windows,
and Bessie was standing tiptoe before the
mirror on the mantel-piece, “fixing” herself. as holies call k—that is, rearranging
her dress generally without rhyme or
reason, taking otV the bow at her throat,
shaking out her false curls, pulling up
her panier. and belting in her waist.
About the Door.
llicse two sisters, the only children of
\ In: of shrubbery in the yard, a vine a rich widowed stock-broker, were, in
a
a
of
trellis,
refreshing every particular of dress and thought,
limbing by
strip
rev'll spread
from the door, are sure to
girls ol the period.
make a place of greater marketable value,
They never quarreled exactly, but were
vxiiirh, with many, is a consideration to lu*
always at variance in their opinions, and
nought of before any ollfer. Such need
permitted themselves to use that unpleasno furl her appeal to their sense of neatness,
ant frankness which is the bane, ol too
llieu.
Hut. those who really love the sugand the downright congestions of beauty for their own sake, will great intimacy,
tradiction which prevails with relatives
is- t omit the tin t patch, the shrubbery, and
t<» be polite in the
he hedge and vine, because they make al- •who arc not obliged
home circle.
ter home more attractive and lovely.
••1 wi<h,” said Ellen, “that that Kitten
ud < use the -wilt intents to sprout, like the |
How wouldn’t come here, any more.”
very leaves ami buds themselves.
"i wish,” replied Be.**ie, “that you
i:-w stop lo consider what, a powerful as- j
at .on lies lurking in every simple but I would
top calling him Kitten. 1 don't
laminar ol.b-i i. like a bush, a tree, a bit of j sc(* any fun in it.
lie’s not a hit like a
or a
border ol Mowers.
_:i.
They are 1 kitten.”
almost
as
is licit hold us
steadily and
“lie is. then,” laughed Ellen ; “his hair
strongly to home as wife and children ; they ! is light, whai 1 call kitten gray, or drab;
are elo-ady associated with these intact.1
his eyes are gray, so is his complexion ;
md < an with dilliculty be separated. There- |
he wears a gray hat, gray pants, gray
: i. \\
say to all, brush up about, the door, j
his sparse moustache sticks out
0
plant near by an object of simple ; gloves;
like a cat’s, and lie speaks in a inuIn aut\
IS. will bear fruit, in the heart of a | just
ring voice. Externally he is very like a
hundred fold.
| Mass. Ploughman,
kitten, but morally I think he is more of
the mouse order, without a grain ot spirit.
Rules for Cow Management.
Whenever I see him sidling up to you,
r ws should run dry six weeks before
without the courage to pay you open atliving, if milked closely toward calving.
tention, I think of such is the kingdom of
1 h cab, es will be
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move added in winter, as soon as the lads
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Here give them, by dr,-ame room.
; :1m
ives. as the play-house was furnished, a
work-bench and vice, and perhaps a small
mot-lathe, one or two planes, augers of
!
se\ oral sizes, one or two chisels, saw and
i hammer.
lb-ides the matter of amusement, and the
| absolute moral value of such an escape
from the temptation of evil associates, the
••eli-< duealion which must of necessity remit, commends itself to every parent who
Inthe best good of their children at heart,
and tin* real end of all education in view’,
In hong them to help themselves,
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.something ladders,boxes, rough of course,
but of infinite service in keep him amused
and employed."
A well known agricultural authority udvisi*s that every boil)' should have this lib-
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lail of ten years constructed a
beautifully liuished set of tools, copied in
Minature from those that had been given to
him, and invented a very ingenious machine
for pressing bricks, without the least assistance.
in these days of mechanical inannuity, when machinery is the lever that
moves the world, there is no estimating the
value ot tastes thus encouraged and allowcd to develop.
A friend, whose experience
is of value, writes us:
■My boy’s workshop is in the loft ol the
.-table. lie has a tool chest, a lot of boards,
a suit of old clothes which he puts on for
the purpose, and there he works
(live a
boy a saw, nails and some boards, and he
will be at home then, and accomplish
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formic acid which produces the pleasant
sour odor when the ant-hill is stirred up,
and which is procured by druggists for
medicinal purposes. This acid substance
may be obtained by putting a certain

SANTO

in the ant-liills

among tne pine-woods
very commonly find little resinous
cakes, formed like pebble stones, which,

we

like other

building materials,

are

carried

into their dwellings by the ants. This
substance, saturated with the formac acid,
is very similar to the so-called frankincense, used in churches as well as private
houses a* a perfume, because when put
upon lighted coal its smoke emits a pleasant, amber-like odor, somewhat resembling that of frankincense, but which
is undoubtedly due to the presence of
formic acid, with which this resinous sub-

those minerals he would at once show him
how to make it. George immediately ordered liis assistant to go and purchase
some
sulphur and lead; and on Seton
saying that a furnace and crucible would
also bo requisite, the unsuspecting surgeon proposed that they should at once go
to the
laboratory of a goldsmith of his acquaintance, and his assistant was told to
meet them there with the articles lie was
sent to procure. Accordingly, Seton and
the surgeon went directly to I lie workshop
of one Ilans Kempen. Ilans was not at
home, but his son, four journeyman, and
an apprentice, were at work in the place.
While waiting for the arrival of the assistant, Seton entered into conversation
with the workmen as to the best method
of converting iron into steel, and otl'ered
to show them a better way than they were
acquainted with. He then apparently in
pursuance, of his conversation, requested
the goldsmith’s son to put a piece of a
common iron nail into a crucible, and
place it on the lire. As this was being
done, George’s assistant entered with the
lead and sulphur which he had been sent
to purchase: and these, also, by Seton’s
directions, wore placed in another crucible and put on the lire. When the metals became fused, Seton added the powder in usual manner, desiring them to put
on more charcoal and keep up a brisk lire
by blowing. In a few minutes after,
when he desired that the crucible should
he taken from the lire, George’s assistant
cried out, “The lead is changed into
gold !” while the goldsmith’s son exclaimed, almost at the same time, “There is
gold in my crucible also.” in short, the
contents of each crucible were turned into gold.
The apprentice ran and called
the goldsmith’s wife, who, used to assays,
said it was pure gold, and otl'ered to buy
it at the usual price; but Seton gave one
piece to George, and the other to the
workmen. The goldsmith’s wife then ran
and told the wonderful occurrence to the
neighbors; the journeymen hurrahed at
the honor done io their shop by so distinguished an alchemist, and a large crowd
collected round the door, through which
Seton and the surgeon with great dillieultv
forced their way. When they had got
clear of the crowd the surgeon said to the
adept: “It was then in reality an alchemical experiment which you brought me to
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To the Wiii'ifi* and House of Representatives:
have the honor to submit herewith to the
Houses of Congress the report of the Commissioners appointed in pursuance of the joint
resolution offered January 12th, 1871.
It will be observed that this report more
than sustains all I have heretofore said in regard to the productiveness and healthfulness of
the Republic of San Domingo; of the unanimity of the people for annexation to the United
States, and their peaceable character. It is due
to the public, as certainly as to myself, that I
sliould here give all the circumstances which
first led to the negotiation of a treaty for the
annexation of the Republic of San Domingo to
the United States.
When I accepted the arduous and responsible position I now hold, I did not dream of instituting any steps for the acquisition of insular possessions. I believed, however, that oui
institutions were broad enough to extend over
the entire continent as rapidly as other peoples
might desire to bring themselves under our
protection. I believed further, that wTe should
not permit any independent Government within
the limits of North America, to pass from a condition of independence to cue of ownership or
[ protection, under European powers. Soon after my inauguration as President, I was waitj od upon by an agent of Baez, with a proposition to annex the Republic of San Domingo to
the United States. This gentleman represented the capacity and the desire.or rtie people
and their character and habits about as they
have been described by the Commission, whose
report accompanies this message.
He stated further that being weak in num-

that I could make an escharotic
or

I beard
to blood-vessel or nerve.
that you would not witness an alchemical
experiment, so I adopted this mode of
convincing you of the truth, a- 1 have already convinced many other learned and
.scientific men in the various cities I have
visited.”
“lint my dear friend," said George,
“you have acted very imprudently. It
the German

princes

Report-

THE ^MESSAGE.

injury

ever
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Commissioners’

“Undoubtedly it was,” replied Seton;
“you were loo incredulous to believe that
I could convert an inferior metal into gold,
though you could swallow the gross abwhich would burn llesli without pain

—
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witness?”

surdity
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quantity of ants into a bag, placing the a preparation which ate away diseased
bag under a press, and squeezing out flesh without any pain, and without injurtheir fluids, but it may also be obtained ing nerves, muscles or veins. The Gorby a muc h easier chemical process. This man, acknowledging the very great value
formic acid changes vegetable blue to red, of such a preparation, expressed a wish to
so that if ants
pass over larkspur, borage, Know us ingredients, the other alarmor other blue flowers, and
discharge any ed it to lie a compound of sulphur and
of their fluid substance upon them, their lead; and added, further, that if the surcolor will be changed ilfio red.
geon would get him a small quantity of

Tired out, she soon fell into an uneasy
slumber. She was suddenly awakened
by a terrible crash, as if t wo trains had
rushed together, followed by shouts, cries, stance is impregnated by the ants. The
groans, and confusion. She was instant- true irankiiieense, (Olibanum, Bibanus
ly thrown forward, it seemed to her, out thurifera,) is brought front Central India,
of the car; then she. lost consciousness. and is obtained from the resinous juice of
When she partly recovered her senses she a tqpe called Browellia serrata. This
heard the same agonizing moaning and resin is used in India not only tor its percries, and thought she had been killed and fume, but as pitch, when boiled with oil,
sei’.
to perdition: for alxwe her head for pitching the bottoms of ships; and in
the Hi glared a great, blinding rod light; medicine for its stimulant, astringent, and
she seemed to be lying on a hard, iron diaphoretic properties. The formic was
hay rack ; then a demoniac face bent over first discovered about a century ago, by
her, and two brawny bare arms grasped tlie Berman chemist, MurggrafY, in BerWas it
her and bore her swiftly away
lin, and is now artificially prepared by
the areh-liend himself bearing her down, distillation for its medicinal purposes, as
down to still more terrible punishment? well as for Us perfume when burned.
Two trains had collided—one dashing
Many curious and interesting phenominto and shutting up in the other like a ena have been observed in connection
telescope. By some miracle Bessie was with the habits and customs of the ants,
tiling uninjured on the cow-catcher of the a few of which we must notice in this
engine, which burst in the end of her place. In the pleasant evenings of the
sleeping-ear. dust as she loll the engin- month of August there are often seen
eer managed to jump out, seize her, and
swarms of male and female rising in
drag her oil’the perilous place, lie car- large columns perpendicular into the air,
soon
ried her to the nearest hotel, where
ascending and descending in large masses,
the dead and wounded were brought in and after thus manouvring for a time,
Among the they come down to the ground, lose their
heart-rending numbers.
former was Mr. Vandoeken.
wings, and die, as soon as the females
her griot worn was
In tho agony ot
have deposited their eggs in the hills,
sec
h«
wished
to
r.
that
and left them in charge of the workers.
theengineer
brought
“Let him oolite in,” she said tearlully. These Hying columns of ants sometimes
is
I
can
lather
now
gone.
my
“Though,
appear like a mass of thick smoke, and
not thank the man for saving my life.”
have often been seen in such numbers as
The engineer was a tall, muscular man, to alarm
many people, who supposed
with a heavy heard. This time his face some
building was on fire at a distance.
l>eswas not begrimed with coal dust.
But the closest observations have been
sie saw at once that in* was not the arch- made, and the most wonderful phenomfiend, a< she had thought on tin* cow- ena have been witnessed, when the ant
catcher; but there was something famil- hills have been placed under a glass box,
Still she felt Mire where all their movements could be disiar about his features.
she never had met him before, as she had
tinctly watched. The high degree of inno acquaintances among men who worked
which these little creatures distelligence
like that tor a living !
play under such cireumskinees has never
“It’s Kitten! its Kitten! it’s my dear failed to excite the wonder and admiraold darling Kitten !
tion of every observer. Booking at the
And so it was Kitten; though no won- ants
through such a glass box. we see
der she did not recognize him till In* j here and there a tomato,
accompanied by
spoke. The slight, smooth-faced youth some of the workers, running along dropa
of twenty had changed into
bearded
ping her eggs, which are immediately
'fhe dainty taken
of powerful build.
man
up by her attendants and carried
hands which once wore ladies-sized kid
away. These eggs are ol an oval form,
wre
and
now
large
gloves,
strong milk-white, very small, and opaque ; but
enough to drive an engine and guide a by and by they become larger, growing
id'
and
the
Kitten
fast like the
living train;
eggs of the gall-wasp, and then
horses and swell clubs was now content,
they become transparent, when a black
even proud, lie said, to earn his living by
spot may be seen in the centre of each,
It was an humble which is the
the sweat of his brow.
embryo of the future ant.
calling, but “a man'.- a man for a1 that.” 1'hese eggs will all dry up and perish il
To lx* true to nature, almost every story the workers are removed; for, in order
ends with a marriage, and so doi*- this; to be
developed, they must be continually
for in eighteen months after her father’s moistened with the saliva ot the worker;
decease, licssie, the heiress, but true- and so even in insect life, the sweat of the
hearted little girl of the period, became laborer becomes the source of
plenty and
the wife of the stalwart engineer, tin*
With this nourishing earn the
prosperity.
once meek, purring little Kitten.
eggs teem with life, and in about two
! weeks the
maggot is hatched, which is
transparent, ImL without feet or antenna'.
Intelligence of Ants.
l'iie ants are proverbially an industriKaeli species of ants live in a meial ous
race, and when the first rays ot the
in
ant
hills,
Ihcmselve-.
by
community
morning sun fall upon the ant hill those
i and is composed ol male- and females,
on tile outside run hastily within, rousing
j who are provided with wings; and the slmuberers, touching all those that
j workers, who have no wings. The males j are inside the hill with their antenna',
j and females, of which there is a great i pressing and pushing them until the whole
j number, having nothing to do but to en- population is in motion. The lazy ones
joy themselves and multiply their species. | and the ones that move too slow are seized
The wingless workers do all the necessary I with the
jaws and carried up to the top of
in-and-out-of-door business: they build the hill, as well as the
maggots and papa;
j
of
their habitation, or ant-hill,
earlh, pine- ot the nurseries, where they are all exwood leaves, and woody fibres, with
posed to the sun's rays about a quarter of
which they also manufacture their sub- an
hour, after which they are carried
j
feed
the
terranean caverns; they
young I down under the first stratum and there
cocoon-,
from
one
the
and
ones,
carry
fed.
place to another with their large fjaws,
We may receive still greater evidence
the instruments with which they perform of (heir
intelligence if we observe their
The maggot is white,
all their work.
language or signs. 11' the ants on the
without feet, has a horny, brown head, outside of llie hill are disturbed
by strange
and is led like a little bird by a worker, ants,
part of them will put themselves in
and after a lew weeks’ growth spins a ail ollensive and defensive
position, while
white cocoon.
others will run into the hill and alarm
All ants are benumbed during the those
within, who then come rushing out
winter, and lie immovable in their sub- to assist their brethren in attacking the
terranean
abodes, without taking any foe, while guardians of the nurseries carry
kind of food,
in the summer, however, the
maggots and pupa: to the lowest part
their food is various. They eat all kinds of the ant-hill lor
greater security.
of fruit, dead as well as living insects,
So, if one but discovers a closet where
sftgar, honey, and other sweet juices, there are sweet articles, such as truit or
principally that of plant-lire, called honey- sugar, il quickly returns to its fellows for
dew, which exudes from their bodies the purpose ol acquainting them ol its
without doing them any injury.
discovery, and in a very short time whole
PlanL-liee, on this account, were called swarms of them will arrive with the disby Reaumure, “the milch-cows of the coverer to divide the spoils. They go ou(
ants;” and to ascertain their abodes in in companies, also, to drink, of which
the trees it is only necessary to follow
they are very fond ; lnu if one of them is
the march of the ants, who will climb to disturbed in so
doing lie communicates
in
tree
search
of
the top of the highest
their the fact to all the rest by
pushing the one
caress
in
the
beloved friends, whom they
nearest him who passes on the news in
most affectionate manner, sucking the the same
way to all the rest, when all
honey-dew from their bodies without receiving the sign run to the hill; but if
in
the
them
least,
harming
although they any one is not attentive to such admoniwiH attack and devour every oilier kind
tion, he is seized by the leg and dragged
of insect, even tin* largest caterpillars.
In general, they give signs
lo the hill.
This honey-dew, ol which the ants are so | to one another in all their
operations by
fond, is nothing but the digested vege- their angular or elbowed antenme, which
table juices, which are continually exhal- works somewhat like the old French teleed by the plant-lice.
graph. With their antenme they also exAnts lire not only In rlnvorous, but also
press their friendship and love, as we
carnivorous, anil almost any kind of animay see when we observe them caressing
mal food is palatable lo them.
'a.small one another, or their friends the
plant
:se ora
dead animal -for in-t.“
lice.
o> one of
rat, a frog or a lizard
llieir ant-lulls, it will
nvorled by
The Story of Seton, the Alchemist.
them into a very well-prepared skeleton
ill less Ilian twenty four bon s; but if il
About tin' year 11)00 there lived a very
remain longer, il will fall to pieces, leav- remarkable alchemist, in the person of
ing only the hones, because the ants will one Seton, of whom many strange stories
eat up even the ligaments ami cartilages.
are told.
A late number of Chamber’s
White, oval bodies, resembling barley Journal preserves a few of them. One
are
in
tells
found
the
ant-hills
how
Seton
went into an incredulous
seeds,
during
the summer, which have sometimes and goldsmith’s shop, and offered to turn a
are now by the common people ealied ant
piece of lead into gold. The goldsmith
eggs, which form an excellent food for all put the lead into the crucible, furtively
kinds of warblers, such as mocking-birds slipping along with it at the same time, by
and nightingales.
In the cities of Kuropc way of making assurance doubly sure, a
they are sold by the quart in the markets. a small piece of zinc, a metal which he
These miscalled ant eggs, which are as considered would render the host good
large, and even larger than the ants them- gold brittle ami incapable ot being workselves, cannot be their eggs, but are the ed. A small quantity of Seton’s powder
was projected on the fused metal, and
cocoons of flic metamorphosed maggots,
of which the workers take so much care. the crucible was taken from the fire and
If they are taken out of the hill and found to contain perfectly pure, malleascattered over the ground, it is curious ble and ductile gold.
The goldsmith acand astonishing to see with what anxious knowledged himself convinced, disclosing
solicitude and indefatigable zeal the the trick of attempting to embarrass Seworkers pick them up again with their len by stealthily placing zinc in the crujaws and carry them back to the hill, for cible. The news of the experiments regreater safety transporting them deeper sounded all over Cologne. The frequentthan ever in the ground.
In order to col- ers of the apothecary’s shop ceased to
lect these pupas, or cocoons, as food for laugh at the transmutation of metals, and
warblers kept in
cages, il is only popular opinion veered round in favor of
necessary to lix a dry and shady spot alchemy. Seton though anxiously sought
near one of their ant-hills, then stir up for in Cologne, (lid not venture to show
the hill with a stick, or pour a consider- himself in public again, but he resided
able quantity of water in it, and after- quietly in the house of his friend Bordewards the workers will convey the cocoons mann.
to the shady and dry spot, where
There was a party, however, in Cologne
they can
he collected at pleasure.
headed by a skillful surgeon named
me real
not
convinced.
who
were
eggs oi tne ants are as small George,
as a grain of sand, and almost invisible,
George had written against alchemy, and
white and shining as if they had been var- was so fully satisfied of its sin and folly
nished. The maggot issuing from each that he would not condescend even to witegg, has twelve ringlets, and in the pupa, ness an alchemical experiment. To lead
which is semi-transparent, all the mem- such a person to a change of opinion was
a difficult task, but our fervid Scot boldly
bers of the perfect insect are vi sible.
Most of the ants are provided with a attempted it, and was rewarded by fully
small sting, which when applied to hu- succeeding in converting him. Seton
man llesh, produces a little itching, some- managed, through Bordemann, to be intimes a slight swelling and inflammation, troduced to George as one of his own procaused by the venom of the insect, which fession traveling in pursuit of surgical
enters the wound with the sting. This knowledge.
In the course of conversation he inquired how the German surgeons
venom is nothing else but the well-known
...

removed diseased flesh that could not be
operated on with the knil'e. George, in
reply, mentioned the several esehurotics
then in use. Seton then told him that the
Scottish surgeons had recently discovered

hear of your op-

erations, they will find you out, and im-

prison you for life as a means of obtaining your secret."
“I am not ignorant of their rapacious
cruelty,” replied Seton : •‘but as Cologneis a free city, I leave nothing to fear trom
princes here; besides, if a prince were to

seize my person, 1 would suiter a thousand deaths before i would reveal my sc
If he asked for a proof of my an I
eret.
would willingly give it; it he wanted gold
I would make him any quantity.
U'liat
need, then, have 1 to fear any sovereign ?"
We would observe here, that the cruelty practiced by the petty princes of Germany at that time to the alchemists was
well known to be excessive.
Perpetual
imprisonment was the least punishment
they might expect from them. Some of
the sovereigns had a gallows decorated
with gold leaf, to hang them upon, if they
did not succeed in making gold ; while
imprisonment for life, or till the avowal
of their secret, was the fate of those who
were considered to be able to produce at
will the precious metal.
The surgeon immediately became aeonvert to alchemy; and to the remonstrances
of his friends only said: “1 cannot
doubt my own eyes.” Seton made another projection in Cologne, in which,
though he used but one grain ot his powder, he made six ounces of gold, lhminimum, rather indiscreetly, asked him why
he had used sulphur in place of mercury
in this experiment.
“I have merely used
it,” replied Seton, to show that any metal can he changed into gold ; but you forget, my friend, that I cannot reveal anything important relating to my work.”
Our limited space will not enable us to
detail the one half of what is related about
From Cologne
Seton’s marvelous deeds.
he went to Hamburg, and thence to .M unieli, where he married a daughter of Adam
Itoekosch. We next find him atC'rossen,
where the Prince of Saxony hoard of his
fame, and wished to see a specimen of his
handiwork. Seton than seems to have
lost his usual prudence, for lie visited the
court of the Elector of Saxony.
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cd slavery, either by importation or by the reThe
duction of the inhabitants to bondage.
people revolted and drove the Spaniards in t«>
their strongholds on the coast, where the soldiers died by the wholesale of malignant fever.',
engendered in close and filthy barracks, devoid
of all sanitary appliances.
Tho Spaniards numbered in all about :j.\000
troops', of whom between 0,000 and s.rtoi) were
lost by desertion and disease.
The desire for
annexation to the U. S. the Commissioners
state, was found very wide-spread and outspoken in all parts of the island, and was based
apparently upon a thorough and intelligent
discussion.
This desire was also ardently
shared by, and sustained by all the colonies of
colored people formerly from the U. S. wh >■*<•
attachment to their native land seems to have
deepened with time and distance. The people
said they would prefer to continue independent
if it were possible, but if they must lease their
nationality they would rather merge it with the
American Union, with its free institutionfriendly people and common interests. Tieopposition which does exprincipal part of thecertain
trailers in the port-,
ist, appears among
some of whom in case of annexation would
lose control of branches of business of w h u ll in
its present narrow channel they have a monopoly. The Commissioners entirely discredit the
reports that annexation would be resisted bv
desperate measures in any part of the island,
and cite at length their own experience and entire immunity from harm of every kind, whi
on the island, as evidence of the correctness of
this conclusion. The people of San Domingo
are of mixed blood, honest, temperate, and inoffensive, and destitute of prejudice of clas* •;
color, pauperism, beggary anil high crime being practically unknown Among the popular
vices is petty gambling, which i- extensiveh
indulged in by the Spanish portion of the population. All are Roman Catholics except ’h
American emigrants whe are Methodists and
Baptists, though no intolerance or lvligimi..
The
>pi
persecution can be discovered.
tilth d<
generally own land, which they
are
timio-.i
though agricultural operations
the lack of a market, and frequent politti :d di-turbances, though the Dominican i- not averto work when sure of a reasonable reward
Labor is now in abundant supply at *1" m leper month. Iron ore is abundant and ea-\
access, and will doubtless be made a\ .1. tt<
for the cheap production of pig iron. Tie- «•> •]
per ore are of a fair degree of richnc- an I !»>•»!
Then*
have been opened to a slight extent.
ported coal of the Sainaua peninsula ami in the
i*
Plata
-sound.
of
Peurto
lignite,
neighborhood
and is of little value as fuel, compared with
The
or
coal.
gold region
Pennsylvania
English
t
is extensive, and though worked anciently i
The -alt dept'-!' m
present but little known.
the mountains near Neyl-u,are believed to >..•
tensive ami valuable.
Few schools exist, and the people generally
are uneducated, though the Commissioner- 1
lieve that opportunities for education w..ui 1 t
eagerly improved, the Dominicans bein:- p.>
sessed ot proverbial slirewdness and mm-li n
tive ability. Only one small and poorly equipped printing office exists in the Republic, i’h
general political capacity ot the people i- 1
garded favorably, there having been for main
years neither slavery nor caste spirit to depm
them of manliness. The courage and devotion
wasted in insurrections, abundantly prow then
■

<

bers and poor in purse they were not capable
of developing their great resources; that the
people had no incentive to industry on account
of the lack of protection lor thei accumulations,
and if not accepted bv the United States, with
the institutions which they loved above those
of any other nation, they would he compelled
to seek protection elsewhere. To these statements, I made no reply, and gave no indication
m the
oi wnat
tnougnt oi tin1 proposition,
course of time I was waited upon by a second
gentleman from San Domingo, who made the
same representations, and who \.".is received in
the same manner. In view of the facts which
were laid before me, and with an ernest desire
to maintain the Monroe Doctrine, 1 believed
that I woujd be derelict in my duty, if 1 did
not take measures to ascertain the exact wish
of tin government and inhabitants of the Republic of San Domingo, in regard to annexation,
and communicate the information to the people
of the United State*. I Tinier the attending cir!im<tiiues. I felt, that if L turned a deaf ear to
the app .‘til, I might in future be justly charged
with a ilagrant neglect of the interests and an
utter disregard of the welfare of a down-trodfor self-government and n-gulai ^>li;
den race praying tor the blessing of a free and
cal action.
The commissioners estimate thstrong government, ami lor protection in the actual
of the Republic at r-o.oo
population
of
their
own
enjoyment the fruits of
industry.
more
than
nineteen-twentieths being nati\
Those opponents of annexation who hereto-:
Dominicans.
The
wli te blood preponderatetore have professed to be preeminently the
friends of the rights of man. I believed largely, the majority being mmh nearer whi;
than
black.
Geologists lim! the existent-.would be my most violent assailants if I neami gold, with deposit* .f
glected so clear a duty. Accordingly after hav- ores; iron, copper
Iron or-- iing appointed a commissioner to visit the island lignite rock, salt and petroleum.
abundaut
of
and
access.
easy
who declined on account of sickness, 1 selected
There are five classes ot lands in San Domina second gentleman in whose capacity, judgeand valley* are mi.
ment and integrity 1 bad and have yet. the most go. The mountain slopes
rich and productive; the exteush.
formlv
unbounded confidence, lie visited San Dominprairie region of the Llano* is admirable pago, not to secure or hasten annexation but to
learn all the facts about the government, peo- ture land; the rolling plain ot Vega generally
wooded and tin* finest agricultural laud on tin
of
that
He
went
Republic.
ple, and recourses
the dry lands where rain is partial^ >n
certainly as well prepared to make an unfavor- island;
wholly
wanting, which can be made fertile !>\
able report as a favorable one, if the facts warand the red clay timbered lands ly
ranted it. His report fully corroborated the irrigation, the coast, l’lierc
is hardly any pm
ing along
views ot previous commissioners, and upou its
tion of the island not capable of cultivation.ami
of
and
due
a
sense
that
duty
regard i taken as a whole it is one of tin* most f tl
receipt l felt
I.*- our great national interests required me to
on the face of the earth.
negotiate a treaty for the acquisition of the Re- regions
The agricultural products include all tin* tropublic of San Domingo. As soon as it became pical fruits
and vegetables, as well a- eonum 1
known that such a treaty hail been
el a l staples. Sugar cane is grown un>*t profitnegotiated the attention of the country was oc- ably on low land, and the vield is much gr-aim
cupied with allegations calculated to prejudice than in the island of Jamaica, even though aid
whose
the merits of tin* case, and those
Fitteeu aniuia
ed by artificial irrigation.
dutv had connected them with it. Amidst the
cuttings from the original root an* e,minion,
public excitement thusereatcd,|thc treaty failed and an abundance ot fuel, give- additional adto receive the requisite two-thirds vote of the
vantages over neighboring islands, in this
Senate, ami was rejected, hut whether the acbraiicli of industry. The mountain region 1
tion of that body was bused wholly upon the
adapted to the culture of entice and
merits of the treaty, or might not have been in especially
and valuable fibrous plant*. Tin* incocoa,
some degreidinllueneed by such unfounded alduct of wax and honey is surprisingly largelegations, could not be known by the people, thousands of hives of
honey being destroyed
1 m vausc tbe debate* of tin* Senate in secret sesWild ging. 1 mid
for the sake of the wax alone.
>i.ni were not published. Inder these eircumindigo grow everywhere in greatest protii-ion.
! >tanci
I deemed it due to the office which I
<'im-<»na iis
near Azua.
and
cotton
raised
hold, ami due to the character of the agents
successfully raised on the higher imnintain-,
w!i«i bad been charged with the investigation,
ami
of
the
and
fruits
many'
temporal,
vegetables
that such proceedings should be had as would
A- an
zone, are also produced in abundance.
enable the people to know the truth.
evidence of the present uudoveiop d condition
.mmission was therefore constituted un\
ait
be
cited
of
Dominican
agriculture,
may
der tin* authority of < ’ongress, consisting of genfaet, that the Commission during expeditiontleim n. selected with special reference to their
imthe
of
the
island.
often
interior
liiab character and capacity, for the laborious through
with beet sugar, raised and refined in Franc,
! work intrusted to them; who were instructed butter
Denmark,
and
ami
cheese
from
imported
to vi'it the spot, and report upon the facts,
milk condensed in the United States; but seldom
j other eminent citizen* were requested to ae- with similar articles manufactured
on the island
comp inv tin* Commission, in order that the peoThe country everywhere i* adapted t the
1
pie might have the benefit of their views, t’tu- cultivation of tobacco,
and
three crops of Indian
I dents of science, and correspondents of the corn are raised
annually, though the mo-t val
press, without regard to political opinions,
uable natural grain is a species ot rice. More
were invited to join the expedition, and their
! number was limited only by the capacity of the than forty distinct varieties of tropical fruit*
were found growing wild.
The grasses of *:m
Domingo furnish abundant forage of the be-:
The mere reject uni nv me senate, oi a treaty
Immense herds of cattle teed on (lie
negotiated by tho President, onlv indicated the quality.
great savannas, ami though they were multidiilorenee >f opinion of the Government, withten-fold,
they could not exhaust th.plied
out t niching the character, or wounding the
abundant pasturage. They can be bought f
pride <f either; blit when such a rejection takes a cent a pound on the hoof. Goat* abound in
place simultaneously with charges openly made the more arid districts and in the fotv*t- -win
«*f corruption, on the part of the President, and
thrive in great number-. Sheep are very few
those employed by him, the case i> different.
is plentiful—wild Guinea fowl hem
Indeed, m such a ease, the honor of the nation poultry
llor*eseen in many parts of the i>land.

capacity

pnbiielv

I

I

!

■

demands investigation.
This has been accomplished hv tl>e report of
the Commissioners herewith transmitted, and
which fully indicates the puritv of the motives
and the. actions of those who represented the
United States, in the negotiations. And now my
task is finished, and with it ends all personal
solicitude on the subject. My duty being done
vours begins, and 1 gladly hand over the whole
mutter to the judgment of the American peo-

ple,

and their

representatives

in

Congress

as-

sembled. 'fill' facts will now be spread before
the country, and a decision rendered by that
lribunal whose convictions so seldom err, and
against whose wili l have no policy to enforce.
Mv opinion remains unchanged; indeed, it is
continued by the report, that the interests of
our country, and San Gomingo, alike invite
the annexation of that Republic. In view of
*!■•' difference f,f 'opinion upon this subject
no action will be taken at the present session,
beyond printing, and a general dissemination of
the

report.

raised in great numhers, and only mara nlin
expeditions have prevented a great development

business of stock raising. One of the mo-,
remarkable agricultural features of San Dmnin
go, is the diversity of natural growth- in the
different localities, which will give ri-• » th
existence of internal commerce.
Insects and noxious reptiles ar<* imi louml
In tin*
more abundant than in our obi Stat.
forests the products are astonishing. lh<* ari.
including the choicest cabinet wood* of oai..
pitch pine, lignumvita*, and an immense *to. 1.
of medicinal ami commercial wood*, manv <*i
the houses being built of mahogany. Tin* fish
erics of the island, which were once tlouri*hin
have fallen into neglect, though great *.•!»".>1of tunny fish are still abundant 011 the soiiilieru
shore. Black fish are found 011 the northern
shore and every year some are caught ami tried
for oil. Turtles and several varieties of shell
y -mall
fish are taken in moderate quantities,
oyster is very abundant in certain localilie-.
growing attached to mangrove bushes. Flu v
are eaten by the natives, but arc not so palatable as the oysters of a more northern lati
of

Before the next session of Congress the peowill have considered the subject, and formed an intelligent opinion concerning it, to which
tude.
opinion, deliberately made up, it will be the duSan Domingo, according to all testimony. 1
ty ot every department of the government to
a healthy country, especially in tl.
generally
conmore
one
will
anil
no
heed,
cheerfully
Prince Christian was at first delighted give
firm to it than myself. It is not only the theo- interior among the mountains, where white
with him; but Seton refusing to reveal ry of our constitution that the will of the people men labor safely and successfully. Hie a :
his secret, was put to the torture and then eonstitutionallyjexpresseil, is the supremo law, mation of strangers present no greatt r oh-ia.
to immigration than in several of our own
thrown into prison. A person named hut I have ever believed that all men were wis- States.
The eastern portion of the* i-land
and it the people upon a
Michael Scndivogius, an able chemist, er than any one man,
continually swept by the trade w iml-, ami i-.
full representation of the facts shall decide that
was then a favorite ol the Prince ; he got
much more healthy than Ilavti. t■■
therefore,
is
not desirable,
the annexation of the Republic
leave to visit Seton in prison, where tin- every department of the government ought to which the ravages of yellow fever are chieily
confined.
The
losses of the Spanish army from
In again submittwo made a bargain for the prisoner’s es- acquiesce in that decision.
ting to Congress a subject upon which public illness was largely due to the lack of sanitary
cape. Scndivogius raised a sum of mon- sentiment
the
Commissioners are satisilled th it
has been divided and which has been care, and
I
ey, bribed the guards, and succeeded in made the occasion of acrimonious debate in Con- their losses have been largely exaggerated.
The Commissioners have given special attenconveying Seton to the palatinate of Cra- gress, as well as unjust assertions elsewhere, I
eovia, out of the territories of the Prince. inav, I trust, be indulged in a single remark. tion to tin* matter of health, ami besides aim
information from other quarters. They
Here Scndivogius demanded his secret, No* one can hope to perform the duties so deli- getting
have charged the medical gentlemen to report
but Seton excused himself, saying he cate and responsible as pertain to the Presidenthe
specially
upon it, ami their conclusions ar
tial office without some times incurring
could not commit so great a sin, and counhostility of those who deem their opinions and that the popular idea that the Dominican ten
is
seled his rescuer to ask it from God.
In wishes' treated with insufficient consideration. tory
particularly unhealthy, ami that per-onvisiting it are probable to yellow fever i- enJanuary, IGOjf, Seton died from the effects And he who undertakes to conduct the affair-if tirely
erroneous.
of the torture inflicted by Prince Chris- of a great, government as a faithful servant,
me average general health and longevity i**
the approval of his own conscience,
tian’s cruel rapacity. Sendvioglus at once sustained by
quite
equal and probably greater than that <•!
the
candor
and
confidence
with
upon
married his widow, from whom he obtain- may rely
Hitelligehec of a free people whose best inter- the United States as a whole. Immigrants an*
ed a small quantity ot Seton’s powder ol ests lie has striven to subserve, and can bear 1 nut liable to any more disturbance of general
health in the process of acclimation than per
men.
projection, and an alchemical manuscript, with patience the censure of disappointed
sons who pass from the old to the new States of
U. S. GRANT.
[Signed,]
entitled fhe Book of Twelve Chapters.”
the United States. Taking the year through,
Kxeeutive Mansion, April 5,1S71.
This last he published at Cracow, with the
as much agricultural work can be done withTHE COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT.
out utfecting the health, as in our Middle and
motto, Angelas doer mihi jus, which beperWestern States, and with greater results,
ing tnc anagram oi ms own name, caused
The Commissioners prelace their report by
sons in all circumstances can here, by selecting
the book to be attributed to him. The the recital of the resolution of Congress miner
the locality, enjoy the delicious climate and
old alchemists, like the Spanish bull-light- which they were appointed, and after a brief have an abundance of fruit with far less liabilof the expedition, give
ers and the English prize-lighters, always narrative of the events
to disease of the lungs, scarlet fever, and
ity
a concise statement of the political state and
ami without uuv liabil
adopted a fancy name, by which they condition and form of government of San Do- othertofear Ail epidemics,
ity
yellow fever. The steamer, Nuiitaskct.
That of mingo. The government is in theory a Constiwere known to their admirerswith Its full compliment of officers and seamen
Seton was The Cosmopolite; this also tutional Republic, the President being elected has been in the harbors of the island about
six years by the provinces, and the Judici- fifteen
months, ami has not had a single ease of
Sendivoglus basely adopted. As long as for
of the Supreme Court are chosen for live
Scion’s powder of projection lasted Send- al'}
yellow fever. Karthquukes have done no seriwars by a Senate from nominations by electoral
ous damage in the island since lsfi4, and though
as
we
are
told
in
lived
great stylo,
ivogius
colleges. Each parish has also its alcade, corshocks occur almost every year, they an*
by Morhof. Alter it was exhausted he responding to justice of the peace, holding of- slight
so inconsiderable that scarce one in a dozen of
fell into poverty, becoming a mere char- fice virtually during good behavior, and not one the inhabitants are awareot them. Hurricane**
did
character
not
rewhose
inspire
latan, and died in Cracow at the age of was found
are not unfrequeut and are sometimes attended
spect. Baez appears also legally and constitu- attended
by considerable damage. The island
48, in lii-d.
tionally entitled to the office which he i*ow has several
rivers navigable for a short distance
hold*. The existing insurrections, headed by
into the interior, while the three great bay*.
Cabral and Luperon, are the exponents of no
Ocoa, and Manzanilla admit vessels o|
Wo are informed that a female domes- clearly defined policy, and have no hold on pub- Samana,draft,
thonght only the first has any imlargest
tic went to work for the family of one of lic opinion, beyond the territory which they portance
in a military point of view.
temporarily occupy. Cabral, though once a
our leading merchants in September, 1845,
The Commissioners state the advantages of
popular leader, is incompetent, lacking adminisat a salary of $1 per week, and has never trative
ability, and claims no authority beyond the acquistion of Samana llav to be a powerful
and naval station, and the ultimate
left the place. Her earnings during the that of leader of the revolution.
is
military
Luperon
time have amounted to $1430, and of this simply a bandit, stained with crime, his main growth of an important city, that portion of
water-front
which has already been acquired
she has in the Bangor Savings Bank the exploits being robberies and piracies. Cabral
in the
by citizens of the United States, being but a
She deposited hist year has only a few hundred men, operating
sum of $1,300.10.
districts of San Juan and Neyba, small part of what would Ihj occupied by the
$30 of her $52, and her interest amounted depopulated
and sustained by troops and war material from site of a great commercial city. The land comCan any city show a better llayti.
to about $80.
munication by water and rail would be easy,
record of industry and “fore-handedness”!1
The Commissioners believe that had both and the future of Samana Bay under the authoriown forces and
their
wielded
these
leaders
ty of the United States, could not fail to be of
only
[Whig.
national importance.
resources they would long ago have been put
The Commissioners made a thorough ami
other
Haytien
aggressions
Besides
down.
careful examination of the debt of San Domincauses aggregate the difficulties of the DominiA Vormont man saL down on a keg of
these
are provincial jealAmong
go, and find the total of all debts and outstandcan repuhTie.
powder to take a “noon smoke.” They ousy between the north ami south sides of the ing claims against the Republic to be $1,505.8111.
found one button.
Maud, a number of military chiefs heading The receipts of the Government for 187«>, were

/

ple

of which S«2d,60S was from customs,
s,
from taxes.
ami
The Commissioners lay great stress on their
• •iVi'rts to get the exact state of the debt of the

Dominican republic, and believe their eoncluSan Domingo
are substantially correct.
n ■: believed t<> be liable to pay any portion of
the indemnity exacted by France from Hayti,
and the < ommission is assured that no obligate a- or negotiations have been entered into
with any country except the United States.
Hie extent of undisputed Dominican territory
is 2*2,212 square miles: the portion which formerly involved a dispute with llavti. being
loin) ‘square miles. The Commission present a
full statement of all the grants and concessions
of public lands and franchises, and declare that
after the most searching and complete investigations they were unable to find any grant or
coifession in any form or manner to any United
states official, either in connection with the negotiation or preparation of the treaty. The Doiitiiiieans repeat their willingness to be annexed
on the terms of the treaty of1SG9, asking in addition the payment of the rent for the Bay of
Samana. during the two years that negotiations
have been pending. They are also willing to
ippropriate one fifth of the public lands for
public M'hools, provided the United States will
appropriate 8300,000 for the establishment of an
Agricultural and Scientific college. The Commission, in concluding this portion of the report. ■'how that Dominican independence never
iia- been, and probably never win ue a laer,
and say that the only chance for the Republic
to recover its indepen lence is to become, after
a proper period, one of a union of States, the
freedom and substantial independence of each,
being guaranteed bv the strength of all. Jt is
bevond the province of the Commissioners, under the resolution of Congress, to recommend
that such a course be adopted or abstained
from. Thev simply state it as their belief,
founded upon all the observations they could
make and facts they could learn, that this is the
onlv wav in which Dominican independence can
he secured, and that if it be judged best not to
adopt that course, even the present shadow of
independence will be taken away. 1 o show
the commercial importance ot annexation, the
t oinmissioncrs mention only the tobacco trade
of the island, which is rapidly becoming the
monopoly of the (Jeriuan Empire. Under a
viable gos eminent Sun Domingo might be
developed into a powerful State which by the
laws ot trade would ujakc slave labor ill the
neighboring islands unprofitable, and l»v the
pread of its ideas would make the whole slave
,nd caste system odious. The Commissioner"
conclude their report by a brief allusion to their
unfruitful visit to the Capitol of Hayti in search
of information, and expressing a confident opinion that tin; annexation of San Domingo to the
nit■ I KOif• •, will l*c nftivecly h vs hcnclil to
Il:i\ ti lh:m l.) tin; Dominican people.
-ions
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Saco

Mystery.

The

quiet city of Saco is just now perplexed hy an extraordinary revelation of
crime and folly, mounting to a pitch of
absurdity which almost passes belief, and
so far battles every
attempt to assign rational motives to the actors in the tragedy
which has come to light.
The excitement
extends to the city of Biddeford, on the
other side of the Saco river, where in fact
the c rime appears to have been consummated, though the discover}’ was made in
Saec t.
On tin1 afternoon of Tuesday, March 21,
two passengers, a man and a woman, left
the down train from Boston at half past 4,
at the Saco depot.
Their two trunks, as
afterward appeared, were cheeked to Biddeford and there stopped, but the two pas'engers crossed the river and left the train
at l!» Saco depot, where they took a carriage for the Saco House, kept by Messrs.
(Heaves it Son. The man was broadshouldered, deep-chested, about live feet
eight, and weighing, one would say,a hundred and eighty or ninety pounds” with a
lace burned by exposure to a bright red,
prominent, light blue eves, a reddish beard
on his chin, and wearing a felt hat, dark
overcoat and dark clothes. His eyes and
lace showed signs of recent dissipation,
and his actions were marked by a singular
hesitation and absence of mind, ilis companion was a woman about thirty, about
live feet high, very plump and buxom,

weighing perhaps a hundred and fifty
pounds, with jet black hair, cut very short,
large and rather coarse mouth, nose rc//■oiM.ii, and clad in apparel of the best
cut and quality.
On arriving at the hotel, the man alighted from the carriage and marched straight

intothe house without looking behind him.
The woman attempted to follow but
stumbled and would have fallen, if the
coachman had not caught her. She was
shown into the parlor, and her inattentive
escort proceeded to the otlice and called
for a room. < hi the register being ottered
him by the younger Mr. Cleaves he said,
“Von may write it,” and gave the extraordinary name of "E. (T. Gosh and lady,”
and then, on being further questioned as
to his residence, added with the strange
hesitancy already noticed, “of Boston.”
In going up stairs, the woman stumbled
twice, and “Gosh” then took her by the
arm and assisted her.
The waiter who
showed the way, thought she had been

drinking.

San Domingo.
leaf of the account book, stating that lie
hail concluded to leave this world and it
The Message of the President is less a
would be of no use to look for him, and
presentation of the advantages of annexTHURSDAY, APRIL 13, 1871.
directing his wife to present the checks at
the Iliddeford depot for two trunks, one
ation than a personal defence of the Presiof which belonged to him and the other to
dent against the charges of corruption.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
Mary McCarty. The latter he directed to m
So long as our Chief Magistrate saw fit
BY—
he sent to John McCarty, care ol Ilall
Brothers, Chelsea, Massachusetts.
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. to examine the grave charges made by a
The two trunks were found at the depot,
recent supporter of such prominence as
EDITOR and proprietor,
and were both brought to Mrs. Joy’s
the Massachusetts Senator, the public will
Terms.
In
a
Surscription
$2.00
advance,
year;
house.
Mary McCarty’s was a large within Hie year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
regret that lie confined himself to a denial
Saratoga trunk, unlocked, and filled with year, $5.00.
For one square, (one of the
Advertising Terms.
line clothing.
It remained in Mrs. Joy’s
charges of corruption and a recital
inch of length in coiumn,) $1.25 for three weeks,
for eight days. Then her brother, Cap- and 25 cents
The gravest alfor each subsequent insertion. A frac- of unimportant events.
and
tain Fletcher, took it to the depot
tion of a square charged us a full one.
made were not that certain confilegations
and
Boston
asked to have it sent to the,
Administrators. Executors and Guardians dential agents of the President had seMain depot in Boston without any addesiring their advertisements published in the cured
dress, but finding this course inadmissa- .Journal, will please so state to the Court.
gifts and concessions to themselves
blc, shipped it according to Joy’s direcbut that the President and his
personally,
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
tions. The story of Joy’s disappearance
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which advisers had overridden the laws and the
brother-inand
his
wife
was repeated by
the paper has been sent as well as to which it is
constitution by the unauthorized exercise
law. without mentioning Mavy McCarty' to go.
the
March
30.
of war powers, and the use of the army
on
and
however,
Thursday,
S. M. Pettengill & Co., (3 State St., Boston
Biddeford Journal mentioned the rumor, and .57 Park Row. New York, are our authorized and navy to threaten a nation with which
Agents tor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
suppressing Joy’s name, anil declining to advertisements.
we were at peace.
The taking of bribes,
vouch for its correctness.
S. K. Niles, No. 1 Scollay's Building, Court
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for this paper.
the body of an unknown woman was
■ft#*!. C. Evans, 100 Washington Street, is an favorites by corrupt means, we have befound oh the Saco beach, at high water, authorized agent lor this paper.
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P. Rowell He Co., -10 Park Row, New
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nearly opposite to Joy’s house in Bidde- \
at
will
advertisements for this
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had found

bundle wrapped
in an overcoat. On opening it. Mrs. Joy
found her husband’s pocket-book, containing $575, his account book, watch and
chain, a bunch of keys, two raiload checks
for baggage, and some other small articles, with a letter written in pencil on a
on

the step
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receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward the sums due.
19Sr‘ In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
to which the paper is sent.-USO’
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her black velvet hat was
found in the water. There were no
marks ot violence upon her person. The
medical examination showed that she had
never been a mother, and was not pregThe opinnant at the time of her death.
ion of the physicians was that the body
had been in the water about ten
more or less, and that the woman came
to her death by drowning, though there
is a possibility, to be determined by analysis of the stomach, that she may have
been drugged and then thrown into the
water.
There is little doubt that this waif, oast
up by the sea, is all that is left of Mary
McCarty. The prevailing opinion is also
The
that she did not commit suicide.
room at the hotel was found, after she
lelt, in great disorder. She had been sick
and vomiting. A bottle containing some
dregs of whiskey (whether drugged or
not does not yet appear) has been found
in the field between Henry .Toy’s house
and a steep bluff over which a vigorous
push would have sent her at Hood tide
straight into deep water, past, all help and
The tide was at
out of mortal hearing.
Hood on the night of March 22. at midThomas
Fletcher
testified at the
night.
inquest that he had known of Joy’s intimacy for three years with a woman called Mary McCarty, lie visited Boston
Friday and returned Saturday, having
learned that for a few weeks before the
21st of March, a woman supposed to he
the same person, had lived with Joy at
liis hoarding house as his wife, and had
left the house on the same day when he
did, though not witli him. She could not
have brought her trunk to Biddeford with
the intention of committing suicide, but a
letter from Joy was found in his trunk,
which must have been written before lie
lelt Boston, in which he confessed to his
wife a criminal intimacy with another
woman, declared his intention of expiating his sin by leaving a world in which
IBs body has not
he was not fit to live.
been found, though the river has been
dragged. His felt hat has been discovered on an island near the mouth of the
river, but it is remembered that, lie had
also a Scotch cap at the hotel, and it is
remarked that a heavy gold or gilt chain
worn by Mary McCarty was not found
with the body, there were no rings on her
fingers, and there was nothing whatever,
not even a thimble,
in her pockets.
Yesterday morning Coroner Burbank of
to
Saco went
Boston to make further investigations there. If lie should learn
that this woman was possessed of property
which cannot now lie accounted lor, the
inference would lie plain.
Before leaving Boston, Joy, who for
the last year has been doing a good business as partner in the firm of Kelly &
.Toy, masons and builders, drew from the
bank about 8000.
By what artifice he
persuaded his mistress to come to Saco,
and to the very door of the house whore
his wife lived, it is impossible to conjectThe most reasonable opinion, where
ure.
everything seems irrational, is that on
leaving Boston she did not expect to visit Biddeford (though his letter shows that
lie did) but was hocussed on the road,
and for the last thirty-six hours of her
life did not completely realize where she
was or what she was doing.
There is
even a con jecture that she was not drowned at all, but was buried in the sand where
she was found and uncovered by the high |
tides a fortnight afterward. The mouth
of the Saco was formerly some distance
to the eastward of its present position.
The Biddeford hank is hold and rocky
and maintains its ancient outline. The
Saco bank is loose sand, which has gradually worn away and formed a bar across
the month ol the river. To prevent the
formation of this bar, the United Slates
government is building a long breakwater on the Saco side, restoring the old
channel, cutting oil'the sands to the northward anil leaving the river free to scour
its bed. The Ferry beach from which
this breakwater is built out, and takes
its name trom a ferry, long since discontinued, between Biddeford and Saco at
this point.
It is maintained that it a body
bad been thrown into (be river south ol
the breakwater, it could not have been
found, as Mary McCarty’s was on the
beach a few rods north of it. This objection however is unsound. A body
thrown into the river at flood tide would
have llonteil out to sea with the ebb, and
no human
foresight could predict where
it would reappear. It is to lie remembered too that ai high water some portions of the breakwater arc three, feet below the surface. Another objection is,
that her clothing would have been destroyed by the action of the waves, but
the weight ol the evidence goes to show
that she was thrown into the river about
midnight on the 22d of March, and that
she, at any rate, did not come to Biddeford with a Saratoga trunk to commit a
double suicide which might as easily
have been accomplished anywhere elsejin
the world.
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Indian

and

frequent

occur-

In the late

massacres.

flag before administration favorites had stolen the seal fishing
privilege,

the

only thing

worth

Having.

At a time, therefore, when the power
of the sword and bayonet arc being extended

so

widely

at

home and

being

to bear upon matters heretofore
considered sacredly exempt from their in-

brought

Through our rulers we have substituted
falsehood and pretence for truth ; we have
inaugurated a band of selfish anti mer- f;*cts in regard to the fisheries. Every
cenary politicians under the garb of re- year some black-fish are caught and tried
formers; we have endeavored to lleeoe for oil! Turtle and shellfish are taken in
the people under the pretence of
doing moderate quantities—very moderate,
them good; we have countenanced men probably. < lysters grow attached to manin {preaching what they do not practice;
grove bushes—and, strange to say, the
we
have legislated upon a false basis natives cat them ! When this report iswhich distinguishes the rich from the poor; sues from the government office, it should
we have courted hypocrites and called bo illustrated by a picture of a San Dothem friends of good morals and examples mingo nigger, sitting on the shore picking
of the virtue of

party claiming all the
respectability and morality. This we, as
a state, have done, and we should
heartily
repent of iL all with fasting and self-mortification, resolving never to do so any
more.
Therefore has Gov. Perham done
well to

enjoin

a

a

There is a remarkable collection of dark-colored slabs in a Canandaigua cemetery, marking the graves ol the three wives ol one man.
They show that the first died in 1813, the second
in 1814, and the third in 1815. Three wives in
three years would he quick work even in this
fast iige.

a

with

peculiar

stress that

we

should betake ourselves to the various
houses of public worship,' there to ac-

knowledge our unworthiness and to ask
for forgiveness.
And let us earnestly
hope and faithfully endeavor to so mend
our
ways that upon the recurrence of our
annual fast next year, we shall not have
the same shortcomings to repent of,—that

shall not have intemperate men in
place, promoting falsehood and hypocrisy
among the people by claiming to be the
guardians of the virtue of sobriety: that
we shall not have legislators
striving to
plunder the people from motives of parly
policy and under the pretence of benefitting them ; that wre shall not tax heavily
the poor man’s bread, salt and clothing,

we

and let the rich man’s bonds and stocks
go free; that we may not have in power
who will steal the

public lands; that
we may not use our powerful
navy to
threaten a peaceable negro community,

men

while

filch the inheritance of their

wc

neighbors; that Democratic rule, with
justice, moderation and statesmanship,
may lie restored. And finally, from Grant
and his relations, from Ben. Butler and
brazen impudence, from Wade’s statesmanship and Boutwell’s finances, from
the Forty-Second Congress and the Forty
Thieves, from the Massachusetts State
Police and Maine Law rumshops—Good
Lord deliver us!
The

provisions

should
white

he

of

extended

the Ku-Klux bill
over

Maine.

A

in Kennebec county killed a
negro, and goes unpunished. Last Deman

cember, Increase K. Watson, employed
in a carriage shop in Winthrop, had
some words with a negro
recently from
Virginia. The negro was going to use
for firewood some wood prepared for

Thereupon

he went for the Ku-

Klux while man with an iron bar, and received a blow on the head with a wheelbarrow arm that killed him. After his
death, a dirk and iron klncklcs were
found in the pockets of this lamb. And
still that contumacious Kennebec jury,
being thereto instigated by a plea from
lion. E. F. Pillsbury, acquitted Watson,
who is permitted to go on his Ku KInx
ways. Are such things to be ? Where’s
Ben. Butler, and Bingham who so valorously hung Mrs. Surratt ?
says the Democrat
case will not be tried at the April term of
tlio Court lor this country.
Wo can only
—The

say that

Bangor Whig

we

had the best authority for the

statement that it would be. If the Whig
refers to the final trial of the case, it is

doubtless right, for that will come before
a tribunal
in which there will be no
squeak for the rascals who destroyed the
office.
It is reported and believed at Lewiston Unit
the arrangements are made for
adding one. hundred thousand to the number of cotton spindles
there, sixty thousand by the erection of a new
mill and forty thousand by an addition to all
Old one. These new spindles are
expected
to add ten thousand to the
population of the
<
ily. ami roal rstato is starting up buoyantly.

who

[conventions

secession

original

the

Generalities.

ami people will come here ;
settle and enjoy the advantages we otli-r
meeting
Maine Central and Belfast & Moosehcad We believe, as implicitly as we do norLake Railroads was held last week, at thing, that, on the other hand, a rejection
this lease will invite certain ruin. Tin?
Augusta, for the purpose of concluding, of
if possible, some lease of the latter road company can be driven into bankruptcy,
to the former. The Central road was re- its franchise sold, and its control passed
with a
presented by Judge Rice, Darius Alden, over to other and foreign hands,
the individual and corporate
loss
of
all
Ex-Gov.
A. I).
II. N.
The Railroid Lease.

grating,

The Maine
.Journal says:
mipmy proposes to erect a
uul well-appointed station
v..
The new station
mi e p iv day.
iu |. -A
.uth of the track between
inn;.. !i
will
lie
and IT mUin streets—southwest of the
piv- u* -poi .11. which will probably be used as
a freight sta*i'»n.
In addition to other eonveni no '. u v. ii
provided with a first class

of the Directors of (he

Another

Coburn,

Lockwood,

Jose, It. B. Dunn, and Geo. F. Fatten.
The Belfast Road was present with nearly
the whole board of Directors, A. Hayford,

stock.

It has conic to our

that certain

men

swallow the road

arc

lying

have the
benefit of all necessary corporate action

right

to

charter and

the

use

and powers, in extending the road toward
Moosehcad Lake if it shall deem it expedient.

With the. right,

5.

on

the part of the

II. &

M. L. Co., at the end of five years,
to receive 10 per cent, of the gross earn-

ings

of said road in lieu of the rental of
the condition that, in
shall elect to take the 40 per

Sdi.i.000 per year,

on

«

eating

-:tl». Th d---ign i- to have the mornII.mir e- half ail hour at least
earlier than .t pr
at. so as to reach l.ewiMon
about ball pa-i iwelw. and remain here JO minutes for dinner—not leaving till about on*

ing train 1

knowledge
in

I
|jv\i,i..n
mral I: (iii-'M I

(

wait to

The "Molly M iguires** in the mining district of IVnnsylv.iiiia are constantly committing outrages, and the Vigilants” of Nevada
State with
are ordering people to leave the
Yet no proclamation lias
j frightful rapldilv.
! been issued by (fen. (irant, ordering either to

this very means.
And wc advise those who counsel a rejection of this lease to think well of it.

by

**

Judge Dickerson, \Vr. II. Burrill, S. L.
voted for tho ordinances. Persons'avail- Milliken, W. II. Simpson, W. T. Colburn,
Committees of the Belfast and the Cening themselves of the provisions of this J II Ivaler, and Geo. B. Furguson. A
tral roads will meet at an early day to aract, will be required to take an oatli of day and a half was Spent in
discussing
allegiance to tho United States, and lists propositions and plans. The Central Di- range the details of the lease. A stockof persons will be laid before Congress at rectors were
has been called to assemvery firm in their determin- holders meeting
the opening of each session.
ation to adhere to their former offer of ble in this city May 3d. to act upon it-' acThe Ku Klux hill is still before the' SJ.j.OOO, and were moved from it with tiie ceptance.
House.
utmost difficulty. They at length conLetter From Rockland.
sented to substitute $30,000, and the fol—On the first of April the Washington
Correspondence ot the Journal
basis for a lease was agreed upon,
lowing
Daily Republican gave the programme of a and
Rockland, April In, ls71.
accepted oy a vote of each board-fox hunt to take place in the suburbs, in
has a spring like
everything
Though
1. The road to be taken in its present
which prominent Congressmen were to
still the chilling winds ot
at an annual rental of $30,000 appearance,
condition,
take part. Hon. John A. Peter's was anMarch seem to remain with us tar into
for 50 years.
nounced to ride, attired in blue coat and
anil nowhere are they felt with
The rates of fare and freight to be April,
white breeches! Foxes don't hunt toxes,
more keenness than here in Rockland.
the same as to and from Bangor, for same
Mr. Republican.
In consequence many arc complaining of
distances, with same rates to and from
Houlton is encouraging manufactures. Belfast.
coughs and colds.
Our city government, having now been
At it spring meeting it voted as follows—
To run such trains as shall give
To encourage the erection ot large manufully
arranged, with Marshal Carver at
reasonable
accommodations
to
the
traffic
facturing establishments, it was voted to exof our police force, we may soon
the
head
of
ten
from
a
term
years
in freights and passengers.
empt from taxation for
the first day of April. A. I>. 1ST 1. a woolen mill
our annual rum raid, just for I lie
expect
I.
The
Maine
Central
Co.
to
have
the
and cotton mill, of the cost not less than $10,of keeping up appearance': or in
000 each; a tannery of the cost of not ie-s than
right to use the name of the B. it M. L. purpose
$15,000; and steam and water power manufac- R. I!. Co. in
other words, seeming to prosecute, when
and
the
less
than
each of not
operating road, &e.,

fluence, the people desire to know by
what authority the President assumes to turing establishments,
$10,000, together witli the real estate immediuse them in so arbitrary a manner abroad.
ately appurtenant, provided the same art nv Ied prior to the 1st day of April, 1-ST*2.
Upon this matter, by far the most import—The Presque Isle Sunrise comes to us
ant of all that has been urged against the
in apadministration, no information is given. enlarged and greatly improved
thinks lit' has
Daniel
Uncle
It has only the confession of silence. The pearance.
found the garden of Maine, and means to
country may then accept it as a part of
its development and
the administration policy, that the navy stick there, aiding
increase. “Wo still believe in (Irani.”
be
sent
with
inabroad
at
time
may
any
structions which are liable to precipitate he says,—a remarkable case of simultaneous enlargement and contraction.
us into war unwarned and unprepared.
So much at least the President lias admit—The very flattering poem, ending with
ted.
a pointed inquiry, which comes tons from
Beyond this, the message is divided in- Boston, dated April 8th, has been received.
to sharp retorts upon Stunner and Shurz. If the writer’s address shall be sent, an
and mild attempts at philosophy. In the answer will be returned, but our modesty
latter department the country is confident- will not permit the publication of the
ly assured that the sage of the White lines. They are too complimentary.
House has “even believed that all men
—Lewiston is wrestling with the ques-

France!
The commissioners reveal astonishing

spokes.

g'^2 g
^

early

in any new territorial acquisitions.
Even icy Alaska had scarcely got under
rence

spring there was a threatening drouth.
Vegetation shrunk and died under a hot
sun,—the streams and springs throughout
the colony dried up,—the cattle lolled out
their tongues and died. It was a gloomy
period. Death stared in the faces of the
poor colonists. A Fast was ordered, and
under a livid morning sun, came out the
pious men and women to their rude places
of worship. Eight hours they “wrestled”
like the prophet with the angel, when, as
| runs the account of Winslow, “the weather
were wiser than any one man.”
All of
was overcast, the clouds gathered on all
sides, and the next morning distilled such which, and much more to the same pursweet and moderate showers of rain, con- port. is very affecting,"and unparalleled
since Socrates, dosed with
tinuing fourteen days, and mixed with by anything
such seasonable weather, as it would be hemlock, discoursed to his disciples.
The report of the Commissioners is
hard to say whether our withering corn or
mainly
apologetic of the condition of San
affections
were
most
drooping
quickened
The harvest was abundant, Domingo, natural, political and industrial.
or revived.”
and when it had been gathered in, a Local self-government is bad, but there
are exceptions.
The Spanish tioops died
Thanksgiving was ordered. The institution of these two holidays became per- by wholesale, but they were badly cared
manent. There are those, perhaps, who for. There is opposition to annexation,
would ignore our Fast,—who think three butl it comes *l'rom interested parties.
hundred and sixty-five days, less fifty-two The people are honest, temperate, <fa\,
Sundays, are altogether too few to do the but they have vices. They might raise
business of the year in. We are not of much on the island, but they don’t. They
that number. Changed in observance as might be educated, but they are not.
the day is, we don’t want it abolished. In- Horses and cattle might be raised, y'thoy
deed, and especially this year, we would wouldn’t steal from each other. As an
see it observed in Maine in the
primitive evidence, we suppose of the thrift of the
Wo have abundant occasion, as a people we are to annex, it is stated that
way.
people, to put on sack-cloth and powder sugar cane grows in the greatest abunami that they use bed sugar from
our heads with the ashes of
repentance. dance,

1C%

■^

do not remember what year,—soon aflanding of the pilgrims, there had oc-

curred

sSu

£«■§ =,“'§"

Day.

To-day, (Thursday,) is Governor Perliam’s appointed Fast I)ay. The occasion
is a relic of what little of antiquity belongs to our beloved New England. In—

Saturday

and on

to look for its

the shadow of the

buttons, a gray stamped underskirt, congress boots, and white ribbed cotton
stockings. A waterproof cloak, such as
she wore on leaving the Saco House, was
found on a clam bed, before the body
was discovered; her chignon, which was
noticed at the hotel, has also been lound ;

for twenty-tour hours this singular
their room. Supper was sent
up to them. Breakfast they did not want.
Dinner was sent up to them at about 1
o’clock Wednesday afternoon. At half
|iast :> the bell rang and “Gosh” ordered
a
carriage to drive over to Biddeford.
There was some delay, and he showed
considerable impatience, giving the waiter
“5 cents to let him know the moment the
carriage was ready. At a little after 4
o’clock the waiter tapped on the chamber
door and "Gosh and lady,” ready dressed,
came out
immediately. They had not
crossed the threshold before after entering
On the way down stairs the
I lie room.
woman stumbled as before, but on reachthe
ing
carriage, a double-seated carryall,
was steady and composed enough not to
attract the notice of the driver.
Crossing into Biddeford, the carriage
took the road down the right bank of the
river, towards the coast.
During the.
ride very little was said. The driver
undertook to draw out his unsociable
The
passengers, but without success.
man
was
quite and cool; the woman
silent and reserved. Her face was unOnce or twice she asked, “IIow
covered
much further is it ?” and her companion
replied, “Only a little way.” I’assingtlie
house about live miles below the Saco
bridge, occupied by the family ol Henry
B. Joy, the man called her attention to it,
saving, as the driver understood him,
“Fletcher lives here.” A mile or so
further on, at a place where the road is
shut in by woods, out of sight of any
dwelling, the driver left his passengers,
by their request, and returned to Saeo.
They were seen the same evening, loitering in.the vicinity, by some boys, who
said the mail was Iicnry Joy, but the
woman was not Sirs. Joy.
It was remembered afterwards at the hotel, that the
woman had once called Mr. “K. G. Gosh”
Henry. These children are the last persons who are [mown to have seen Joy
and the woman who accompanied him
alive.
Henry L. Joy was the son ot a tislierman, born and bred not lai'lrom tile spot
where he was seen under these circumstances.
Nearly twenty years ago he
married the widow of his brother who
had been drowned in the Saco, and left
A mason by trade, Henry,
one chihl.
during nearly the whole period of his
married life, has worked in Boston, earning good wages, but spending them himself, and contributing very moderately to
flic support of his family, which indeed
he has only seen at rare intervals. His
wife at first went out washing; two of
v
His daughters have since worked in the
Biddelord mills; he had four children,
three girls, the eldest now eighteen, anil
a boy—all bright,
intelligent, industrious
and well spoken of by the whole neighborhood. His wife was some years older
than himself, was sorely tried with him
no doubt, and deserved small blame if
she sometimes told him what she thought
of him. Her maiden name was Fletcher,
and her brother, Thomas Fletcher, is
master of a coasting vessel now in Portland harbor, and has made his home at
Mrs. Joy’s from time to time between
voyages. It is said, however, that he
was not there on Wednesday night, March
11, but it happened that William Joy, an
elder brother of Henry’s was there.
William Joy is a carpenter, and was
putting up a fence in front of a house not
f ar off, and on Thursday morning, March
i:i, went to his work as usual, but presently was called in great haste by his sisterin-law. The youngest daughter, on going to the front door at about 8 o’clock,

couple kept

receive
ork,
paper,
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
Houace Dodd, Ul Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

tord. An inquest was held on Thursday,
and continued on Friday and Saturday.
On Friday, the body was identified as that
of tiie woman who left the Saco House
with Joy just two weeks before she was
found with her face buried in the sand of
Ferry beach, and her body wrapped in
seaweed. Her clothing was all new and
costly. She had on a black velvet jacket,
frogged, black alpacca dress trimmed
with green velvet ribbon and green oval

Political Disabilities. On Monday,
tho bill for restoring to the lights of citizenship nearly all persons engaged in the
recent rebellion, passed the House of
Representatives. Tho bill, introduced by
Mr. Hale, provides for tho removal of all
legal and political disabilities imposed by
the 14th amendment, from all persons except Members of Congress, and ollicers
of the Army or Navy above 21 years of
age, who left the Federal service to engage in the rebellion, and members of

slumbers
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excellency?

bonnet, and spend tin* afterWe are going t
am sure you will
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Mr-, slow.
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to-night, and I
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The mystery atton ling the recent suicide ot
Mr-. An Im -.cu ai
boarding-house ou Broadway. New N or!*, ha-at la-t been cleared up.
A di-agn cable moihe. -in-law was th-- cause .*t
the rash art.
lb raid. -a\s that M»\ .Jacob
with a very serious and nearly
win!. I.:a Pti r red, mi Ifodgmau

mien

<

The

Hi har-1

•:

id- n:
(ill. I nc-.! iv

: it:t*

1

morning.

The !'r>
Press
th it the granite (plume**
it l>i\ l-iand. > .rn
Head, \ in.alhaum, Hurri ane. \
in that \ ie( ;its. will probably miploy nenriy t .v.» tiiou-uiid workmen tlnoii *h
the summer.
c

I
;

II you male a very favorable tmptv-siou on
i your lirst vi-it any where, don't call again. Pun.

!

j

The eng.igein' id ol Miss Nellie (irant "to a
oiing nav al otlie.-r of promient name and uiv
ep:io»ia!* 1 e pedigree.”-in a society paper,
reads racily—Imrsc-raeily.
Single da-!i to
church, in wedding harness.”
\

'*

In
in fact they mean no such thing.
stead of looking after those persons win

The p.
land Pn.
d atli of.Mr-. \ I a r
t the late Wm. K.

deal damnation over marble slab*-, and
out of gilded decanters, on our principal

I

to record the
J\ imball, daughter

pained

--

port-

r

on

Porter, an I wife ot ('ha-.
which occurred Saturday
Mi
KimoiM ha- been in poor
h-alth for -.'vcral year-, but 1>» most of her
lo the tamily. her de itti sKi-mnl
trends an
-udtlen and mir.xpceted. She was a widely
In lo\(ai an 1 estimable lady.

few bottles to

Three young m.-u ntered the hou- of Mr.
Feely, iu Philadelphia, -.ud attempted to outthan JI hours after
rage his wife and in p
were vlllelli-. 1 f.o v
,. |. !,
Stale

Kimball, l.-'i

day and night, they go down
the Point, and search some poor old
Irish woman's straw lied, or some labor
ing man’s work shop, and perhaps find a
streets, both

[bear triumphantly

away,

ni

noon.

Prison.

and the poor victim made to pay a line of
fifty dollars. Or if unable to pay. to lie
in jail for thirty days at the county's ex-
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they
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from Waters lit
cent, of [the gross earnings, as above
Mi. Walter Weils is in t,.wu
An/ii'l-i.
F do nbt mean to cast any rcd.eepense.
•! hy M r. h isv.
Nesv York eapilalist.
slated, they shall pay the M. C. Railroad
m|*:111i(•
tion upon our police force by stating these svh<» iiilru !' la un. 't -IPP.P'M in this State, in
for all permanent improvements made up; in rn'if e-turin r i*:! 11• I'r on
poplar, to 1.,* u-. .| in
truths. They do just what they arc inon the road during said five years, but not
III ikli.r paper.
who
citv
fathers,
to
the
structcd
do, by
'Hi.- n/iii
nili e\vh li is'e eliar/ of the
including the ordinary repairs incurred for
are nearly all Republicans, and though stirs*\s and improsem nt' upon the svesterii
running the road.
livers, report that Hi
now
Mississippi rivet i'
of
a
take
whiskey
they may
glass
i»:t.i•
ehanzinz i.
that \ iek-lotr/ ss ill
0.
Differences arising between the
and then, they heartily believe in pro- >nuii Io:.
| *,,,vn unles :111111 di i!
in in’
parties in regard to tlie construction of the hibition, and the enforcement of the law ; pies elllis 111' a-lil'e
iiv*'I,.
tion whether liquor can lie seized while
lease, to be determined by arbitrators.
I*ar |n*
pop .!•*, A
ton
iea
teiilt
The instructions to the poto that end.
being conveyed through the streets.
h"
lirid III K»7. h
*1.1 at New y ork 1
These constitute the ’general basis on
lice are in substance these: “Appear to S' toDU; l»ri/ \ Ili
isn t
When that is settled it is expected that
!»udt at M •'1
which a permanent lease will lie framed,
1
s..| i ;■- ;
i.
be vigilant and active in searching out ! hrid./e in
another one will lie raised—viz; can a
committees of the two boards, and sub.o
A /eiilieina:) in ! li mu saved the
by
\peti
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Irieiid
but
a
man
is
sold:
used
on
where
be
stomach pump
places
liquor
legally
divoree and em i In 1 himself !>v Iradinv. oil hi
mitted to the stockholders for ratification.
A. or li. or C. is selling, don’t trouble I %s i'h Hf
Old-hand /un an 1
who lias taken a drink not needed for mepeel; of heal!
This is not what our railroad company
them, because their political inllucuee idicinal or mechanical purposes ?
An old <* -e. lire! i. lit lads who SV.ls V' I-S' 111 Hell
nor wha. it had a right to exexpected,
great, and their family relations are mini- troubled hy th prospi■-t of the nitro.luetinn
enterwas drawn in the
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gift
light wagon
prise nt Kockport the other evening, by one of
Will somethe printers in ttie Herald oltiee.
body give us a horse? [Camden Herald.
We have one, a little stiff from want of
use, that is at your service. Of all tho
horses that you

ever saw,

you never saw

such a saw-horse.

—Simpson, of the Belfast Journal lie- been
appointed Justice of the Peace and (Quorum.
The first swearing he did was on receipt of the
earliest news from Connecticut!
[fiardiner
Reporter.
Yes.

We

swore

it wasn’t-truc, and it

isn’t.
—The Republican party is
au ebb tide.
T Prog. Ago.
That's a tact.
the

Age we
thing new.

see

Every

now

ext><

;

iom-ini?

time

its Hats.

we

Tell

look in
some-

us

your weapon this way.

—Foster the

hrakeinan

the

on

pean railroad, who caressed
with a tiro ’poker, has Loon
bonds to appear at the

larger

income

a

Euro-

passenger
put under

Supreme

Court.

—Six years ago to-day, (Jen. Grant demanded the surrender of Lee. [Bangor Whig.
And has been making lee-way ever

from

investments in

road would be realized.

perhaps,
over

show

the

poses

why
to

the

would not,

li id ourselves in

we

sav

sented, of
of

It

be worth while at this time to go
history if these matters and to

an

that the alternative is preacceptance of this offer, or

running the road under

its

We do not for

agement.

changed

Suffice it lor present pur-

circumstances.

present
one

man-

moment

hesitate to say that the choice is between
having the road run in a safe and proper
manner,

—Olive Logan says "Women carry aconcealod
weapon, which can, if properly used, sway I lie
destinies of mankind."
Don’t
What do you mean. Olive?

point

We were led to believe that a much

port.

with the

interests of Belfast in

the interior tiade
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temperance wing of our parl y aunt In
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:po, has e h
year.” The result will he that rum wil1
ill a .11 ;i:en '-v S •iiat'O-tv un Katis is.
Mr.
ni) on the frontier, am o.
llow as freely as ever, drunkenness will is worth h" i.o nt.
the 1 udi in-. 'U 'ii a prop-rt v-holder is < aldsv.'M
abound, and the expense of this seeming i o|V.
prosecution of rumsellevs will have to
1
r11.i11a funeral. sa> :
All
\r hati/e,
s
', liie
be paid by our now overburdened taxoi ss'
ail' 1 tiearl s t ss
l'li'* pi'.
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protected, and receive
or of having it run in
an
unskillful manner, lacking rolling
stock, means of repair, burdened by debt,
oppressed by law-suits, and of being, at payers. At the close of this year, we
the end of each year, worse off by $30,shall have, as we have today, no less than
000 than at .he beginning, even it we do
twenty-tour places where liquor is dd
not lose it entirely.
If wo elect to run
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lly an order passed by the boar.'
plan that lias been suggested, viz: that of Aldermen and Common Council ot th
holding tin1 Maine Central Company toils
city, some two years ago, a commit!.i
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Mr
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no it'1

M t. run.
in/
procure
tile oil. Wa- eall/lll
SS' lleil
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toll! id"
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from Iiftv tonne hundred thousand dollars
ot one thousand copies of the city charter ( hy a I'alliu/ tree and held till- a lays till a passwhich whii h to put tno road in order, as
since. The breakers are close at band.
and acts additional thereto.” The afore- | erhv relented him.
the
Railroad Commissioners may prescribe.
\ novel'mutual appliralioit for divotve ss
—It isn't of much consequence, but we
said committee has just completed its j
made, iii N-w y'ork. before lad/e Spete
will mention the fuel that Sprague's Plan- Second, to provide over one hundred thou- labors, and
of
Aiderthe
lcindiies
Pile litis' and and svit'e ntered the eourt room,
through
sand dollars to pay immediate liabilities.
becomes.
! and th-' 1<»ri:i.-r. address in/ the iiid/e. said that
tation, known as Rhode Island, has gone
man Glover, I was presented with a very
he an I h: ss it ss an! I a dis or-'e.
In uisss'i
t<> -»rovi le seventy-five thousand
Third,
for the radicals.
neatly bound copy a few days ago. Aller to a •, ie-11 oi. thes hoth said they had no comdollars for rolling stock, and twenty-live
What it Means.
to in i!,.
ii
aii
p th«
tried
r-.aeh
othfM
had
p
I
u
of
the same.
a careful examination
—The Princess of Wales’ baby didn’t
and 'i,| not svi-h to live lou/er to/ethcr in Hr
thousand dollars for a machine shop.
of
hi
a
matter
j
that
as
to
k.
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A sagacious writer in the Richmond live, but the royal line will be preserved,
s\a
-i!
|es
SVefe
lVlIl'ed.
hole's
ot
say,
prepared
After all these, we must extend the
s
warm day in Mass
Fridas A- -.\
tory. it is almost equal to Eaton’s Hi-:
(Va.) Whig has found the key to Mr. with good luek.
road in search of business. Can it be
of this locality, and for mistakes uni •■iius'-tis, t!i-> trap' rdiire h'iu.r up to sP e
Grant’s San Domingo policy, and comhands
at
extra
about
500
had
—They
done
We credit our friends in the towns
blunders, is fully up to Vosc’s **diti-• m some loealilies.
pletoly vindicates him from the imputa- the Knavy Yard, to vote the radical ticket,
above the Maine Central with the best inThe eitv ele.di'i: in >
i.mis, l ist sve- k,
The L'oliee Cour' i
the revised Statutes
tion of mercenary and kindred motives
but it didn’t save New Hampshire.
tentions, but we know that there is a limit this
svetil 1 >emo. ra*i- sv uh a riM;.
our
over
which
that have been put upon his action. Ilis
Judge
worthy
city,
—Ladies with pretty feel and ankles to the
mian's eliaplaiti. in P.
Fath a 1'ayior. lie
power ot every community, and we Hall presides, is entirely ignored, and one
theory is that Mr. Grant, as a far-seeing will be glad to know that short skirts are
iare daily losing faith in the ability of town
would lie led to believe, by reading this ton dead
statesman of almost unfathomable pro- to be fashionable.
is
he A
-:i".s e|' pass,
| ovei P, in/-i
A
meetings to build and run railroads. If revised edition of our city charter, that
iuiulity, is seeking to acquire a country
Four or tis
on Friday nivlH, ah ni! niidiii/ht.
—The Journal says that sixteen young those communities have produce to export
we still had a Municipal Court, and that
to
the
conpeculiarly adapted
physical
hou.-es svef 'll it k and I Mtia/ed. 'Pile ha fit of
ladies were baptized at Lewiston last or supplies to import, it is vastly for their
1
and
stitution and wants of the negro race, with
preside -lane <:uit!i. / \ 's’'",r sva- hurtled, sv it h
Judge Cochran still lived
Sabbath.
interest to promote rival lines, and cheapen over the same.
I am inclined to think horse.'
A
At Win!.Tport there
a view to the
inauguration of a wholesale
transportation. They would gain what that, though our city clerk, who lead sv is a ie avs fall of hail.
A Strange Story.
system of colonization. The grounds uptin* competing lines would lose, should
it 1 !••;-> I .like. Mi-h:.ris o
SS* hilt
'•one
on which he bases this
charge of this matter, may be able in
theory are quite
From the Augusta .Journal,
•ottndiu/ th" loud i tn/svhait/ h -ileath the win
such a line be built.
It would become a
write a fair article on prohibition. In
plausible. They are that in early life
.,| a le ss ly m in i' d eouple. ss ere Mtrpri'ilows
Our readers will remember that, some • piestion of endurance, and in such a coned hy the appe.iraiiee of tlie hride/room. elad
Mr. Grant was a Jeffersonian Democrat,
decidedly it poor lawgiver.
time since we published an account <>! test can we overcome the Maine Central?
in a
and •'hot-vun. ss h * emptied lie
We came quite near having a conflagra- latteriii/ht-siiirt
and in later years a Lincoln Republican, gold digging near the banks of Xcw
P ea r< i/U"d then ill,
anion/ I it an.
And we might begin a suit for the enforcetion here last night, in the locality called
From this starting point he draws the in- Meadow's vivor, and gave some account
-MV1 I lilt tie
e r'ip’.i
Phil
The
peop
ment
<>t
our
former contract with the Cen- the Brook. The fire
wlio after digference that Mr. Grant cherishes the of a mysterious personage
originated in an .>1 I who "Won''! ie" A i:t 'prin/-t inie" dnmld
some time in that locality, departed
tral : but it would be expensive, and atI"i e uition in re/ard to th"
:l
r.
i-e
e\(M-'
ging
wooden building owned by Mr. George
principles and holds to the opinions of evidently well pleased with the result of tended
o -I-'.*
Hid the lay in/ aside ot
t akin./ do.s a
by the lawks proverbial delays and Clark, and occupied by Webber A Hall svarm
mi l' i- ioiltiu •.
those two eminent leaders of great parties. his labor: Small Point now claims the
uncertainties.
It might be advised by
aa
will
show:
Robinson
as a market, and by Mr.
>i i;re. iishiirz.
And then, turning to the words of Jeffer- precedent as the following
Pa., has nor
j V|■. M 1
heard from hi- -on. a pi inter, in ten seats, and
Some time last week a stranger visited lawyers with fees in expectancy, or by saloon, and overhead
by the owner, wins
son, and to the speech make t > a delega-01 t-oliie/ isv ay his time tin
fear' !.
illSmall Point, having in his possession a men who have never engaged in lawsuits,
m l
he eats, sleeps and peruses l’oka
Ml h" h
i!d" -ome s.-rapr.
M iyhe he l'
tion of negroes at the White House in chart of the
coast, and stated to one of the but not
p "0 fello.v
by those who have been ground in Blackstone. It is supposed that while j M"inh- "i < ni
in
his
aid
obtainhe
residents
he
that
desired
1802, by Lincoln,
quotes:
the mill of
strife.

and

eating mangrove oysters, as a specimen of the inhabitants and productions.
In short, the deeper we go into this
business, the more apparent its humbug

\s

sv

limit

in

I!liu
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e
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>

1

i-

legal
amount of money which was
I nlcss, therefore, we have among us
This resident, being a
practical man and not having much faith philanthropic citizens who will come forin digging for money, was at first not ward with
>*:‘>0i),000 in cash on deposit—
free, eannot jlive under the same government. much inclined to accompany the stranger,
for we had too much experience with
From Mr. Lincoln.
hut finally yielded to his desires and set
Why should not the people of your race he out with him for the hidden wealth. They agreements to pay to put faith in them
colonized? Why should they not leave this
proceeded to a certain point marked out we cannot start an inch in the businesss.
country? This is, perhaps, the tir.**t question on the
chart, where after digging some Who believes that it can be done ? And
for consideration.
You and we are a different
race.
We have between us a broader difference two feet, a large stone was exposed to who will
guarantee the building of the
than exists between almost any other two races. view under which was a box containing
Whether it is right or wrong, f need not dis3200Peruvian coins, all of the same date, extension ?
cuss.
But this physical difference is a great
and which had
been obtained
If. on 1 In; otln r hand, llio lease is acdisadvantage to us both, as I think your race direct from theevidently
mint.
The stranger,
suffers greatly, many of them by living with
cepted, it gives a sum snllieient to pay
of
this
the
amount
us, while others suffer from your presence.
money,
taking
larger
In a word, we suffer on each side. If this is departed from Small Point. Yesterday the interest on all the preferred stock,
admitted, it shows a reason why we should he
afternoon the Captain who accompanied including !?l10,000 to cover the company’s
separated.
him and who saw him dig the money, was indebtedness,
livery person to whom the
After reciting statistical facts to show out on the streets exhibiting a number of
company owes a dollar will then got his
that tho ‘•island” of San Domingo is one the dug up pieces, and many of our
It will ensure an excellent service
pay.
of unsurpassed fertility, capable ot sus- citizens must hear us witness llu.t; they too
have seen and handled the coins. It has on the. road, by a company with an abuntaining a population of ten millions of created not a little excitement in this dance of rolling stock. The stipulation
souls, with a climate peculiarly adapted vicinity, and Small Point will undoubted- that the trains shall be run to accommotp the negro constitution, the writer ly be well searched over the coming date business and travel; that the rates
season.
reaches the conclusion that Mr. Grant
shall be the. same as the most favored
aims at its acquisition for tho
of
purpose
Anecdote of Cot.. Barnes. A corres- point on their road, with the same rates
colonizing our tour millions of colored pondent sends us the following anecdote in as out of Belfast, and arbitrators to depeople upon it, making a groat black re- of tho late Col. Isaac (). Barnes, which lie cide differences—all these amply protect
into print:
public—tints throwing Sumner, Phillips, thinks has not yet found its way
our interests.
In reaching Burnham, all
About tho year 1852 the writer was a
and the rest into the shade as a
champion feliow-boarder at the famed old tavern, that we need are fair rates to realize the
of the African race. Tho fact that Fred.
the Bromfield House. One evening, after advantages of our position as an. open
Douglass and son were sent out in com- an arduous and protracted contest with port, with extensive railway connections,
at “checkers” a favorite game
Wade's
commission the Col.
pany with Mr.
and these rates this contract gives us.
with him he proposed adjourning to a
this
view
of
tho
matter.
strengthens
Our business men have then only to bestir
room
anti
the
fortifying
neighboring oyster
“inner man” with a few bivalves on the themselves, to make their advantages
The Governor election in Connecticut “half shell.” The weather was not propknown, and to invite traffic hither in orcontinues to be claimed by both parties, itious for the oyster trade, being warm der to increase
vastly their business conand the oysters not over the
and
muggy,
and nothing but the official count will setabove fresh. Tho Colonel, though feel- nections and their gains. In these days
tle it to the satisfaction of the friends of
ing somewhat dissatisfied and occasion- of competition, no one can sit down and
Jewell. The chances are that Gov.
Eng- ally applying his nose to a suspicious mol- expect business to come to him.
lish has a clear majority.
lusk; managed to make way with a dozMuch has been said about taxation in
en, the writer assisting him.
“How much to pay?” demanded tho our city, and its effect upon business.
—A grand Fantastic Parade will take Colonel.
Men always fear an undefined danger
“Twenty-five cents,” replied the shell- move than one that is fully understood.
place at Waldoboro, May 1st, under
fish dealer. Thrusting his hand into his
When our liabilities, with this contract
direction of Samuel E. Miller, chief marFrom Mr. Jefferson.

certainly written in the hook
of fate than that these people are to be free;
nor is it less certain that the two races, equally
Nothing is

more,

ing

a

large

buried there.

pocket, tho Colonel produced twenty-four
shal, assisted by a staff of aids. Chandler’s cents, and laying them on the counter accepted,

Portland Band will furnish music. In
the evening there will be a Grand Calico
Ball, at Union Hall, John Richards, Floor
Director. Waldoboro is getting to be the

started for the door.

gayest place

you'll got

in the State.

seen

“Look here, Colonel,” sung out the
opener, “I want one more cent.”
“You want

one

more

scent, do

you?

Well then, just smell of your oysters, and
it.”

[Com.

Bulletin.

are

all

figured out,

that the taxation

we

and

it

is

have to bear is

George was pursuing the aforesaid sfudic
hv the light of a “tallow dip." he aeeid. a
tally set tire to the building. This hniidinu
being adjacent to a number of other ..!
en buildings, it. was thought at first that

Tie Paid' l"i d domaial -aS that the hods ol
unkteisvn ssi-urm was found on the he.e h
at S.e-o. W"dn. sday. at hi/li water, a fesv r dnorth ol Hie hn akwater.
She was apparentls
ahoul thirls sear- of a/e, live ha t tsso in. lii
in le i di!. ii "I h!;i• K. -hurt hair, and svei/he.t
1 ler elothin/ ss as all ness
alioiit I IP pounds.
a ml ip
No mark of s ioouiee ss as found on
i- prohahle that she ss
lit r pi i-sop. n a I i
d ross in d on Hi.' cio-i and drifted as lion*.
s

an

■

■

it would he hard to stay the progress ot
the flames, as the lire was well ttmli r
way when discovered, hut being a calm

'oitrle>an who killed
a
Fatmv Wiieiit,
line time a/o,svapo 1 iet ni■ m in N"S\ York
I'oiuid in the H ''t i' et'ii! ly. iiisatn from rum
and >,.||| toth* Peuitrntiars I'nr six month'.

night, the

active efforts of our Imams
I have not been in
soon subdued it.
formed of the amount of the damage each
sustained. A great part of the goods in
the stores were saved. Messrs. Webber
A; Hall had one thousand dollars insured
Nomen.
on their stock.

New 8TEAMF.lt

So l;u' a
all i," a-rt
iiin d the hi/ll "mill'
sion has tleeitied oil alien, lor the sctthmunl
hem
them SS hiell ha
of I he t|Ut's| jolt- i'l
-ent to I'hi/land h
i| | n»s ah

Fred.
of (i. n. I. II. lint I- r ol
thfossn from a ho;Saturday
and had his I,'/ hadls li e ttlted.
svas

1’kxill'.sci>r.
The new steamer “Charles 1! Sanford'
was successfully launched on Thursdaj
last, from the yard of Neafie Ar I.evv.
Kensington (Philadelphia). The Sanford
was built, under the supervision of
(’apt.
G W. Snow, for Hugh Ross Esq., of this
foland
is
intended
to
housed
either
city,
lowing or as a passenger boat on the IV
nobscot river. She is 110 foot long. ’I
feet beam and 9 1-2 feet depth of hold,
with one of the latest improved low-pro
lire, surface-condensing engines, having
32 inches diameter of cylinder and
inches length of stroke. The interior ar
rangoments are of the best and most in I
orn character, and the cabins are finished
in hard wood, polished. The Philadelphia Gazette says. “When complete,I.
this will be one of the handsomest boats
ever built on the Delaware -solid and
substantial, both in workmanship and
material, and at the same time light and
tasteful in appearance a combination of
FOR

TUI'

•aim r.ial e hi tains
Tin- t 11 j. -1 i
-ad storv "| ,t lit I raged\ in lb»ss countV.
S Li aekhurn, a.•attic broke.Ohio.
I■> >< u*1
’j\ and having a wife and
iiv
hddien, ha-, long been suspeeted of
illieit
in! iiii.it v
with Miss Mary .lane
L-\■ d.
if
of his brother’s widow,
and a beautiful young lady of some :!■>
years.
ihey Iiave been constantl\ t-gctln r, making frci|iicnt trips to tirecn
tidd. < incinnati and other plaees, and
seemed to set public opinion a! defiance.
■

■

<>n

yes-

sels built at the works ofNcrtie & Low.”

[Whig.
The motive powers ot streams, llowing
of water, will be directly |
as their falls.
If a stream through which J
a
given volume, at a given point, falls ten
feet, produce at that point one hundred

equal volumes

horse power, the same volume falling at
another point twenty feet would yield two
hundred horse power. The horxe power
of any body of falling water is the weight j
in pounds which falls per minute multi- !

higher than that of other cities in
Maine, and of many small towns even,
piled into the distance in feet through
our citizens will he reassured, excitement
whieh.it falls and the product, divided by

I

will die away,

I

no

no

one

will talk of cnii-

33,000.

moruin/.

X St. ! iouis ftp ti-ll; us story of disi on
so|ate svidosver. svh'i. oil set in/tie* remains ot
III- late with loss'e ret l 111(0 the /laS e. e \elai tiled
his eyes
"NV'ell, Fs
!his
l>ut I lies« r had any (bin/ to etil mi* !'!

—

qualities whiclt always characterize

Hampden,

Wednesday night. Hugh Milligan.

I Hack burn's brother-in-law. was awaken
ed by Ulaekhimi. who w ildly rushed in.
telling him that Mi-s Lovell was dead, it
('liIV Kuu, that "he took poison, and
but lie refused, and sin*
wanted him i
Milligan obtained the
droppfI dei l
assi-lanee <>t »lliei*i> and proceeded to tin*
a
wild,
lonely glen, where in a
sjiot.
thr ift, tin* l>od\ -a the unfortunate girl
was
found, showing, in the distortion of
the lealures and posture, the agony she
mti-t have stifle red.
The coroner's jury
was in session
it the time of the report,
and an incomplete post-mortem had been
held, which had not. drtvnuinril the cause
of death. The indignation of ttie. emu
inunity is fearfully aroused and threats of
lynching arc made against lilaekburn.
who is reported in am* from terror and
remorse.
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It looks as
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Stat into Vermont, and
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Wiseman is a
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brought her out of the

and

That limiter was talked <>yer, and the Legislature said, “We won't he obstructed in ibis
;
i'
on Satur«lay by the ehamway." Well, when the committee proposed in
their session to a>kthis\er\ aid of the Legis<
oimtry—a mail with but
lature in order that they might inquire as to,
.■ ip.
•t\
1. g, who proposetl to hop a mile
and elicit facts in regard J«» this subject; and
i:
inirnii.-' al.iiig the principal street. lie I the tir-l man to get up and oppose it was this
-aim* Slate Constable.
11.■ actually opposed it
erii'ed liims.-lf l.y driving about arrayed in
before hat committee.
Well, he was defeated
'•
\Y. hi•!ie\.- h a -eoniplished j I
arl
then*, and lie was defeated in the Legislature.
"
ill it n
i! ill t'h- oil'-'s l-'g' aelie to see
I'his legislature passed an act which should
\\ a
xeinpt men from consequences which might
I'h
1.
i"CiI round for votive
result from their criminating themselves b\
testifying. And now what has the State Cori'table done in view of that action ? Why, sir,
li. gin mi Monday next.
w
tic appears in the committee room. a* lie has a
I':.* !■ I..\\ m; '.••!. her' have been engaged—
right to do, and conducts his ease; but he
II ...'i
i
i. Win. Houston. Mary Hoamen;
watches every man that appears thereto testify,
M. l. l‘ou
Mary liicklord: and for what? We got -trong, convincing,
";11a.11
-hool. ('lara I’arwell. Fannie Car- damning proof that he was engaged in these
operations with which lie i- charged, and what
1
diat. ^.-liool. It ache! Pratt, Juliette
was the result of it?
The very next day a man
> oath
W
Fleanor
Mansfield:
Primary,
whose property was never before interfered
with was seized. 'The constable went to him
> ''li! ’run- r\ M r<. M. K«vii.
and to.»k all tin liquor in his possession, lie
i
wanted to intimidate other- so that they should
lb "
Age-a>' < oileetor Roberts
He says: “You testify what you
not testify.
• h I '.i.d hi'
ai-poiiitmeiits for the «list riot, know,
notwithstanding the Legislature has’rcr
follow'
Timoth) Thorndike, moved disabilities. I hold power in my hands
i'
: M. P.
Woodcock, Weigher to take away all your property, and it shall be
taken away as far as the law gives mo the
.hiT. It. Simonton deputy collector

i

j

••

o

Triindv. deputy

in-ion: i.o\i
M

I«

id

Moeklou

g.

F. A. Allen*

and

;

This State Constable has put himself
above the law in this respect.
He has said to
this Legislature that “although you think you
have so arranged the provisions of law. that
you can (-licit the facts you desire. 1 propose to
1 propose to hold mv power
go beyond you.
in terrorem before these men. and say they

power."
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increase.
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silver

subscription paid
net tie tnad from California brought a
Like \e\v Hampshire and
eagle.
;• iv:
>»11!i.• 1 ii■ ut. lie
a.neli aiionsjol'democratic
in I

ir’s

\

in

■

o1.

“the
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lining

r
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lli

on

sable

cloud.”

Wi\iiid *t:i. Monday evening at
i. ..ke out in lie new barn of It.
ii
I;
\\ nili rp t. one mile above the
i.ne I. .a
Hotel. 'in the stage road, which
-ib.
n. dwelling house,
tons of
a
iii'i -i
and one colt, a number of
mi
harm
e-.
and farming tools, u hay
pr<■-*. There wa.s no insurance. The house
iv ami imI oi •»ij«i• <I.
Laborers had been
hi:,
ha\ in lie barn during the dav, and it
t hi,- iir, iwiginated from tln ir use of
i I’angor
while at work,
-in.• b.in-g
I

;
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larger growth vote
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barber shop
e-lablislunent is

‘I hi*

the

ami m»t attractive of the

\t h-ast

>o

all

the travelling

say.

Lmb
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r
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who'

dye-house

adver-

shall not appear here.
If they appear, they appear at their peril, and they -hall incur my
That
is
the
result; and I submit,
vengeane*.
Mr. l’resid'-nt, it calls for our action. More
than that.
H-uv
a wholesale liquor dealer in
the city of Boston.
But to go hack; Major
•b.m- fold me per-onallv a long w.iile ago. that
it was hi* intention never to interfere with
wholesale liquor dealers.
And he never has
interfered with them.
'I’ll* wholesale liquor
traffic ha- gone on, and it is n matter of notoriety that it lias not been interfered with. Blit
here is ;t man who lias more concern, perhaps,
for the interest- and -afety and welfare of the
State than he has for hi* own special private
pecuniary matters, and he ha- undertaken to
-ec that i‘;ii t- are elicited.
Ib- has taken a part
in endeavoring to expose the iniquity.

yesterday, for the first lime in the Commonvvealtliof Mas.su diusetts, a wholesale liquor
was
dealer
disturbed, and disturbed in accordnnce with the threats of Major .tones, because
he dared to aid in bringing but facts in regard
to his defendant. Now, ! say, Major Jones has
undertaken to hold this rod not only over dealerbut over Senators too.
I will state a little ineident in regard to myself.
Feeling some
natural sentiment of manly indignation at seean
of
this
officer
Commonwealth
so prostiing
tuted to personal purposes as this State Conis
will
stabularv
(Senators
remember) in the
early part of this session. 1 made “a few remarks*’ about it; and a gentleman came to me
afterwards and said. “How did you dare to talk
in that way?”
“Well,” said I. “1 don’t know
that it
requires any great moral courage.*’
“\V by,** said ho, “haven't you got friends among
tie* liquor dealers in your district? If you have,
they will sutler for it ." 1 laughed at him. then,
but, sir, it wasn't a week before, in that part of
thi- state known as Boxbury. where 1 reside,
the State < unstable* came and went Ihrough
cverv liquor shop, and then said, “We'll let
Senator Monroe know how much he makes by
denouncing u- to the Legislature.'* And that's
a
fair specimen of the impudence of the eonstabularv.
i know a Bcpre.-enlative in the House who

I

j

Sliccss**.

P/i.ks! Dr. J. Briggs' unrivalled Pile Remedy is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal,
External,
Bleeding and Itching Piles. It af| fords immediate
relief and rapidly cinvs the
! most
distressing eases, except those requiring

surgical operation.

Few individuals arc aware that the deseases
of the feet, if not fat al to one's life are certainly
as annoying as can
be, and tin* remedy is simple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the

pain eiitirelv ceases. The best wav to obtain
this relief is to burchase a box of Briggs' Alleviator or Gurative, can be obtained at any druggist store. Sold hv Richard 11. Moody, S. A.
Howes A Go. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport,
Roberts A Hiehborn, Stockton, Mudgetl A
Sibly, Prospect, J. W. Loncy, Frankfort., and
all druggists generally.
lmJS.

they

gagged
They
only
they
they
they

Irish Mos* for
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ae,
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicious food in the world.
Ska Moss Fakink from pure

pane of glass in the door and burst upon
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
tin* scene, only to find the robbers gone,
and Mr. Ellison lying on tin* floor inside
Monday, April 10, 1871.
HUT 1'ER—\W quote choice new 3sa4oc, with
i In* counter.
The thieves, on (seeing Dr. some
gno lots in small boxes soiling at a higher tlgHadden, started through the back room | urc: tine lots ot old Vermont and New York butter
into the garden and over the fence which 22a2se; common do Ida-’"; inferior do llaloc; bakers
12a13c per 1!;.
runs along Forty- sixth street on that side
CHEESE—We quote line lactory cheese at l(*>ul7c
of the way, jumped into a light wagon per lb; good do 13a 10c; choice dairy at 12a 14c; common to lair lots at dado.
which they had in waiting and escaped.
ECUS—The market is abundantly supplied, and
Thcv drove furiously through Forty- sales art- made at 18a 10c for Eastern, and K>u!7e per
sixth street to Fourth avenue, and forty- do/ lor Southern and Western,
MEAN'S—We
choice hand-picked mediums
fifth to Lexington avenue, where the $2 37 per bush; quote
common do at $1 75a2 0" per bush;
The yellow eyes at $3 12; choice hand-picked pea beans
wagon got wrecked in a cellar.
common $2a2 0" per bush.
thieves then got out and ran as far Forty* $3 GRASS
SEEDS—We quote Timothy at 5 70ad 20 ;
second street, where they turned and Red Top $0 00 per bag; Clover llal2c lor Western
and
New
York.
made towards Fifth Avenue, being lost
DRIED APPLES—We quote Eastern sliced at
sight of at this point. They were 'follow- Sad l-2c; quarters 7a.se; Western da7 l-2e,
ed all this way l>3' an ex-policeman, who i POTATOES—We quote Jackson White at $ 1 00a
continued shouting as he ran “Stop those 1 12 per bush, and red and mixed tots at 70c and upwards, according to size, Ac.
nc n."
II AY —We quote choice Northern and Eastern hay
They dashed past the depot ofthe
New Haven Railroad in this way, and a at $2Sa2d per ton and New York $27a2S; common
sills at $20a22, and Straw at $3" per ton.
lot of men hanging around the building, hay
looked on complacently and took no noIIEL3-7 A si PRIC ES ( I IIKE I T.
tice of the erics ofthe man in pursuit for
Mr. Ellison is a good ileal
('orrecleil Weekly for the Journal.
assistance.
cut about the face and back of the head,
Mki.i asi’, Wednesday, April 12,1871.
and has had a severe shock for a man of Flour,
11
10 to
$s.ootoll.00 Round Hog,
21
! OatoO.UO Clear.S’t PorK$22 to
his years. Being alone in the bank at Corn Meal,
s
l.-J.i to u.oo Mutton per lb. ii to
Meal,
Rye
the time of the attack, lie was complete7 to
,uo to 0.00 Lamb per lb.
Rye,
130
t.‘>:» too.oo Turkey per lb. 25 to
ly at the mercy ofthe three rutlians, who, Corn.
to
To Chicken per lb.22 to
Harley,
upon his shouting for help, immediately
25 to
oo
'. *<* t.» j.;:. Duck pi rib.
Leans,
overpowered him. The horse and wagon Marrow I .it 1*' 1 .v-’ito 1. .>*» «ieese per lb. 15 to 1^
iH) Hay per ton, $ is to
7.7. to
22
which were captured by the police will ; Oats,
on
to
N' Liiue,
$1.25 to
Potatoes,
no doubt lead to the arrest, of the men.
12
Dried Ajd'les,
mo oo Was lien Wool -lo to
no to
nn
The horse is a valuable one, and was evi- Cooking, tii*.
7a to
1.00 LTnvasM
lo
to
Oo
to
;;*>
Pulled
Hatter,
dently selected for his qualities a* a run- Cheese,
7 to
00
joto oo Hides,
ner.
oo
17 to
oo Call Skins, 10 2-n to
Kggs,
l*'to
oo Sheepskins
1.00 to $2
4’li<* most intense excitement seized the Lard,
s to
10 Wood, hard,$5 50 to O.oo
Heef,
people living in the neighborhood of the Aji’ls, H.ildw iu, ..»tu 1 .aU Wood, soil, $-1.00 to On
s
5 to
0
Mo
robbery. When it became known that Veal,
Dry Pollock,
1" Straw,
lo
Mo
$S to
such an attempt had been made, and work- Dry Cod,
small
sums
who
had
ing people
sparingly laid aside from their scanty income,
came pouring to the bank, dreading lest
SPECIAL NOTICES.
theirearnings had been carried olV. Many
old
came
to
see
that
the
teller
was
too,
not injured, as lie has been a long time
('onMimption,
connected with this institution and lias
iMi
Irs ritiiVEMlvi,
its (trk
same
kind
of
the
the
experiundergone
ence on three several occasions already.
3y ,T. H. SCHENCK. M. D.
Detectives Woolridge, Bennett and Tiler
have been detailed to work up the ease,
.Many :i human being has passed away, fbr v. hose death
there was no other reason than the neglect of known
and, feeling on their mettle from the boldand indisputably proved means of euro. Those near and
dear to family and friend- are sleeping the dreamless
ness ofthe ease, will, no doubt, soon be
.slumber into v Inch, had they calmly adopted
heard from.
It is to lie regretted that
I>s:. JOSKE-MS
fil. SCIIEXCH'K SIMPLE
Mr. Ellison could not give a detailed deIT SB E ATM EXT.
scription ofthe fellows, but the tiling was
and avail'd themselves of liis wonderfully ciTioacinKS
done so quickly, and being a gentleman
m'1%-ine.s, t!iev would not have fallen.
lii»
een T>n^<> |imvnn thnf wher*'well advanced in years, it is not surpris! ‘r. S.lei
ver Mitlicieut vitality remains, that vitality, by his me.';.
ing his nervousness disturbed his memo- ! di.s and his directions
for their use, is quickened into
healthful vigor.
ry. They were young men, however, he
la tins statement there is nothing presumptuous,
From the easy j i'u the faith of tin- invalid is made
no
says, and very active.
representation
tiiat is not a thousand times substantiated h.v living and
demeanor of tin* police, it is evident that
The theory oi the cure by l>r. >eltenck's
visible v..«rks.
they know where to work for the scoun- ! iuedieiiuis is as simple a- it
unf liliu-.r.
Its philosophy
requires im argument. It is self assuring, scll-condn. Is.

!

|

j
j

J

\i

Tle- Seaweed foiiic ..iij Mandrake Pills are the first two
weapons with whii it the citadel of the malady isassaih !.
Two-thirds of the cases of consumption originate: in ih
pepsia and a imictionally disordered liver. With this
bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
condition th.
stomac!
Tiny respond t" the morbilic action of the
iiver. Here taen -nines the culminating result.
1 the
seitit!;; in. wit it all its distressing symptom- o'"

From France.

i

WARLIKE OPERATIONS.

|

Paris, 10.
j
| Tho Versailles troops arc steadily gain|
ing ground, and the military situation has
! become exceedingly critical lor the com-

IOXS OIPTIOX.
Tlic -Mandrake Pills are composed of one oi Natnn s
noblest gift*—the Pedophillum l*i Itatuui. Th«
all
the blood-searehing. alterative properties of calomel, but
unlike calomel, they

both on the western and southern
The Ollieial Journal says :
“We
hold Amiens. The enemy tlee and our
losses are small. The insurgent losses
for the last two days it is ollieially stated,
were 500.
Hen. Bergeret has been arrested tor a military failure and insubordination. Hen. Henry’s escape is rc-aflirined.
The cafes on the boulevards

; mune,

| sides.

were

LEAVE

1

j
;

j

don't trouble him. He gets their support.
MOVEMENTS Ol TROOPS.
And. Mr. President. 1 am glad that tins thing
lias occurred, in order that the Legislature of
thousand French regulars
Twenty-live,
Massachusetts may be brought to a realization of are
expected from Germany on Wednesthe
condition
of
we
are
in
now.
We
just
things
The Prussian garrison at St. Denis
m
Id Wells i- agent.
I
that assumes to defy 1 lie day.
j have created a power
has been reinforced with 50.000 Hoyal
that assumes to sav that the
1 bunion has voted to tax dogs *1 each. There | legislature it.-elf;
| truth shall not he elicited in regard to this and
guards.
m
m Hellas! that ought to be levied
; ..‘»ou dog
that, and that the nearer we eotne to truth the
SORTIES.
mi in a -iiniiar way.
heavier their hand shall be felt. Now I offer
bill to the Legislature, as an opponent of
Versailles, 10th.
ibis
to the ad\ ertisenient of Mr.
\tt< ni i.>n i «• dli
the search and seizure clause in the liquor law,
The insurgents made two sorties on
1
II. 1 *i.■•■ee. o| Winterport, who oilers the
and not as a lest question on the subject of
one against Chatillon.
A sharp
I Wal'.haiu watches at reduced prices. teinperanee at all, but 1 oiler it as a test ques- Sunday,
f.isiladc was kept up lor two hours. The
tion here so decide the point of which is the
In
has
been
ill
for
a
l.nml.-. who
fortnight greater in tin* State of Massachusetts, the Massa- sortie was repulsed. Ten thousand men
I'eeuN el illg.
chusetts Legislature or the State Constabulary.
p:i-t.
The Versailles brigade
occupy (‘hatillou
I hope the Senators here will meet it in that
11 the 11 ay lord Hloek.
Mr "i
hangs out point of view; 1 hope they will meet it on their about leaving was to remain and reinforcements were sent forward. Another
v.
m d
band-ome insurance sign.
I believe the
honor and on their manliness.
sortie by Anteuil and Point Du Jour gates
State of Massachusetts can do without that
I eattle, JI head, passed over
I
lit d |o el
search and seizure clause for sixty days. The has taken place. Tho commune occupies
ie
iim.id ii tii Hrooks i,i Himiham last week.
question is whether we are thi* greater power j P.oulogne and other villages on the Seine,
or whether we are to he defeated hv these minand has arrested the municipal councils
LeWm-l \v a treated to a lllild dose of thunder
ions of the State.
for refusing to obey.
The cannonade
li: i.ting on Friday night.
i *from Mont Martre drove away the inhab■n.
tlie devii'- lid*lies appeared on Saturitants of Puteaux and Courbevoie. SunWholesale Thieving.
The I oy lli it had it wa- promptly killed.
day night, there! was a violent cannonade
bin Woodbury l>avi'. Postmaster of PortA most remarkable ease of wholesale toward Mondon.
!
i- in our city.
PARIS it KMS.
thieving has just been broken up by the
i» vm
I,
l Friday night there was I New York police, which is thusbriefiy told.
London, 11th.
Colfax it Overton, a firm of clothing dealIni Hi Iti and lightning. Thunder and lightning!
The supplementary elections for tiie
h-ard of such a thing on April 7th? ers, doing business to the amount of hall' commune have! been adjourned.
The
a million dollars per year, keeping at
.\\
of the army of Paris is 200,000
| i ki d May flowers, the regular trailstrength
on
least $100,000 in stock
hand, complain- men. Torpceloes have been
in" album-, in full bloom, April 9th.Winplaced in the1
ed to the police lately that their balance avenue of the
t
l i>! round Tuesday, with a spirt of
look !i>
granel
army. The newsnot
their
was
stock
of
sheet
satisfactory,
'iii *ii threw
now
Ip
papers Shade! and Temps, have been supup the sponge, and a
clothing had shrunk more than was good pressed.
rain pillowed.Those who have attended the
for them. They suspected their two porlie alic la,’ enjoyed a treat. The Hall was
The- following appointments were fast
ters, young men of 18 and 28 who were
lull every night—we mean John Hall, full of entrusted with the
keys of the store.
week made* by the Governor—
fun.The ravelling in the vicinity of this eitv
A decoy was according sent l>y the poHANCOCK.
lice early one morning before the clerks
-very good.If we dared, we should say
*1. II. Stearns, (Jastine*, Pilot, hay and harbor.
that the linn of the Belfast. Livery Co. will be
arrived, to buy clothing, and he purchas- Sullivan Green, Deer Isle,
P. <>.
As no return was
ed a suit of clothing.
a-ier, Parker, Soutbworth and Cox.
KNOX.
of the money paid,
the
cashier
to
made
:ni
at
the
incident
occurred
amusing
Warren C. I’urrigo, No. Haven,
Trial Jus.
tlie young men, llofncr and Jones, were
1 l" >5>'«• nie
when hills were distributapjt.-ars
paper, have an exi* nt
jaitati*.it i thi ir line, and the railroad
-lablishii'\
*:• 11r11j11i. .11 inns with their
"ii

;.

in our

,ii

..

evening,
*
el ruing a can l signed by a number of our
i!i/. a
complimentary to the Adelphians, in
Hiram chad’s name appeared with
affixed to it, which
* Junior
belonged to the

arrested, and after a brief confinement
1 confessed that their thieving operations
have been going on about six months;
that more than $20,000 in goods had been
abstracted from Messrs. Colfax and Overgentleman's name below. How was that for
ton’s store, small parcels
being taken daiiHi\.We beard a Devil's livtdle on Court
ly and handed over to one Sullivan, who,
street. Shoo ilv, give us a cat concert.About
with James Malony were their partners.
the briskest business carried on here now is the The
goods were taken to Chicago, where
retail trade in ’lasses candy—sweetness long
Sullivan and Malony opened a store of
drawn out and sold for a cent a slick.We are stolen goods, under assumed names.
After running about two weeks they
"lad to <ee Mr. Albert Dana again in our city.
He will make a short visit here. He thinks | sold out and returned to New York, Sullivan taking himself and
there are worse places than Belfast.We
family off to
paper of a man who
part of Jefferson county."
i- that above or below the waistbands?.ToFast Day as per proclamation by Gov.
day
Pei ham.

read in

a

Western

“was

shot in the lower

There is a man in (ilen’s Falls, N, Y., who
\v«»n’l believe any stories about the sagacity of
lugs, lb' says dogs have not common sense.
In proof of his assertion Ik* relates how he
poun <1 kerosene on a dog and set it on lire, just
to have a little fun, as lie was lonely during his
wife's absence; and that dog actually ran under
ihe barn belonging to him, and lay there anil set
the barn on fire, though the man whistled to
him to eomc out.

Europe

tor their health.
When Jones
went to Chicago for his own and Horner’s
share of the proceeds he found that they
had been “beat dead.” In order to get
square on the transaction it was agreed

PENOHSCOT.

Penobscot
lien.i. P. Gilman, OromO
Aaron Babb, Bangor,
>
Boom
S
Darius Eddy, Bangor.
Commissioners.
Timo. B. Butchelder, Kcndiiskcag.
J. P. O.
Josiali G. Eaton, Ilcrmon,
Samuel II. Dale, Bangor,
Wm. II. Strickland,
Seth Paine,
Nathan Wyman, Dexter,
WALDO.

Clias. II. Worden, Belfast,
Timo. Thorndike,

Trial Jus.
J. p. Q,

WASHINGTON.

Calvin S. Small, Cherryfield,
James A. Milliken,

Trial Jus
J. P.

STIXG

BEHIXD."

work

A

closed, Sunday night, by military

force.
i
Later—The tire slackened Monday.
; Tho Versailles
army fell back after batj
tering in the bridge and gate of Maillot.
i McMahon is expected to undertake
opera*
lions on a great scale. The communists
are building
huge barricades in Place de
la Concorde, Hue Hivoli, Hue Hoyale ami
the corps lcgislatif.

TVO

of euro is now beginning. The vitiated am!
deposits in the bowels and in the. alimentary canal are ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up. It
The stomach acts responsive!..
arouses from its torpidin
and the patient begins to feel that he is getting, atlas:.
The

mucous

<J.

Belfast Police Court.
Reported
On the 8th, George Wentworth and Levi
were
brought before the Court on a
Temple
charge of breaking and entering a house of
doubtful reputation, without consent of the occupants. They were fined one dollar and costs.
In default of payment, Temple was committed
for the Journal.

between Jones and Horner that^they
should sell all the goods they could for
Colfax & Overton in the absence of the
clerks and principals and divide the proceeds. Jones complained, in his confesto jail.
sion, that Horner took the lion’s share,
and said if the thing had been honestly
On the 1.0th. one or two persons were arraignconducted he, Jones,would have had mon- ed for being drunk and disorderly on Sunday,
of
his
own and
an«l fined. One was charged with obstructing
ey enougli to open a store
do an honest business.
an officer, &»d fined, from whiHi he appealed.

SVPPLV

OF

GOOD

BLOOD.

The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, permeates and assimilates with the food. Chylilicatimi is
now progressing, without its previous tortures.
Diei-sUnii
becomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand.
There is no more flatulence, no. exacerbation of the stomach. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest lilood Puriiier ever yet given
by an indulgent fattier to sullering man. Schenek's Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
lia-ten and complete the. cure. It enters at once upon its
work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens
tiie impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
f>rm of gatherings it prepares them for expectoraii.n.
audio! in a very short time the malady is vanquish' d,
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made
new, ami the patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that v as

«IVEX

IP

AS

LOST.

The second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to prevent taking cold when the lungs are diseased, but it must
be prevented or a cure cannot be cfl'ected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of the country In the
fill and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course lose tlieir patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house
tin y must not sit down‘quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and as last as the strength will bear, to get
up a good circulation of blood. The patients must keep
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This lias a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to

gain.

To despair of cure alter such evidence of its possibility
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. I>r. Schenek's personal statement to the Faculty
ofliis own cure was in these modest words:
“Many years ago 1 was in the last stages of consumption: confined to my bed, and atone time, my physicians
thought that I could not live a week; then like a drowning
man catching at straws, I heard of.and obtained the preparations which 1 now oiler to the public, and they made
It seemed to me that I could led
a perfect cure of me.
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened tinmatter in my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint
of oil'ensivo yellow matter every morning for a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and my appetite
became so great that it was with diflleulty that 1 could
keep from eating too much. 1 soon gained my strength,
and have grown in flesh ever sin* e.
L was weighed shortly after my recovery,” added the
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my weight
was only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-live (‘22b) pounds, and fur years 1
have enjoyed uninterrupted health.”
Dr. Sehem k lias discontinued liis professional visits to
New York and Boston. Ho or Ills son, Dr. J. H. Selienck.
Jr., still continue to see patients at their otliee, No. 15

North Sixth street,

Philadelphia, every Saturday from0

A. .M. to J P. M. Those who wish a thorough examinawith the l’espirometer will he charged $5. The Kespirometer declares the exact condition of the lungs, amt
patients can readily loam whether they are curable or
not.
The directions for taking the medicines are adapted to
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
cases the Mandrake Pills are to be taken in increased
doses; the three medicines need no other accompaniments

tion

than the ample instructions that accompany them: First,
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
the despairing at once he of good cheer.
Good blood at
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated.
In a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gone
forever.
Dr. Schenek's medicines arc constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, the
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: wliilo the
Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, maybe
regarded as a prophylacterid against consumption in any
»f its fonns.
Price of the

a

a

Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
bottle, or $7.50 si half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 20 cents
box. For sale by all druggists and dealers.
GKO.
C. GOODWIN & CO., Agents, Boston.
>

THE

CELEBRATE])

HOME
STOMACH

BIITTHB4M !
Phy-

a si Bee; ri:>:v i:\tivi

particularly

FEMALES

Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonio-stimulan thas ever betore
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, and
EVERY

FAMILY SHOULD
A BOTTLE.

HAVE

4 AS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
Laboratory ld5 Sc 10/ NAd st., St. Lquis, Mo.
liy all ItrisKiriNt* ami Dealer*'
RmoM.Osp

For Sale

rp j J pi

SAWYER’S SALVE.

RELIANCE

O F
__

Orders

SPIRAL GEAR.

A T

Ask for Dr, Clarke’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
iutoxieate.

54 Main St,, Belfast, Maine,

In this city, March 25, by Bev. W, O. Thomas,Mr.
I’hineas A. Gross, to Miss Sarah F. Dutch, both ot
this city.
In Rockland, 28th, ult., Mr. Edwin E. Rhoades of
Camden, and Miss Ella II. Holden of Rockland.

OIK IA.
[Obituary notices, beyond the (tote, name and aye,
must be paid for.\
In Waldo, lltli, Nehomiah .Johnson, aged 58.
In l.liicolnville, 23d ult., < Iscar F., son of Sarah A.,
and Adalbert Knight aged 13 months and 20 days.
In Monlville, Feb. 20, Josiali Jackson, aged 51
years.
In Jackson, April s, Mr. Gilbert H. Hogans,
2.N years.
In Union, Feb. 27, Mr. Jonathan Eastman,
»3 years 0 months and 23 days.

a salve combining soothing and
Ji healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient. A remedy at hand for tin- many pains and
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad effect, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Mi c Sawyer, who lias used it
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases lbr which this salve is recommended are. Chill,lain*. Rheumatism, Piles,
Scrofula, uhl l'leers, Salt Rlantit. Sprain t. Rums,
hirer San s,
V'/
Pimples. I.rysipelus, Sore
Eyes, Bailor's lt<h, luafne'-- Roils. Ring-worms,

MERSEY £ WOODWARD,
being desirous of dosing

out

their entire stock of

Clothing

Corns.

Cannes, Toothache, EtrXipples, Baldness. S-rolfm Breasts,
Itch, Scald R ,d. Tn thing. < Ro ped Hands,
Scalds, Ruts, Bruises, t'nmp,
and
Sores on Chi 11 re tilt never fads to cure Rheumatism if properly
applied. Rub it on well with the b.. •! three times
a day.
In several cases it has cutvd p dsied limbs.
For Pih s it lias been discovered, to h. a sure vemedy. persons that have been al'lietcd for years
have been relieved by a few applications. For Erysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation
and quieting the patient. For ( 'happed Hands it
produces a euro immediately. Let, those with Salt
Rheum obtain this Salve, and apply it freely, and
they will lltul it invaluable. It is good in cases «.f
Scrofula and Tumors. Cancers have been cured
with it. The be.'t Salve ever invented for Swoll'tl
Breast and Son Xipples. No wav injurious, but
sure to afford relief.
Son or ll’ial Eyes— Rub it
on tile Inis gently, once or twice a
day. Cure-, deafness by putting in tin- cars
on a piece of cotton.
For Felons this is superior, to
anything known.
For Pimples this acts like a charm. For Bums
and Scalds, apply the Bale at once and it gives
immediate relief.
For old Sores, apply once a

oche,

Cloths, propose to sell them from lO
to "AO per cent, below what they have ever been
offered in this Market. They will sell good,
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTH I NO for
$*. Good all WOOL CLOTHS,
from 20 cents to $1.00 per
yard, such as has been previously sold lrom $1.00
t o $l/ii per yard. A
large lot of fur-

and

aged
aged

common

nishing goods

HI IIP

such

NEWS.

Brig Mountain Eagle (of Castinc, Me.) Jarvis, at
New York from East Greenwich, March 20, in ballast, bound to Savanrah, put Into New York for repairs, having on April 1, off Cape Helopeu, encountered a gale from NE lasting 2+ hours, durlug which
lost foretopsail, staysail and jib, and split mainsail,

and had pumps choked.
Brig George Harris (of Stockton,) Blanchard, at
New York from Mayaguez, reports Maxell 31, lat 34
50, Ion 75 10, had a heavy gale lrom SE, changing to
N W, the sea making a clean breach over the vessel:
Io-t dickload of r.o hluls molasses, and two water
tusks, and split sails, the gale lasting 24 hours; w 5
days N of Ilatteras.
New York, April s—Early this morning the sell
Providence, of Camden, Me., Capt. L. I*. Heal,
I. nlen with 8o0 barrels of lime, ran ashore on the
II. its at the foot oi Ninety-sixth street, East Illver.
At a Quarter past 0 o’clock the lime ignited, and the
schooner and cargo were entirely destroyed. The
estimated loss on vessel and cargo is $t»uOo, upon
which there is no insurance.

TO

MANUFACTURERS,
>

E V E1.01 ’EM ENT 01

Great Western
>.M BIN IN (;

—<

Drawers,

Stockings, &c.,

TOWNS

AND
—

l:Y

will be sold at the same rates, during the next 00
days. In addition to the above, we have
OOO ol nice foreign and domestic goods
for our CUSTOM DEPARTMENT,
which we offer at a large discount
Irom former prices, and warrant
every garment to lit satisfactorily to the customer or
no sale. Our Custom

Department

Capital

un-

der the management
of our

EXPERIENCED

*1.000.000.

This

Company holds one ol the most liberal chart
'Ts ever granted by the State ot
Illinois, conferring
perpetual and e,< elusive right to create Xarigation
and Water I‘over by the construction of /-hmsand
Locks on tin* Kankakee and Iroquois Rivers, with
authority t*> issue stock and bonds, fix and regulate
its own tolls within the charter limits, to condemn
materials, lands for dams, locks, mills, and water
power, to purchase and hold lands for town and city
site- and for all purposes of manufacturing; also
power to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any
part or all oi its properties, franchises, or possessions, at discretion.
When completed, this will give navigation lrom
the Illinois and Michigan Canal, witli which it connects, to the Indiana State line, a distance of nearly
one hundred miles in Illinois, and
extending more
than seventy miles in the State of Indiana.
The lertilitv of this section of the country is shown
from the fact that one-twentieth of the two Jiundied
and (iffy-two million bushels of corn alone raised in
the State (one hundred and two counties), in ls7u,
was product.d in the three counties through which
these rivers flow, and from the pcculiai richness of
the soil.it lias been aptly termed “The Garden of
Illinois.”
The extent and reliability of the Water Tower is
not surpassed by any river in the State or New
England, the Kankakee River being adapted by nature
for this purpose, having a solid lime-rock
bed, high,
ami
a never-failing supply of water.
sloping banks,
The works arc now under contract, and in part
completed ten miles above and below the City ol
:
Wilmington, and the Company will be prepared the
coming season to sell or lease Water Tower for
manufacturing purposes.
The laoiliihs for the transportation, both by
water and rail, to and from the two great distributing markets of tile West, Chicago and St. Louis
| the low c.-i oi living, the largo and extensive fields
[ of coal the lectin the State. within three miles of
the river, at two dollars and lifty cents per ton, ft
fertile soil, cheap building materials, salubrious
climate, and otiier inducements that will be oilered
by the Company, afford a most inviting opportunity
(or a remunerative investment ot capital, and the
employment of skilled labor in manufacturing inter
est-, which must of necessity develop western
Lowells, Lawrences, and Lewistons.
About two hundred and lift-, acres of land are already secured by the Company contiguous to its
largest Water Tower, nearly all ol which is within
the limits of the flourishing City of Wilmington
(only lilty-three miles from the city ol Chicago),
whose citizens have, indorsed this enterprise by a
liberal subscription to its bonds of over fifty thou| sand dollars.
This Company also ownes the entire capital Stock
| f$7‘J.oOO) ol the “Kankakee Coal Company,” with
J its .valuable railroad charter, and tiuO acres of the
choicest of tie* Wilmington Coal Lands, selected by
actual test in boring, and with guaranty ol quality
and quantity.
The Company solicit investigation by manufacturers and mechanics of the merits ot this enterprise, and oilers to capitalists and others who desire
to make a sale and paying investment one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars of its eight per cent, goldbcaiing bonds, payable in ten years, interest semiannually, secured by a first mortgage on all of the
Company’s property and improvements; the proceeds of the bonds to be expended entirely in imsoon

be issued

giving

full par-

ticulars.
These bonds can be obtained of
Messrs. BREWSTER, SWEET .St CO., Bankers, No.
i<> State Street, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. U. L. DAY & COBB, Bankers, No. 31 Kilby
and 10 Lindall Streets, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. GEO. W. LONG & CO., Bankers, No. JI
Congress Square, Boston Mass.
Messrs. .J.' II. DANIELS & SON, Bankers, Wilmington. Illinois, and at ’he Offices of the Company.
»E1'KHE.T('EK.
11. O. Ai pen, Boston, Mass.
Lpv Appleton, Railroad Commissioner, 7 Tomberton Square, Boston, Mass.
,St Brother, No, 117 South
Street, Boston,
Mass.
Willi* Phelps & Co., Springfield, Mass.
T. W. Stanley, New Britain, Conn.
William II. Opelj., Mayor City of Wilmington,
D. U. Coins, Wilmington, HI.
^
^ V * IK'S> Company's Engineer,

Ih'

believe the best in this part of the State and
only ask a trial to make others believe the ame.
We invite every one in want of

B. &c M. H. L.R. R. Go.
STOCKHOLDERS IN THE ABOVE named
X Company are hereby notified to meet at the
Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday May 3d, 1871,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles, viz:
Art. 1st. To see what action, if any, the Stockholders will take, concerning the contract tor a Lease, of the road, dated
dune 10, 1.8(58.
To see whether, and upon what terms
Art. 2d.
the Stockholders will lease the road.
Ai t. 3d. To transact any other business that may
properly come before said meeting.
l*er order ol Directors,
JOHN II. QUIMBV, Clerk.
B. &. M. 1,. U. R. Co.
Belfast, April 10,1871.
3w4u

npilE

Plows! Plows!
JUST
■»*■*

Also

UECE1VKD A [,AU(iE LOT OF Hun.V II

a ..sou

Plows & Cultivators.

line assortment ot NI.ni .-l*. II...
nure JFoiii,. and a good
variety of Farming Implement* in general, For sale at the lowest market
a

prices, by

A. J. HARRIMAIM & CO.,
So. 1.11 IHuii. Ml.. BeiraM, Mr.
limit)
April 11,1S71.

rF»E UNDERSIGNED HAVING ENLARGED
X his place of business, respectfully announces to
the citizens ot Belfast and vicinity, that he has added
to his stock of
Millinery, a line of small wares, including

Corsets, Gloves, Hoiscry Handkerchiefs, Hamburg and Pique Trimmings, Plaited Cambric Trimmings (something entirely new,)
Ladies & Children’s Aprons,
Dress Linings, Braids,

Cloth

or

THE
FFtICTED.
If your Druggist is out of the Salve, and neglects
«■»
keep supplied, send sov< nty-five cents as directed
below, and receiv -i box by return mail.

Clothing,

Put up in Boxes at 50 cents each. Prepared
>y MISS (' SAWYER, and put up by L. M.
ROBBINS, Wholesale and Retail Druggist. Rockland, Me. A Trial Box sent free
by mail ..ii receipt .1 .-eventy-iive o-n..-, !>v L. M.
lit'BRINS, Rockland, Mo.

for whatever purpose, common wear or dress, to
give us a call and take the great advantage we
offer them in this Sale, at UKKATI. Y RE
DUG’ED PRICES. The assortment iv. ry large and FIRST CLASS, and
the utmost courtesy will be shown
all who come for inspection.
We have a few of the
CELEBRATED

Having just

stock

returned from Boston with

a

new

ot Spring and Summer
Millinery, he will have
opening ot BONNETS and HATS on Thursday,
April 20th, 1871, and cordially invites the Ladies to
call and examine.
(1. P. RAY1HOND,
Church St., next door to Hayford Block.
an

2w40

SALES!
Large Commissions I Wanted, AG ENTS, male and female,
UNPRECEDENTED
sell
—

to

Pictures

everywhere. One agent alone has
retailed over 8,50u at 75 cents each. Another agent
writes, “I can make more money in this business
than 1 could on a $lo,ooo farm all stocked.” Address
only with stamp, WNM’NEV .Sr CO,. Norwich,
Conn.
imfl'.P

72 MAIN ST.,

Belfast, Maine.

3m3S

!

SPRINGFIELD
&

FIRE

MARINE

INSURANCE COMPANY!

I
1

OF

SPRINGFIELD,

MASS.

COX & FIELD,
!

ANNUAL

TTHS-VALUABLE SALVE IS SOLD BY ALL
MEDICINES.

DEALERS IX

IOEM

STATEMENT

Oftho NPRIK^FIELI) 1TIIK «1
tit
HIKE IKhlll4K4 E t'O.YlfMKl
Springfield, in the State ol Ma.--., to tli I n-.
Commissioner ol said State of Maine, tor tin
ending on the 31st day ol December, !»: ■>.
I. Assi-.ts.
1. Dross amount ol assets at their true tsh

$936,400.94.
Detailed statement ot same, showing .tie
classes oi assets and amount
«:
d.
Real Estate own d by Compuu)
L
Loans on Real Estate,
"M*
Loans or* Collateral,
U. ft. >-20 Of lftti:., Reg. Rond',

2.

1

]

C.

$100,000,

ot Im'm,

S. 5-20

$7o,00o,

Reg. Ronds. “New
;.

IJ. S. 5-20 ol IS lift, Reg. Ronds, $1ij,oi»",
U. S. O’s of 1881, Reg. Ronds,
1140 shares Rank Stocks, $114,Uuo,
$li*.
1743 shares R. It. Stocks, $i74,;;oo,
Rome, Watertown and Ogdt nsburg R. R.

Ronds, $2,700,
Ronds,
$7,000,
St. Louis, Alton and Terre llaute R. R.
Ronds, $5,000,
<>t> shares Springfield Aqueduct < ■>. Mock
$li,t)00,
I Cash on hand and in hands of Agent:
“Cilice Furniture,
Accrued Interest auil Rents,

.>•••

<

t>:

Potsdam and Watertown R. It.

II.

ICE I

I.IABILIT1KS.

mi

>

I

•“

•.*.i.«>
;u
4 .on.

■

ftKhi.too

Losses and Claims adjusted but unpaid,
Losses and Claims unadjusted and r.

HAVE IN STORE A LARGE LOT OF THE
thickest, coldest, clearest and purest ice over
gathered in this or any other locality—frozen ex
pressly to order. I shall be happy to supply customers regularly and in any quantity.
jTHOMAS LOGAN.
2 m US
Belfast, March 2'.), 1871.

■

*'

$

■

.<>t-

<

ported,
Loans, none.
Amount required
ing risks, viz

to reinsure outstand50 per cent, of |>r> to
received on lire risk:-.
Whole amount recei\ed on Marine and
ums

Inland, none.
liabilities, viz: Commissions due
Agents on December bu.-dness.

Other

Court of

the best in use, which we offer in the
above sale.

Bankruptcy.

!jW.r,

BANKRUPTCY, for tie- fifth
Congressional District, also for the County of
COURT OF

V
Lincoln

in

E. FREEMAN, President.

and so much of the County of Knox, as Is
included in the fourth Congressional District, will
be held at my Otliee, in Rocklan 1, on April lb, 1871,
at '.'o’clock, A. 31.
PETER I’ll At HER,
Register in Bankruptcy.
lw:i;
Rockland, March JO, is:!.

PAPER COLLARS,
lfo\ «**j f«»r *?-Y
Out*.
Remember the place,
and be sure to give u a
CALL.

large assortment,

SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

COX & FI F.I.I
3w:„s

>.

BELFAST,

A^riiis,
Maine.

■

The Great Remedy For

Assessor’s Notice.

Mersey & Woodward,
54 Main

Street, Belfast,

SUBSCRIBERS, Assessors of the'.City of
JL Belfast, herebv gi\. notice to the inhabitants
of said Belfast to mn.<e out and bring m to them
true and perfect lists ot their polls, and all their estates, real and personal, not by law exempt from
taxation, which they niv or may he possessed of on
the first da\ ot April, A. 1>. 1*7., and that they will
be in session at their otliee over tbe store of Oakes
Augier, iu sai l Belfast, from the lir.-t day’ ot April
o the tenth day of April next, for the
purpose ot
teceiving said lists.
Highway Surveyors ol the s« vcral districts art- requested to bring in their-everal tax-books of ISO'.',
liter the lirst d.tj of April.
Agent- ot tlie several School Districts are requested to make returns in writ digs to the assessors, of
the number of scholars be' mging to each family in
heir School Hist ricts, their name and ages together
with the names o the heads of the family, as soon
in w be after the tir.-t ot April m xt.
() A K ES A NCI E R,
Assessors of
GKOKGl-i WOODS,
the city
NOAll M. MATHEWS
of Beliast.
1*71.
March.
u*

!

til o

For Sale
AT

A

GREAT

RHEUMATISM !

rrillE

Maine.

April 11, 1871.

BARGAIN

(’ACC I OLA OFFERS FOR SALE ids
fashionable

JOSEPH

WINO’.e-

Myalgia is derived from two words, om- meaning
muscle, and the other pain or pang, it them ! n.
means muscle pain.
Among tin* medicines lor Lhcum..ti-m, \\ INC

MYALHlC LIN'IMLNT and MYAK.1C I'll !
stand far ahead of ail other-, nom
ven appri.\i

mate a

Belfast

Savings

preventing

500

VOLUMES

i

N

ONE.

Agents Wanted

Bank.

riAHK CORPORATORS OF THE ABO\ E named

Wing
|

11

fct.,

Library of l'Qotrvdc

Song

Is

LIVERPOOL AMCADIZ SALT.
11I1DS., LIVERPOOL, & SOOhlnls.,
Forsaleut Boston priee«,
SAMUEL ADAMS.
thv37
Castine, March 17, 1871.

WALTHAM WATCHES
A

/

IN

<

1

__

Dress and Cloak

I'am.

SEARSPORT, ME.

ri^HE WELL KNOWN,
House
X three* stories high, fini-dicd in Modern m\
and containing ::j or more large and com cm.
rooms, is now uttered tor sale. Attached is a si ,|
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable .bun.I n
IIie I.IYERX STlu k
ly supplied with water.
8 to '0 Horses, Cartiages. Harnesses, k..[.,^
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the pi...
Is situated iu the central part of .Searsport. .-u
h.
head ol Penobscot Bay, one ot the most bejulihii
bays in the world for lishiug and -ailing, who'
renders Searsport a tine summer resort, mi. 11. .•
has already become very popular with the tMiulm.
public, and whose patronage is constantly m i.
ing. Fine roads all'ord every facility, for pi. asu:

SHOES,

void l»v
<>w39

Umic.ly 1’uv

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND

Prices.

wai.timm w atch km
\ 7 in Solid Coin, Silver Hunting Cases for $15.00,
AS A FASTENING FOIL HEAVY
As there are twenty-six different <|uualities of
Waltham llovi;mi:nts, persons at a distance
about to purchase a fiue movement, will do well to
send for my Price I.id and Descriptive Circular before purchasing elsewhere; and see lor themselves.
Has proved superior to either Thread or Pegs. For that they cm save money
by buying of me. Ketneinall the lighter grades ol work it is equally applica- i her I sell a Ccnuinc Waltham Watch for $15.00,
Personal attention given to Fine Watch Repairing,
i
ble, and the most delicate lady’s slipper or the finest and satisfaction warranted. Chronometer and expump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and pansion Balances put into plain Balance Watches to
order.
E. R. PIERCE,
preserves its shape better, It fastened with
o\vl
Winterport, Maine.

CABLE SCREW WIRE

i:

Rare Chance for Sale

T

Red.need

CABLE SCREW WIRE.

arc

unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion,

It has a wide range of application. The Mm
most immediate relict trom pain,
lndispeiisibi.Colds, Cough, Diarrlue, Dysenterj < ledcia,
Made expressly for those who want the l». i. u
know after they get it.
None others ne. I
Every person ought, to have it, w in th. at hum.
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March SO, 1871.
I ma

Cadiz Salt.

by

These popular <moo«1«
Dealers everywhere.

an

Catholio.il, III,* lirml

is a book for every household."
IN’. V. Mail.
“We know ot no similar collection in the English
language which, in copiousness and felicity of selection and arrangement, can at all compare with it."
1 N. V. Times.
Terms Liberal. Selling very rapidly.
Send lor
Circular and Term- to J. It. i'Oltl*
CO.,
Park
A. 1
tw.ts

WW\

AND

Adhesive Phenol Salve,

from stain, and its healing properties are -m
u
if once one becomes acquainted with il m. tin w
always keep it on hand. For Chapped Hand* Lii
pies on the Face, bore Lips, Sore Lyes, ami 1 our
of Cutaneous and Mucous surface-, it
tin m..~!
positive cure. Among all the medicines tor (\g u rl.
nothing approaches the bouign action ol pm (
It quickly restores the glands
plication.
mucous membrane of the nasal cavitie- to a m.rm
and healthy action, No family should in* with.no
a
single day. Full directions 'accompany a* !. ,u
cle. Sold by Druggists.

It

.IlialiM",

2uio8

BOOTS

s

put up in rolls, fitted

lor family use, .uni no lam
should be without it. Its healing properto are
| equalled by any Salve ever before in me. It- udh
‘>ve qualities are such, that it cannot l.e w.t.-h< .1
Ij ot exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, \.
It immediately sooths and removes the pain .>i
inflamed bore, and quickly puts an end t.. ill s>nq
toms of malignancy.
Try it and von will ue\.
willing to be without it.
WING’S PHENOLINE,

Spokes! Spokes!

.11 ui

Is

..

The

JL Bank,are hereby notified, that the annual meeting will be held at the Banking Room, on Wedneday, April 19th, 1871, at:: o’clock, P. M., to act upon i
Shinn Choice Selections from tin Test Touts,
the following business, viz
1st. To choose Corporation Officers for the ensu- j
KiigHvli. KcoUh. Irish and American
ing year.
lid. To transact such other business as may legalWith ;»*i Introduction
Per order
ly come before them.
.JOHN II. OUIMUY, Secy.
By WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.
lvv-lo
Belfast, April 10, 1871.
< n '.er whose critical super vision the volume was
compiled.
The handsomest, and cheapest subscript ion book
extant. Over MOO pages, beautitully printed, choicely illustrated, handsomely hound. .1 Library of
Just received ten thousand
over »0« volumes in one boo/., whose contents, <if
no ephemeral nature or interest, will never grow old
HICKORY AND OAK SPOKES,
>r stale.
It can he, and will bo, read and re-read
For light and heavy Carriages. All sizes thorough- i with pleasure by old and young, as long as its leaves
hold together.
ly seasoned, and for sale low by
“A perfect surprise.
Scarcely anything at all a
ALBERT C. BURGESS,
favorite, or at all worthy ot place here, is neglected.
Ti

rivalry.

The LAIN ot Rheumatism lades away hy tin tint'this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently tie.:
ii
everyone who has used it, is a-: mushed at us
tary efl'ects.
The MYAI.tilC FILLS restore all the secret i-mand cleanse the Mood, making a complct* nr.
a return ol
tin; disease,
In them. S g
by all Druggists.

»

Situated on the Corner oi Main & High Streets, in
this city. The reason of his desire to sell, is that lu
wishes to visit his aged parents in Italy, the coming
summer.
Any one wishing to purchase, will do
well to apply soon to the owner at the shop.
Belfast, April 13,1871. :ivv40 J. CACC 10LA.

Making.

driving.

Boston and Portland Steamers call lure dui
will return soon from
within six miles ot Railroad :ommunieatlnu w.i
Boston to Belfast, to continue her business as
trains fur Boston and Portland. On. ,.r •,.■
!
daily
I a Dress and Cloak Maker. Having had extensive
most desirable locations in Maim
lor the 11 <t.
I practice as a cutter lor the firm ot JORDAN {I and
summer
resort, sold on account ot busim>MARSH
ft
CO
she
feels
confident that she cun
LL I'EIHOV, PIIOPOSIXC TO
please the ladies ot Belfast. Thankful for past favors California demanding the Proprietor's imuudi.t
IX teach in Belfast the ensuing summer, are reattention.
quested and notified to meet me at my house tor ex- she hopes lor a continuance for the coming season.
It not disposed ot at private sale prior to Ma\ I
March RJ, isri.
trw
amination on Friday the '1st or Friday t i. 2sth of
ls*"l» the property will be Bold at Public Auction u
the present month, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
the loth day of May.
WOOSTER PARKER, Supervisor.
Full particulars us to terms ol sale Su\, ou aj.j
Belfast, April ti, 1871.
S T K UEOSC J ()1J K S
cation to the proprietor.
W. H. MATHEWS, Searsport Me.
VIEWS,
AI.Ill MS,
LOST ?
mi
By CL C. CRARY, Searsport, Me.
OH ROMOS,
FRAMES.
LOST MARCH 28, A SUITE OF FURS, BEtween Searsmont and Liberty. Any one giving information concerning the same, will be suitably rewarded by addressing the subscriber.
MRS. D. F. SFILLER.
591
NEW YORK,
2w39
Liberty, April 4,1871.
Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
assortment of the above goods, of their own publiTHE
cation, manufacture ami importation.

Notice to

1ENORE

Teachers,

d.

PEIRCE

\

pins

SEWING

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
BROADWAY,

Jerseys for Cream! Jerseys for Butter!

HAVE SEVENTEEN JERSEYS, LARGE &
small, full-blood and grade animals. I oiler some
for sale at reasonable prices, and recommend them
as good as the best in Maine.
4w3t)
W. A. P. DILLINGHAM, Sidney.

I

FOR

WE OFFER FOR SALE TU E
Eastern sections ol lot No. 12, in
the lirst division of lots in Sears*
port. This section will extend
Irom the b ay to the northern exof said lot No. 12, embracing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about 35 acres, and is
,
well watered. On this lot is an
urcnara oi xoung Apple Trees.
North of the bay
road is one of the finest building spots between Belfast and
This land is about three miles
from Belfast bridge, and about two miles from

tremity

MACH INKS

GKAPIIOSCOPKS,
YOSEMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
5'J1 Broadway, New York,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,

NEW VIEWS OF

FOR

Rooms to Let!
1'ROOMS TO LKT.ON High
rplIKKF. l’l.HASAN
JL Street, enquire at
J. CACCIOLA’S
ur.

Rirhkii

hiioi*.

Mo.

SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812.

FOR SALE.

j

AT

-oJHfAlso needles, oil ami all the littings lor hoi I*
Machines kept constantly on hand.
tl to

PIlOTOlilti 1*11■ <’ M ITKIUALN.
-lino? 34

SITUATED IN NOKTIII’OKT,
one mile irom
Saturday Cove, on
tlie road lending over Beach Hill,
containing nnoni >ne Hundred acres of the best land
in Town, cuts about 2U tona of hay, lias 20 acres of
second growth wood, well fenced, and plenty of
never-failing water, a good House with L,-lo feet
long. The place will he sold at a great bargain, together with the stock and farming-tools. If required, one-half of the farm, with the buildings will
be sold to suit the purchaser.
It has a Carriage-House, Joiner-Shop, Blacksmith
Shop,ami Barn. Call on the subscriber on the premises.
DAVID DRINK WATKU.
March 27, L?l.
:tw.>
I

SALE

Carlo & Morison’s
HARDWARE STORE,
Belfast,

IMPORTERS ANI) MANl K.U'Tl'UKi:S OF

Searsport.

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply tq us on the Premises.
JENNKTTK D. HOUSTON.
SABAH J. HOUSTON.
Searsport, April i, isn.

FLORENCE k HIM I

PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES
and

Freedom Notice.
VALUABLE CONSIDERATION I
hereby relinquish to my son Frederick A. We
cott, the remainder of his minority. Shall hereulter
claim none of his earnings and will not be responsible for anydebfs'of his contracting after this date.
CHELSEA WESCOTT.
Witness—E. A. WESCOTT.
Gouldsboro, March 29, 1871.
3\v39*

MACHINES!

Also,

I

a

Small Farm for Sale.

&c., &c.

ALBERT .O BURGESS.

TO

William

Rh harp 1’. Mono an, J u., Bloomington, 111.
Further information in regard to this enterprise
may be obtained at the offices of the Company, No.
1*
n»t*»»l States Hotel lllock. Ilearli
Street. Boston, and No. IOC. Water Street, Wilmington, Illinois.
3U
E. T. CARPENTER, Managing Director.

Orders by Mail or Express, solicit(«1 and will
prompt attention.
FOIt SALE 111

receive

we

Wilmington,

Goodin-:, Secretary Trustees, Illinois &
Michigan Canal, Lockport, HI.
W. A. GooDiso, Superintendent Illinois & Michigan Canal, Lockport, 111.
.nv. Seammon, President Marine Bank, Chicago

Jo! nl. Rerrv.
AVi i. II 'I in mb,
Mrs Charles Snow,
Mr? Alex. Snow,
]>r. F. I*. Chase and wife,
.1 A":ikefiel(l ami v ife
AVn Reattie ami w ife,
•Tiieah Shaw and wile,
John S ('use ami wife,
11. \V AVielit am! u ile,
AV. <). Fulh unil w ife,
'1'1’oinas Colson and wife,
l)e:i. Henry Ingraham and
wife,
»>
-I Conant (1‘ostmaster
Roeklamli mid wire.
I K Kimhall ufid wile,
William McLoon.

Joseph I'arwell,
V It. Mallard,
Ephraim Rarrett,
Leander Weeks,
lion X A Riirpee,
Francis Cobb,

CUTTER.

VILLAGES.

President-lion. WILLIAM CLAFLIN, (Joy. ol* Mass.

provements.
Tamphlets will

KPV. I'.. 1sitter.
Kev. \v i) Holman.
Rev. Joseph Kiiiloch,
Rev fieorj’e Pratt.
(ien. J. P. CUley anil, wife,
Capt. J. C'roeke’r and wit*.
Capt. Davi.l Ames and wile.
Wm Wilson and wife,
E. R. Spear,
A S. Rice.
G"o. W Kimball, Jr. Mayor
of Roekland) and wife.

THE—

KANKAKEI: GOMPANY

In-in ts,

W< the undersigned, have been acquainted witli
Miss Sawyer for many yeais. and hi lice her to be
a Christian
lady an 1 a skilful nurse, and having
used her salve in «»ur fai lilies, it gives us great
pleasure in saying it is th best general medicine
we have c\cr used:

—

With beautiful sites for

of

For Horses and Cattle.—For Sores or
Bruises on Horses or Cat le this Salve is invaluable,
and has astonishing effect in curing scratches oil
horses. This .Salve has vorke.i its own way into
notoriety, and is a safe an 1 sure remedy for ail the
above ailments.

Flannels,

Enterprise,

Navigation. Water Power anil lot ml-*.

BiteSore

day.

A

lfiXTENSIV K

as

Shirts,

ME8HANIC3 ANDCAPITALISTS
I

1st. The ROLLERS are of largo size and ILst
are secured to their
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by tin- Moulton Process.
>'d. The SPIRAL COGS used on this Wiinp.i
gives the utmost ease and steadiness In working,
and will not throw out of pear.
•*d. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjusts ihis Machine to tubs of any size or thick n«
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
4th. SIMPLICITY,STRENGTH,and REA
i\
are combined in this Machine, with all the
juisites
of a first-class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers.

Quality of White Rubber, and

■,

Made

Ready

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:

TTERF. you have

-o-

tfsp

MARRIED
!

RELIANCE_
—■esF'—‘

IN OIL.

And take no other. See that the portrait of I)r.
Clarke is upon the label of each bottle. No other
isgeuuinc. They arepuerly vegetable and will not

For Fever and Ague, lntormittantJ, liiliousnes
and all disorders arising from malarious cuusrss
They are highly recommeuded as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case of Indigestion are invaluable. As an
Appetizer and Kecuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance failed
in producing the most happy results.
They arc
TO

Specialty.
WITH “MACHINE,”

MISS

GRAND SALE

New Goods! New Goods!

Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use.
They are

REXEFICIAL

ilN A.IN

3m35sx>

lmlW

Fou XiU'HAi.diA.
Immeasurably the best
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains,
headaches and ailments of that nature, that has
vet been brought to public notice, i> Briggs'
Allevantor. This valuable compound is prepared by Dr. .J. Briggs, the celebrated chiropodist. and like hi* corn eurativ is an undoubted

JLaJ

Shop over FRANK 15. KNOWLTON’S Store,
Me.
High Street,

depressed

[Glasgow! Ky.) Free Press.

I

All work clone in the best manner.
left on Slate promptly attended to.

‘Jwo'd.

m

And

says. “1 oppose the State Constabulary, and
because of it the liquor dealers in my district
1 know a man in
are constantly dealt with.**
the same party, who represents another district,
who goes in lbr those State Constables. They

all original.

GRAINING

our modern course of living begets a condition of the body that requires occasional relief.
The system becomes enfeebled, deranged, clogged, and labors in its task. The mind symtopathizes with it and both sink, or
gether, To restore the vital energies, purge the
system—cleanse the blood—take AVer’s Pills.

place.

That fact was notorious. It was palpable.
It existed in tin- community so that no man had
the hardihood to vise anywhere and denv it.
\V< heard
Wd!. sir. we heard more Ilian 11»i-.
pi-'.er pr* reding
Ibis Stat. t 'unstable allowed men to sell or
1 that
a in- 1
n the purpose of encouraging
not. :i~ they paid money to liis denuti'-s. That
l'ii” it about tini** that the
w as a matter <d common rumor, of common
A
statement, and it s.-aiveiy met auv more denial
;ct iii-1!
i-• iy p iid its printing bills
than tin- other. And it finally came to this,
V. 1: H
vou. gl lltleirien trustees:
that Senators rose here and staled it within
It became so palpable, so
their knowledge.
A ill" II. ar III.‘ railroad
\
"Ilf
depot, un* obvious and
open to the Legislature, that this
lo drown 111-- t in I lie dock «m Monbody wa' induced to oiler a resolution of in\V:i ling out a 'll >r! distance, she sat down I quiry.
They were induced to appoint a special
committee to consider this very subject. That
.1 I'md. iinmor'illg herself up to the
committee undertook to hold sessions in regard
onl>
on.
her female friends, raisto it, and one of the first obstacles they met with
; mug
->
t li
lva.-li of the water.
was that men did not dare to testify before them
lad' in the pursuit of because they wen- afraid of the Slate Connin
:u
'■

are

U

PAPER-HANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
WHITE WASHING, ENAMELING
AND VARNISHING.
Painting and Papering Front Entries,
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a

force of tiic cures done under their own observation, and under circumstances, that will admit o! no doubt, have thought it must be he had
luckily come in possession of receipes of great
value. They did not know the doctor; his

medicines

Al.

HOUSE PAINTER,

Many Doctors, having learned the great
curative properties of Dr. Wing’s medicines by

take ribvt under ordinary circumstances, they
his head, the others commenced to “work”
will agree with me now that when the State
the
Mr. Ellison shouted for asoiMahularv i- prostituted to such purpose as
sistance when
knocked him down
it ha> been wit bin l!i-‘ last twenty-four hours,
and bound and
him, so
it p a least a matter w orthy of consideration to
that he could not be heard.
then
ill- Legislature of Massachusetts whether it
spall continue. to have clicet. This State Con- rilled the money drawer, which
conhas
been
Mr.
President,
interpreting tained some £200. This
stabulary.
succeeded
Tin* t iiief ('oustable
law a good many ynii '.
oil*.
were still at
While
h is been saying as to wiiether law’s shall he on-- in
had attemptlorerd, or wiiether they shall remain a nullity the drawer, and before
Hr lias been discriminaton the statute book.
ed to “strike” the safe, Dr. Hadden, one
ing between individuals. He has constituted of the Board of Trustees, came to the demhimself a license board in rlicet, and he lias
the strangers behind the coun-aid to men in the liquor t rat lie, “You sell or and
ter with tlie door fastened, smashed a
do not, at my good pleasure/’

carrying

iXk.

thick wind and heaves.

seeing

Hiding, fo.-whieli we have waited
in Hu m aiitime, printing for which

'-

0

atv
Veterinary surgeons an over the cou*.
recommending Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition
Powders for the following trouble* in horses—
Loss of appetite, roughness of the hair, stoppage
of the bowels or water, thick water, coughs or
colds, swelling of the glands, worms, horse ail,

Robbery.

Three men made a bold and desperate
on tire Central Park Savings Bank,
in Third; avenue, between 45th and 4Gth
streets, at about half-past 11 o’clock yesterday morning. It is evident from the
manner in which the attempt was made,
that the thieves were thoroughly acquainted with the disposition of the premises,
and their plans were so adroitly concocted as almost to insure success if an accident had not occurred to interrupt them.
When three desperadoes rush into a banking establishment in broad daylight, it is
pretty certain that they must have been
under the impression theyiiad previously secured immunity from interruption, or
such a wild scheme would nevei; have been
undertaken. The bank is situated on the
ground floor, and comprises two apartments, the bank proper and a large room
in the rear opening on the bank premises.

too

though

Bank

attack

violently

•"

1

[From tile Kcw York World.)

<

\

o'

II Lll

constabulary not only fattened by selling
indulgences for the very vices it professed to war against, but that it had grown
so
insolent as to threaten and doty the
The windows on Third avenue are of
The chief Conpower that created it.
heavy plate glass, and run down to about
stable aspired I o the sway ol a dictator.
two feet from the ground ; the door is alThe speech of Senator Monroe, in the so glazed in a similar manner to the winWhen the thieves came in, Mr. Andows.
Massachusetts Legislature, shows what
thony Ellison, the teller, says they shut
the people ol Maine escaped when they down the
heavy iron bolt, which is attachstrangled the growing monster of the ed inside the door, completely shutting
off entrance from the street. They then
State Constabulary. We copy it below
over the railing on the top ofthe
Me. Prksiiikx r : 1 think, sir, that w hatever jumped
counter ( which is about the height of a
may he the opinions of Senators as to the justice
law
the
and
one of them putting a pistol to
section
of
or propriety of having that
man)

\})i'eteil.

11 \v

I’niiN

Ml-

be cut up root and branch.
The evidence discloses the 1'uol that this

eompaiiy, which
l
ii.•»i ibh
impression in our
Mit!i• a stav on Wednesday, and
1
\ u ini-!
I’liev are deeidedlv the
hi
ii- ev.-r \ i-ited our city,
and
nr people some splendid entertain'd
Mil! i- a first class romedian,
-I a
.-ii .-a-a He nt- have extended :*11 over
•no;rv, atnl whose capital acting tievei

>'

III

investigation, in Bosmost damaging disclosures
for the guardians of public
morals.' The police had a regular graduate.! tdrill' of hush-money for each particular oifence, and made periodical assessments as regularly as a landlord colA movement to frighten
lects his routs.
liquor dealers from testifying by making
revengeful sic/,ures was tried, but public

<

»

■■■■

ton, brought out the

a \

■

n-wu

■■

The State Police

:»llilias been discovered 'on
i» lij't au l M«>()seheatl L ike
iii town of lUiniliam.
It has been
that slat- ropp.-d out in that viein"
in .nmen;- have ever been made
d vel.(pin- nt. until withiu a few
;.

■

U

Massachusetts State Police.

Hie County and City.

rw

<«.s

■■■

Hems, Ac.

Local
■v

—

ATTENTION !
HAS PASSED A
LAW,GIVING
J A Pension ot $s per month to the officers and
soldiers ot the War ol 1,Sly, who served sixty daw
or over, and to the widows of such as have died
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
band ot Patriots.
I have all tho Rolls ami Records of this service,
nnd they are not to be found at any other
place in
the State to my knowledge. I will give every sol
dier the benefit ot my records to establish his claim
to a pension and I will assist him in the
prompt
and speedy prosecution ol his claim. If the discharge
of the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable.
The fee is tixed by law, at $0|. No charge made unless a
pension is obtained.
Application can be made, in person, at my office
in Bangor, or
by letter giving name ot Company
Officers, date and length of service.
P. IIROWI,
Office near 1). BUGUKK’S Book Store, on Kcmlut
keag Bridge, Bangor.
Bangor, Feb. yo, is:*.
tmoa3:i

CCONGRESS

I

My

Mourmr.n o>li.ins.

v.\

:

I'

j

"n! iir*t put it on it was awfully swell:
,.t to a picni *, met Lucy Lepei,
a
M
iiole in the heart of that sworn 1

her lover tie- Carl,

j

liiiU: to

YEAR

with indignant hashes.
••You call that an outrage, do you, gen- ;
tlemcn—an outrage—that iam.ous vessel,
built to carry Lope;: and his piratical tol- i
lowers ?'*
••I beg your pardon, you- Majesty."
broke in desperately .Judge Mamn: “tin
Mark Warrior was .milt after Lope/. v/a-

w
5

girl.
\u- disjointed tiie

nr H E

|
j

they

"id velvet coat lias grown queer, 1 admit, j
<h mged is the color, and loose is the tit;
di to beauty it certainly rail not aspire.
>/.v old coat for a seat by the lire.

•

\

color (millr to the f:r a of tr- Kmpi'C--' like
dove-like cyi>
:i storm-cloud, and her
seemed to eliang*• entirely, s alive v.viv

Coat.

Old^

FOR

of

'o

■

a

hill.

want

Kut my lid velvet coat is

a

friend to

me

“You want war.
utleman—you
war, so as to seize up >11 < iba; and you
: wra this (. ;
think we eanr.ot prevent
mean war on our hand-: but we have
plenty ot arm-, pleiitv of -oldiers. and il
the worst comes to tie- w t-'. we 11 turn

still.

K w;i- built l*y a tailor of mighty renown.
'Vii *-e art i* no longer the talk of the town ;
\ magical picture my memory weaves
When 1 thrust my tired arms through its < a*y

old sleeves.

I

c

*•

‘•we.-t

And
Wi.

negroes upon you."1
tire, through the smoke of my pipe,
•■1 beg your pardon, your Map-sty."
maidens of old that are long overripe.
in protecting our
troop of old eronie*. right gay cavaliers, thundered Sumner:
guineas paid well for Champagne at
rights and defending our ilag. we care

a
•*.-

Waller’s.
\ str-mg

generation,

who

Wh.ee band*

never

missoi 1:

quick

a

high—
reineml.t

\\

r

them

trembled, whose shot*
life, for their

ne\er

pul*es

beat

well, Sir, my old coat and I.

Ah. g».ue is the age ..f wild doings at court,
l: 'tt.-n borough*, knee-breeches, lmir-triggcrs,

and port:

1

\i

1A <■ got a magnum to moisten my throat.
I'll drink to the East in my ^altered old
• •oat.

Sumner's
I

■

► •i n

Dialogue

nothing for
niggers."

diank, fought, and

Kissed,
Who liv. <1

Ente'd Stork & Low Prices

with '.the

Empress.

Piatt relates the

inei-

following
11■ 111 ia the Calaxy for February :
My friend Colonel Sumner, subsequent\ iamuiis in our civil war as
Major-Cen-

il Sumner, was a friend and favorite of
d.dferson Davis, when that gentleman
Sec retary ot War, and had been for
with his chief at rea year laboring
-.inin the little army of the I'nited
Ma!<‘
Their gigantic efforts had ended
in thi' invention of a hat for the common
-.dier that combined in its ugly finish
It was light as a
and economy.
f athf]' and ugly a- an old stove-pipe.
At
ih«* end of the-c labors the Hlack Warrior,
an American merchantman, was tired into
upon the high seas by a Spanish man-ofwar, and the opportunity came, so long
Imped tor by the manifest destiny party of
N -img' America fora
quarrel with Spain,
that would end it was imped in the aequi;'i a, >1 Cuba.
Despatches were piv
pa. di v the Secretary of State,Mr. Many,
in-manding immediate explanation and reparation; and at the request of Mr. Davis,
«
'lonel Simmer was made bearer of these
de>patches to the impatient Pierre Soule,
then Mini-tor of the l nited States at MadI r 111 i M* * n was also given Colonel
rid.
Sumuei t;.i \ i-it various parts of Furope,
tor the purpose of inspecting the army or
gaiii/ations of the several war powers. In
this otic ial guise Sunnier visited Paris, aft< r deli ering the important despatches ini' the hands of Mr. Soule.
C.-lonel Sumner was anxious to be j»r.•eiited at the Imperial Court; and after
the proper application, the honor was aelied him. through our Minister the lion.
John \. Mason; also to Colonel 1). lx.
Met Tea, then our Consul at Paris. The
day selected was Sunday, the one ordinarily given to such ceremonies by the
Court.
It was a beautiful morning, with
a
sunlight softened from the glare we
a tier by the moist atmosphere
through
which it shines in Paris. Colonel Sunnier
Ire 1 his apartments directly above tho-e
we then occupied in lh«* Rue de Rivoli,
md for hours after breakfast I could hear
hi heavy tread, while busied in the important preparations Ibr the grand ceremony. 'flic preparations were so prolonged, that at last 1 ascended on a tour
of inquiry.
His appearance somewhat
tart led me.
His uniform, none of the
newest, had not been in its best days more
picturesque and becoming than American
uniforms were. Certain stains upon the
coat might be Indian blood, and might be
lint to cap all, on bis soldierly
tobacco,
head was that hat, the result of detf
Davis’s anxious inquiries as to how best to
1 -aid nothing, but asreform our army.
-Cted the Colonel in putting
touches to his toilet, all tin* while enjoying
tlie anticipated pleasure of witnessing the
shock evinced when my rotund and goodnatured chief, the Hon. .John Y., came to
-ce that hat.
\t eleven A. M., the Minister’s carriage
rallied to the door, and the Minister, accompanied by the lion. 1). K, MeCrea, asSo
cended to our little drawing-room.
soon as Old Virginia’s specimen of diplomatic adipose could get breath lor the
purpose, it attacked Sumner:
I say Sumner, what’s that ?”
I'ital ’’ why, that’s our soldier’s hat.
I’m going to show it to the Kniperor.”
A on’re not going to wear it
Yes, 1 am.”
Well. I’ll he- —! I won’t go; we’d
We couldn't
r■■[ put out by the servants.
get in. Why the devil don’t you send it
lie will show it
to [lie Minister of War ?
to die Kniperor.”
Now, Colonel Sunnier had two objects
in view in soliciting this presentation, as
he ui sequciitly confided to me in a very
injured tone. He wished to exhibit this
hat to the Emperor, and himself to the
Empress, lint the Minister was master
His wishes could not lie
ol the situation.
di

soldiers,

arm-',

your

|
1

IJis tone of voice, together with a di— j
turbed movement on the part of the oili- \
cers of tin*
household. s. ••m It* re- all
the Mm press to herself.
“I cannot talk upon this mbh m. gentlemen." she said in a more -itbdm d man*
! nor. “*l must wisli you good inoniing.
| Good morning, genth-m- n.v
“(ioud L--rd.Sumner !"e\elaimed .Judge :
Mason, while climbing, exhausted, into
1 not warn you to say
I his carriage, “did
nothing about (’uba
“See here, .Judge Mason,” replied 1 lie
wicked wrong-dot r, "when a woman forI m's Pi*r
position. I'm not Canid to remember it. d'alk to me about -faring us
1
with niggers. I'd ball a mind t*> box In
impelial ears."
Two of tin.* a'-tors in thi- little drama j
are dead, the third is in exile, .-tripped ot
(imperial robes, while the mnpire il-ell
; has
disappeared !i!.• 11: I a- 'If-- fa ni- ot
a vi-ion ; but
Cuba, l!u• n e-m idrivd so
frail a posscs-don, y.•; clings to 11n* old

|

Spanish government.*
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it

flowed on gracefully and well. At last,
Colonel Sumner thought it time to say
something, and he said it.

just returned from a
your native land, your Majesty.

visit to
I found
it very beautiful, but regret that I had not
time to visit its famous battle-fields.”
“All, Colonel Sumner,” she responded
were

you

so

hur-

ried ?”

“1 was bearer of despatches, your Majesty, in the Black Warrior outrage,” he

replied.
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Capt. J. P. Johnson,
Monday, March -Oth, will make two
Belfast
every MONDAY and
leaving
trips
I'll I’BSDAY, at •-■ o’clock, 1». M.
KKTUKNINCi-Will leave Boston every Tuesday
and Friday at a o’clock 1*. M.
$2.50.
FARE TO BOSTON,
«E«. «. H ELM. Ajpiii.
On
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per week,
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Man His Own Painter,

Every
It

your, House, Fanning Too;- or Wagon m-. .1
Painting, send for “Kvi:i:v M\n iiis.-'v Painii.ic.” It tells you bow to*
mix and do ..:i
Wna
kinds
of
Paint me,
S ■ omi
I
ai
s 8*.
washing, &c., in B*I;»
g S I so
m
at
le-m
can
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I.oys
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Ay A. Oil,.MAN,
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The Great Blood

FRAGRANT SAPOLJENE

Boston.

reined;, lor (’..uah
Nothing better." Ci i.i
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surprising price
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of 111 ets.

C Ft A S FT
Good Crash Towelling at (i ets.
per

yard.

C.dds, C..,i! •:.«•
N Co,,

hours, \v
P. Sao;

Flannels

At the

Ivid Cloves and all Cin*i
<•{ Cloth' ami
Clothing; removes? Paiut, Hr<«.-r, Tar, &cM hist-mthi
without the least injury to the line'! labric. Sold
11; \
bv Druggists and Taney Hoods Dealeis.
<i it AN J SAPOLILNL Co,.
Baidav SI., New
York, hi I.a Salle St.,Chhlag.>.
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ease

Cotton

Cleans

The old standard

new

GrI 1ST Gr FI AMS
Selling at the Low Price of 12
1-2 ets.

fulfill.
PuRincRy^'

Spool

Cotton.

A largo assortment of the Best
.Make of Spool Cotton in Bull'
Shades lor Basting 2 spools for
4 ets.

hold drug
(.'nunwill,

Conn.

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.
Endless Quantities of all Linen
Handkerchiefs sold, from Sets, to
I ! 1-2 ets. in good qualities.
The great sale we have had on
Iheso goods, prove that low prices
insure large sales.

Shonhl oi'rn.'don ivt|iiiro \ on to tmrelias<t
B. A. Full no.-lock's \ ennilnge, be pmlien
t<» see thut tlie initial' ui
A. This is I lie m ie|» t.hai has item o
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new and wonderful inventions.
Addre
!M, \Y.\nNKK Si CO., Marshall, Mich.

,o i„r nioiilh.
Kmplov
for till <7,/.••.•as.
Business new, honorable and jn rmam ui.
Addre
with stamp, F. A. \Vai.i>i:on, Walerville, Me.
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Agents can make l.'»n per nioalli selling a Pamphlet describing, in detail, I niml Ntalo*i
Triuunin
NotCM. known a' “(iieeiibaeks,"
s

Kal/onul IIanh Jl'oCen. and the new
ury Note*; also the process ol making t hi uiou
ey. I non receipt ot hods., a copy will he mailed to
For particulars, address LABAN
any address.
II LATH Sc CO., :su Hanover S|., Boston, Mass.

Cure for Female Weakness.
Made from an Indian recipe; a certain cure without
supporters. Prepared and sold hy Mrs. Lints Pi.i.
(.miku, Randolph, Mass. Send stamp tor circulars.
Sold hy all Druggists,

MEDICAL GOOD SENSE.
2,000,000
< OI»fE« <«■ VE* AWAY.
Containing startling valuable information. Send
Station, L, N. Y.
stamp. Dr. Ki.nuit, Pox
EIII.U'NTIOX and the
whole Sexual Scien e in man and woman. Semi
Poston P. O.
stamp for pamphlet. Pox
1
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Here was trouble, here was diplomatic
at tana!
complication. Judge Mason broke into a Compiler $• Alt army
profuse perspiration, known to us at the
OFFICF, II A Y FORD PLOCK,
bureau as “a diplomatic sweat.” and the
t!22
Belfast, Maine,

stock over in this
call the attention of
lo these goods, as we
the benefit of a large
at Cheap Prices.
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Agents

me

COLLARS.

We cannot say too much in favor
of lliesc Collars that are having
such an Extensive Sale with us.
! Head This I Lim ii I'riWili, ('loHi Lull’d Put inn
PU A€«ILVr* A MAI.-I Hulls, 2 Boxes for 25 els.

mit-d
not ui-h lo
up.m I hem.

do

PAPER

Known Since 1829,

purelmsers

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,
rt'BLISIir.O BY

TUB

un.

ROSS (I.

;;s

s

A I!.,

tXCIftOIK UXG
kvkuy Wkdnf.sda Y

I.KWIS, Agent.

NTE.IEBS
SATIUDAY,

AN 1'
AND FKOM

Calling

iO

NKW YORK AND dLASO’OW,
at Londonderry to land Mails and Passen-

gers.
The Steamers oi this favorite line are built expressly lor the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and titled
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
Passamf. Ratks. Pay aim.! in <'t kkf.n»y,
TO OLASdOW, LI VKRPOOL & LONDON DICK It Y
FIRST

k $7C>, according to Location.
CYRIX,
Tickets, $i:tO, securing best accommo-

Cabin Return
dations.

INTKRMKUIATK,
$T*. | STKKRAdK,
Parties sending for their friends in the Old CounFor lurat reduced rates.
tickets
can
try
purchase
tln*r particulars apply to IIKNDKRSON BROTI1KRS, 7 Bowling »ireen, N. Y., Or to (a »X & FIKI.D,
tiin.‘J5*
Insurance Agents, Belfast, Maine.

Lake Railroad.

Brooks 7.17 A. M.; Thorndike, s.20 A. M.; Uuitv,
A.M.; Burnham, Ar. D A.M.; Mixed, 1,10 I*.
l.7»o P. M.; 2.47 P. M.; 2.24 1‘. M.; 2.50 P. M.;
4.2o P. M.; Leave Burnham. 5.15 P. M.; Unity, 0.11
P.M.; Thorndike, 0.22 P. M.; Brooks,0.'*4 P. M.;
Cit v Point, 7.2'. p. M.: Belfast 7.38 P. M.; Mixed, 0.20
A.M.; 10.10 A. M.; 10.2S A. M.: 11.0S A. M.; 11.50
A. M.; 12.14 P. M.
Passenger Train leaving Belfast at 7 A. M., connects with Train.' on Maine Central Railroad at
Burnham lor Portland, Boston, and all Stations
west of Burnham, on Maine Central and Poitland
and Kennebec Railroads.
Mixed Train leaving Belfast at 1.40, connects
with Train on Maine Central Railroad for Augusta
and Skowhcgan, and with Train going Last tor
Bangor and all Stations on Maine Central & Luropean & North American Railroads.
Trains over Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at 7.2i) A. M., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Railroad going Last) leaving Augusta at t> A.
M., arrive at Burnham in season to connect with
Mixed Train over Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Railroad, arriving at Belfast at 12.10.
Stages will leave Belfast for Searsport and Stockton on arrival ot 5.45 P. M. Train from Burnham,
returning in season to connect with tin* A. M.
Train for Portland, Boston, &c.
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold
at all Stations on this line.
t f'25
A. II AY LORD, Supt.

We
I he Ladies
give them
assortment

city.

FANCYGOODS.
It lias been

our

aim to

keep

a

NEW

Blacksmith
—

l

Shop.

H. A. BLODUETT, having
lo cated himself in his new Brick
Shop,opposite L. A. Knowlton &
(Vs. Store, would inform lus old
that
customers and the needy
no is ready to attend to ad jous in ids line, lii.unu
ing Ship work ami general repairing.
tWl
Belfast, I-'eb. S, 1871.

public

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

(^ONSISTINd

ST HECE/VEI).

5000 Best New Hampshire WHITE OAK AN1>
HICKORY SPOKES, from 1 1-8 to a J-4 inches
wide. Also a good Assortmnt of seasoned HUBS,
1 will warrant the above goods to be of the best quality and will sell at low prices. 49r Cull at my store
1

Plienix Bow.

tfi:t

btree4;, Boston.

(0|>[)o«ilv II<•»«*!•«* Bflouse.)
W. II. 1'AKKKK, A -i -danl 1 *?i\ ici:in.

1 > I:.
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for
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Till SCU M I
*i l.iri:, OK ^l.l.K I’KKSl.K
VATIOX. A Medical 1'rcatisC
n
lie- Cause Mid
Cure ol i:\ll.M IKP \ I \l.l IN KlJI'.il A 1 li;l. In-;i.ink l
wn 1'insi.
OiCii i.
MAX, Ni i:\ei
1 \
I! 1 r< lln\ i• i: 1 A, and all oilier di- eases ariing lVom lie I •:i. ..i y.o ni,oi: rm. Ini*Is■

>
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i:i.

i.

.i

Kx< i:>sks ot matu'e years.
T ins
I'mv onl;. VI'"
man.

i-

iinlet d a book lor even
page*, hound ii. cloth.
t

ISooI.

tor

even

II

Oman.

itled SI M AI. 1*11 VSlUf.Ot; A OF WOMAN
AND 11 lit 1 VIS F.ASKs; or, Wom an n:i: \i kp or
I'livsuu.tMiit
i.\
am) I’.vrmii.ouieM.n, troin
I.M \N<
It) Oil. A
!• with fie gall
l:
-IT.All\l
T.
i:
I \x. :i.‘,o pageholintl ill beautiful
French clot Ii. ITico isg.no.

I .lit

1 llooU for E» «** y ImmIt.
Flatter. .1 hy the re.vj ti±>n ol and great demand
the
above
valuable and tinu ly treatise, ami also
lor,
lo meet a great need ot the pn -out ago, the author
has just published a new hook, 're-atiug exclusively
ol NKKVoift AND .MIMA', DISKAS KS.
,<
I i;i. 1 on receipt e>t
1.00, or SI N
pp. cloth, I'lice
for the other two hooks, pn dago paid.
Th. e are be> oud all eonipar son, the most extra-

works

ortliuary

I'hysioljgy

en

ever

published.
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FISHERMEN!

Co-Partnership

nre

Hard

wai

Dodge’s Rug

in Brilliant Colors on
Sale Here.
Eor
Burlap.
The New Year will be devoted
in englarging our Stock and Trade
and Cor that reason have made
improvements in (lie store to accommodate our increased Stock.
Those indebted to us are requested to call and settle their

Stamped

patronage.
Belfast, Jan. 9, 1871. .'Imos-.T

a.
k.

\i:i
Muiaasuv.

I do not wish to inform you,reader, that Dr. Won
dertul, or any other man, has discovered a remedy
that cures consumption, when the lungs art hall
consumed, in short, will cure ill diseases whether ot
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, and
lea\c death to play lor want ot work, and is design*
ed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
to which Heaven itself shall be hut a side show.
\ on have heard enough of that kind ot humbugHut when I tell you that Dr. Sage’s ( a turrit
gerv.
1 le lut'd will post i v -1 y cure the worst eases of ('a
tarrh in the Head, only assert that which thousand- can le niv to. \ ph tmphlel git ing symptoms
and t>t lo
information ent tree lo an v address. 1 his

FOR SA LE A T A B. IR GA IN.
A Perfect Titlo Given !
IN OKI)Kit TO <T OS I, A t’ONcern,the Two Story House amt I
tn Uoeklund. on South side of Km klaffd street, adjoining lienjamtn
L
Kjiowltou’s, will he sold very low,
I In- house
and possession given immediately.
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live nr
six minutes walk from the Post Ollice, Nigh School
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished rooms
Cellar
numerous closets and other conveniences.
under tin* whole. The house i- in good repair, ha<
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spa
cions entries, above ami below, all which are elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for
a private dwelling, or lor a Hoarding House, ami is
convenient for one or two families. A perl* ct I it Itwill be given Irre from all claims to dower. I In
nremises may be examined on application to Henj.

remedy

.JOHN

Is

SOLD HV

MOST DID titilsTS I .\

PAUL

ALL

uP I'll L WOULD.
Price .'i0 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt
of -ixl y ent-. or b.ur packages lor I wo dollars. Ihware ot counterfeits ami worthless imitations.
See
that my private stamp, which is a positive guarantee ot genuineness, is upon tin
outside wrapper,
lb-member this private Stamp, issued by the United
States (.ova riinient expressly for
stamping my tiledicienes, has my portrait, name and address, ami the
words
t
S. Certificate ot io nium mss,
cngrnved upon ii.and need not be mistaken.
Don't he
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage. I am the only man now living that lias the knowledge and right to manufael
lire the (lenuim- Or.
Sages Cdarrh Uemedy.aml 1
never travel to sell (hi- medicine.
It. \
PI LUCK M. D,
*111o- "•
1
Seneca Street, Hutlalo, N. V.

hnowlton, or to
PETER THACHFR, Agent of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.
tl-**.'
Is?I.
Rockland, Jan.

*•

COOK,

CORONER!
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The Sell IDA MOUTON.ol .lions,
o. in.huill of white oak, anti in good older, will he sold al -a bargain. Kn<|iiire
1'. A. KMin l.roiN, A/.’<-111.
March 1, is:
li::i
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llelfaat,

I I O ^

To Females in Delicato Health.

OYSTERS!

accounts.
SIMONTON BROS. & CO ,
11 Avi-nun Block,
Belfast.

Company,
10

l>OANK ST.,
BOSTON,

lyrll
I

)L.I( I] WIITEII!

AS AN EDITOR, OR ASSOCIATE EDITOR,
(iootl reference*) given. Address X. Y. Z.
Journal Office.
Belfast, Maine,
11
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BONDS

nine hundred thousand dollars. The wind, amount
these bonds to be issued is limited »o ou> hand
red and titty thousand dollars, each bond heariuc
a
certilicate of one ol the tru-tees that it is .i p
tion <d the said limited amount.
The money markets ot the world do no: n
a better or safer security.
These bonds are now ottered for Sale
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terms. Apply to W. 1. ('Ol.Bl BN, In
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rScald Head, Ringworm
Salt Rheum, (’hillhlaius, Scalds, I'iuip'e
Blot
ml all I nu
Frosted l.imbs, Inllamed F.>»'■*, l’d>
lions Dt the Skin.
Also good foi -.nil.
horses.

Ftysipelu
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Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
DU. Ot »W Phy-ician and Surgeon, No.. I'.ndi1 or sale by all Druggists and count ry
k
street, Ho-d on, is eon stilled daily for all diseases
iiieident to the Icimth -v-lem. Piolapus
|. ri or
F. B. III FSK FI. I. Proprietor. Bangor. >1
Palling >ii the Womb, Fluor Allots, Suppression,
11. (’. (Joodvv in .St ('o., Whole, ale Agent s,
II,;
and other Menstrual Derangements, are ail treated
over
Brin
oait> pm
Street, Bo.Uat Mass.
on new pathological priuciph s, and speedy relief
Box.
Ill
in
a lew days.
So invariably certain is
;
guaranteed
the new mode of treatment. that ino-t obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the alUiyted person
o..n rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure ot diseases ot women than any other phyI US. SO I.Dl F. US AND SF.AM FN WII-.
sician iu Host on.
served sixty days in the Warot I> '. <*r 11•.
Hoarding accommodations tor patients who may widows of sucli
married previous to DA anwish to stay iu Huston a tew days under his treat*
! ent itledto a pension ol
per month. Il.avr !;tlr
ment.
rolls and records of such -erv a-, and i.p. ioi a
since
Dr. Dow,
l*Pi, hav ing confined his whole at- I vantages for presenting claims, c.m applv in p. -a
tention lo an olhee prae.t iee lor the euro of Piivate
or by letter.
All p« r.-ous entitled that van! the.i
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
claims prosecuted piomptlv should applv :.> 111•
superior in the United States.
liable agency
IK
tl»l»lTO\
N. P*. All letters must contain one dollar, or
Law & Pension Agent.
; I hey will not he answered.
Olliee hours from s A. M. lo't P. M.
No. I Main St., Bangor, Maine.
Poston, .July J.i, 1
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WAR OF 1812.
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daily from Portland, by

Cross,

fectionery.
to

tlM* 4'ourl llnic«-

Belfast, Maine.

DYED, GLEANED,

&

PRESSED,
or

>

Movable Comb lee live
valuable

Having
patent lor Waldo County, I will sell farm
rights with directions tor making, tor $.1,00 vw-h.

Bee Keeper’s Text-Book, Ml pages sent post paid,
•10 cts. Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes for sab1,
Italian Queen Bees raised from
at low prices.
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent by mail or
express. Purity and safe arrival guaranteed in all
cases. NeW circular for 1H71, sent free.
Address
J. F. GRAY,

Dixmont, Me.

Me.

hi

Mins

aim

lugging, nus
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Will be sold very low.
1C. I!. DAHDNICH.
t!18

X. L.

Phosphate of Lime

!

This medicine is, without the possibility ol a doubt,
the very best remedy known lor the following and
all kindred diseases
/ndiyestnm, ('ostivencss, l iver

Complaint, Files, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
Dr. ./ness, Scrofula, Salt 11 he am, Languor, L/i iincss.
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, fo.
By the timely use ol (his medicine the blood is
purified. The appetite ij restored. The system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. I'he breath
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified.
And
the general health is

n e s t o iM'in.
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GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY,
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Proprietors.
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A. J. 1IA HUE MAN & CO.,
No. 60 Main St.

ON’K OK I'WO HOOK A( ill NTS OKKM’KKI !
nice and ability to canvass Kelta.-t an I I'owm m I
the vicinity for

Tlic l iimiliwil Haas #f Men in all I’niiiilries
the World.
A splendidly Ii.i.I'stuatki> You mk
One agent in Massachusetts cleared

a

month,

At wholesale

WANT la 1) !

•lay.

The best Hoots, Herbs snul Barks enter into the
composition ol this Heimdy, making it a simple
and sale, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases
of the blood.

Ion,

imd

-ii

I

f;

Cor. FULTON AND WA TER S ]

S
Nl.AK IYlI'iin I’i i:v \! \Y YOi:i.
>11
Inii.•
'Inis well known and tavoritboon renovated, remodel d ami fuml-hed m u ,i
elegantly throughout. It i> kept n h Korop
t.■«:: hn.idr. .i
plan, and lias ample iiccomodaf i**u
guests.
The location is more ac.eessihle t« ill j 11
N u
York and Brooklyn titan any other
m tin
\.
city. The Itroadway tagis pass tli. 11 t,
three minuted besides various lines ol ire. .-uis
one ol which Intersects every other rout*
in ,\. \\
York.
It being hut two block fr..m Kulfou ! »:
m lx,
it convenient lor tliosr wishing to i-it the
it,
.(
Churches,” as Iroin this Kerry diverge all tin pin
cipal railroad routes in the city ol llnmkim.
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ROOT AND HERB BITTERS
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Dll. LANDI.EY'S
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r|YI HE liEST EEI! II El/.El; IN THE MAKE El'
E. UMAI’i.
1. at
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Foot of Mam Street.

by all Druggists.
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Buy mo, ancl I’ll do you Good.”
1~

THE AMERICAN

:?mos;i5eow

sped• Well louinl
tat hums new cable.

M tin ^i

J

Roots, Shoos and Rubbers.

United Stales Hotel,

FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE,
Tlu* Mclioonci' N«‘iiutor,
tons,
o. in., Ji very tfoocl vrsM'l iu
vcry x

1

I’• I

I In r.
««• lit
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15 I { AD I. EY’S

Cleaned,

No
I II I.
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Bucksport,
on.

House.

purchased this

..

1

and lor sale by the
MT. 4ft I A II I' or 4^ A I.
LOiH, AlsoCraclier*. lMtkleN. 14
Ac., besides a good assortment of fruit and conHe\l •loor
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Circulars to

Earth Closet
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77//;/U

in the'Finest Manner,
all materials u*, d
pi.-dit v.

Mounted

are

frames

In

--—

all, rich and poor, in town and in the
E. BARBIER & CO.,
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a
comfortable private closet, affording comfort, Otlicc at B. F. WELLS’S Fancy Good Store, No.
neatness and health.
Prices $9 to $:c>. Send for Main Street, Belfast.
lyr

nc

They

I

in reach of

a

1

..

••

A First Class Investment.

ripping, also with the trimmings
GENT’S GARMENTS THE SAME.

n

DRINK.

CAtrTION.-A.il jenuirw has the name Trtia vt
SYin'i\»*«(not **Ternvian Bark,**) blown in t!,■
•,
A 32-nago pamphlet u«cut;free
J. 1'. DtasUttot.i;
Proprietor, 30 Dey S! New York.
bold, by ail Druggists

«

Without

f

FANCY

Made of Poor Hum, Wlii-Uev. Print Spirits
nnd Keluse Liquors d‘>et..r i.
;. >t
cned to pica e thetas:.', called
Restorers,” ,u\, that, lead the t.pp'
crs,”
-a i'
drunkenness and ruin, but are n true Modi.
from the Native Roots and Herbs of Caiifor:- :a. free
from nil Alcoholic Stimulant*. Tin
cat FAT BLOOD Pl'KIFIEK h ml A LIFE
.i
GIVING PRINCIPLE a perfect Renovat. a
no
H.vlgorator of the System, carrying if all p
n
lit:.
to a healthy
matter and restoring the. I
No parson can tune the* lUti r. ace-, ding t
tlou and remain long m.w. 11.
;
S100 willbogiv.-u for an :n- ur..b:
the bones are m-t destroyed In imnerai p.
•!»
other means, trad tho a dal o. ;an> »; .•..-led :■<
point of repeir.
Fur Inflammatory mid Chrouii- Rheuiuu«i -in nod Gout, RynpepNia or 1 mlige*>l soc
Bilious, Item it out mid Intermittent ieoro
ini.i
Dlsviiscs of the Blood, l.uer. Kidini
m
k
Bitter*'
IIladder,
b,
ea
..--d
arc
lul.
Viiinl.il
Snell Disrates
u;
Blood, which U generally pr. d... cd b> .1
f the. Digestive Oignn-,.
OK
DYSPEPSIA
INDIGESTION, n
1 >
1 :ht
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Cough
Chest, Dizziness, hour Eructations f the Pi :.i.
Had taste in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Pal/:: it. n
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Hung*. P i.•» m C
.ul
regions of the Kidneys and a humln d oik.
tymptoms, are the oilspringsof Dyspep ia.
They invigorate the Stomach and etiuiulaie t
1
phi liver and bowels, which rend.-r the;; "f
I
cllioftcy In cleansing t'.ic blood of all i:u;.ur:t
imparting new life and vigor t-> the w\
-r
FORSIvIN DISEASES. I ipti
i'
Rheum,Blotches. 8pot->. Pimp11 s, Pu>t ;d
1
buncles. Ring-Worms, Scald-Head, Si
H
elas,Itch, Scurfs. Discoloration* of the p ’o
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever m
are literally dug up and carried
n
ft;
short time by the use of these Hittmi.
it'
such eases will convince the most m<
la!.
curative effect.
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whence
.’it?
you
I m
imparities bursting through the skin in Pimi
tlons or Sores cleanse it when you find it .1r ..•• I
and sluggish In the veins ; cleanse it when it
and your feelings wii! tell you \\ hen. Kt‘ :•: >d
pure, and tlie health of Cm system will follow.
PIN, TAPE amt other WO It VIS, Inrkiim <n i:m
system of bo many thousands, are effectually d< .; >,
ed and removed. For full dire..tions, read earefui;
:
tho circular around each botth
printed r. I
guages—English, German, F return and Pn i;.i~!

1 limine.-.-.

f

the old stand ol F. A. ( ALl.il X n ,■_* Main St.,
take this method of Informing all ohl customers
and others that we are now prepared to offer goods
of the best qualify and at prices as low as tho lowest
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sales and
small profits. Wo hope to meet a liberal share ol

a

Patterns.

n

a-,.

Notice.

OAKES ANGIKB.

always happy

know

mi

At

f<> see
sell (or NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
will
anil
Dealers
Country
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR, Kid Gloves Dyed
Cash, goods at prices that will in- NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
AT THE
sure them a good profit.
substitute tor
to buy an Earth Closet, which is
Steam Dye
the water-plosct or common privy, and places withWe

c ever

e\

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,

can

Country Dealers.

in human

;

which the. are con• n I'd bring- the c..r« or
t tin1 1' i.- direct!;, n
tront ot the »ye, producing a clear ami distinct vision, as in the natnr il.
t;
:lt 11> sight, .ml preventing all unpleasant
•at
,.-'i
.ring and wavering of -i,
di//111>
p'vu n to all others in use.

ILK

\

A

NETTINGS,

large and varied assortment of
Ladies! Ladies !
A
S.LUCE,
You
have your
Fancy Goods, and the recent purchases have made this department Attorney at Law.
Dresses, Sacks, &c.,
HAYIfIll'll BLOCK.
Belfast, lain.
very attractive.
All b'.stness entrusted to his care will meet with
prompt attention. Best ol references given it retW4
quired.

:

Tho Scientific Principle
ARE N'uT

THEY

t.

I here i* nothing wliat.ver that the Mai:kii:p ok
Sixt.i.i:, ot III ilt i: Si.x, ean either require or wish
to know, hut what is tally
xplaiued, anil many
V> Till. LADIES. The celebrated DL. I
Dl\
matters c the most important
and interesting
particularly Invites all Ladies who need a Mai
eharaet.' are ini induced to which no allusion even
iral or Surfjii'iU advisor to call at his Loom-, 1
Kmlicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lind ••an he lound in any other works in our language.
All the X i.u l)|v. I)\ !• l; k
t the author, whose ex
arranged for their special accommodation.
in tore fell to the
'iieh as probably net
pt rie in
l>li Dl\ having devoted over twenty sear* <.>
iot t>! any man, art given in lull.
No person should
this particular branch of the treatment of all
he without these valuable hook'.
eases peculiar to female?.*, is now conceded by all,
\ W.i Ar t.K 111). >K
W e ha1 e received th.
(both in this country and Europe, that he excel
all other known praclicioners in the sale, speedv valuable medical work- published by the I’tabody
I
Medical Institute.
hooks are'of actual merand effectual treatment of all female complaints.
it, ami slumlel tiud place in e\cry intelligent famiHis medicines are prepared with the cxprc-< | urly. They are not tin* eh ap order of abominable
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
trash,
published by irresponsible parties, ami pur
of
unnatural
weakness,
suppressions, enlargement
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a
the womb, also discharge* which llow from a morbid state of the blood. The Doetor is now fully responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as
a source ot instruction on vital matters,
concerning
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both mediI In important
igimrai.ee exist*.
cally and surgically, all diseases of the female .-ex, whichi!*lamentable
I sui-jt
presi nteel are tre ited with delicacy, ability,
and they are respectfully iu\ ited to call t
and care, and, as an appendix, tunny useful prel\oil F.imIm of t *1., llosn.ii
script ioim tor prevailing complaints are added."
Coos lb publican. I.ane: 'ter. X. II.
All letter* requiring advice must rout tin one dol!
I'll, author ot these books i- one ot the most
lar to insure an answer.
uni popular physicians .>1 th> day, and iBoston, .Ian. 1 Is? 1—1 > r.
J learned
utitled t<> the gr ititinle d our race for these inval! uabl. production.-. It '. emc to l>e hi- aim I., induce
| n>.mi and women to avoid the cause of tin se diseases
to which they arc 'iihj ct. and In
tells them just
how and when to dt) it.'
Chronic!., Farmington,
Maine, Sept. ., 1m o.
T.illn hook si til hy n ail on receipt ot price.
.MAXlU’AeTUISKI> I1V
X. It. The author o the above named medical
works is tin' Chief Consulting l’hy>ician of the
I’eahody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invilids from all parts
A#*Scnd for Price-List. :im.; .■ Ilaltiuioro. IV1«I, ot
the country, that he ha> no time to attend to
mere business details.
Then tore all letters should
he addressed to the I'F.
MI-.DK Al. IXSi 1ll'Ti;,or Dr. \\ It. I’AKK KK. the Medical Assistant ol the autlmr, amt his I’.usiness Agent, who,
E L'XDELSHiX ED, having this day form. .1 :i
rpil
as well as tin
author himself, may he consulted on
1
Copartnership under the name ami -t\ !e of
all diseases requiring skill, si ereey and experience,
CARLE & MORRISON,
In VIM. A I'd.I Mb'!:>■. y ,\M! Ci:u:tin Ki:i k
For the purpose of carrying on the

TWINES AND

1;

.•

'i m\ a.
or-,
mar
!
ml
ir own supervision,
from min.:' «'m-t ; lI.blc-. melted together, ami
derive tin ir name "IMamml
on account of their
hardne-s and bnUh.im/.

■■

s

Medical

the strictest secrecy and couiidenci whatever may
he the disease, condition or situation of anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mall and Express to all parts of
the
nited States.
All letters requiring advice mu-t contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du, L. 1>lx,No.\M Einlieoft Slre.-t, Roston. Mass.
Rostou, Jan. 1, In?! —1 yr.

Edward

IND 111 KM!

No

No. i±. Buinncli

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with

Received

.11

I

DR. DUX’S

IN THE TOM I.1 MONROES JAM.
OF A MUST MI 1,1., and privij leges, with lour run ol Stones, two ot them
French Burs, and two Bolts; it is one of the beat
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is eon
strueled ot Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in
good repair^ith opportunities tor other Machinery,
all the lumber manulactured linds a ready market at
Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop,
the Mill.
House lots, Sec., all situated in the nourishing Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, 01
Belfast & M. L. B. U. some six miles. Also in the
town ot .Jackson, several lots ol valuable timber
lauds, most of tin m containing a heavy growth of
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar, l'he above
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe whore
the logs may he driven at small expense. Most ol
the land is within four miles of B. & M, 11. I.. K. It.
The Hemlock Bark finds a market at Plymouth which
is distant about t« n miles, or at Belfast. For particulars apply to
JOSEPH PALM Fit, Monroe Mills or BEN J.
two
WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.

MOST PERFECT
N.iiaj'ai.Ai tiin

e

that it is contained in their nostrums, o tint tin
usual fee" mav be obtained for profess, dlv curing,
the dollar," or tract i».n of it." may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many an .1.
ceived, also, and spend large amount- for e\p> laments w ith quackery.

!

Y-,

ir< now offered to the public,arc pronounced
'< hrao -l «>pt ici..ns of the World tobe tlm
c

all the

L*%

<

5/

Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack, doctors and nostrum makers. \.-t, regardless of the life and health ot otln-rs, there are
those among them who even perjure tin ms.lv.
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, .*i

l'K,

Will resume her regular trips, leaving Boston
every I'hursday at o'clock, l*. M h>r BKI.FAST,
SANDY POINT, BUCKSPOIU, WINTFUPOKT,
and BANCOR.
Returning—Will leave Bangor at ■*' o'clock, A. M
touching as abo\ e.
1 he AI.I.IANCK Is in linelsea-going order, ha -mg
new Boiler, Shall, &c., and being .thoroughly r«-

paired throughout.

3=1-,

or

M.;

of Beautiful Prints
j»sl received, selling at 10 ets.
A

NATURE'S REMEDY. X

BALSAM/’

T. 1!. SIH'

s,:;i

iiti iioin x sn tr»s sstiz.5 s:s£^.
No Coni' or Halanci1' us. il.
l‘rii> l.i-i' a:
Si
d lor ( ii.-ai
l"i- tin- Trailo.
S. IIAKTS11011.N, I'd lin adw.-.... N. N

10 wUPULMQNARY

Cupt.

B. and

E M E. < Oil it
-Ivi-ji! nii the lhilo
pean plan. Room-, si per hay lor each
person. I.oeatetl in t!u-most ecntral :mh
convenient jiart ot the city ter l-u-iru>.<
men or plea>iire set km s.
1’. A K N !! 'i II
1.1.. Pin; ri.

I ot)/‘

)

Great bargains in this depart-,
in.
nient. We shall sell a good yard
wide Cotton at ti 1-2 ets. per yd.
Sold recently as a good bargain
BUItNIIAM !
at In els. Extra Weight Cottons OPEN TO—o—
On
and
after
Dec.
20, ls70, trains will run
Monday,
12
marked down from 14 ets. to
between Belfast and Burnham as follows :
Leave Belfast,? A. M.; City Point, 7.12 A. M.;
1-2 ets.

i: «e M A \
KB
IIc*si»»«s.

PSK TIIF “YKHKTAP.LK

KYEN1NG,

BLOWN CO TTONS

M
Modrls
j

our

1
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Works

ON

NOSTRUM-M A K ERS.
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
no
othei
remedy, he tv!ie- upon .Mr.ia i;\
knowing
and gives It to all his patient-, in Pills, Drops. Xc.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts, Specifies, Antidote, Xc.,bo‘h
reiving upon its effects in curing a lew in a liumlr- *1,
it is trumpeted in various wavs throughout the lnml;
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some ot
whom die, others grow worse and are h it to linger
and suffer lor months or years, until relieved or
cured, if possible, by competent physician.'.
ltUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,

Itailrouil

notice'.

A I, I, 1 A \ (! K,

Prices of them. The
Hill Cotton, I t
Bleached
popular
ets, sold recently at 1S cts.
J BOOTH. BLEACHED COTTON
at ! ll I-llcts.
Sold everywhere
at. I 1 cts.
We have most all the different
Brands of Bleached Cottons, that
we intend
to close out cheaper
than ever sold before.

1

Popular Medical

••

apt. (HAS. llKKKINU,

!

Preparations.

further their imposition-', copy trom medical
hooks, much that is written of the qualities and etfects ot different herbs ami plant', ami ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifies, X.
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its "-curing everything."
kill more than is eared," a ml
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured t,-.|- tin-.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOlTdRs AND

AT 10 O’CLOCK,
Or on arrival of Express Train train Boston, lor
Rockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castine, Deer
Hie, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, Mt. Desert,' Millbridge, .lone-port and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Tuesday
morning at o’clock, touching at the above named
landings.
Sil DIFor full particulars impure of ROSS
\ A N T, 17'.* < ’ommereial St ret t.«> C Y Rl'S STF 1 JIN'ANT, (ieneral Agent.
tf'D
1S71.
Portland, Feb.

COTT0AS.

”•

Scientific and

QUACKS,

E. SPENCER & CO, N

j

to

STEAMSHIP

to
contain all the Lradhuj Brands
nl B/au'hei/ and Brawn

o^YdollabI

tIO«T Ni rinitfS
BStHHt
XE%%
\
alVOHIi [S J I vntiTi iP
Illustrations of Public IJuildin^- Stn .: Sc.-i>. -.ami
.Suburban Views. Kb-p* with printed
lin'd IV.
per, with Map and 1 »e-eripii\. T-xt. 1 voi.
Price ad cent': it eopi. tor s !.:>><: id eopi.
•. s- ut
lie,- bv mail to an v
ddi
"I rce. ipt <>i price.
J>. APPU'.IdN A » <>., Publish.
N. Y.
*. *.

FOREIGN AND NATIVE
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we
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; I 111: A.M I: It I i' A \ KlUAI- HOMF from \ j.ril 1.
l-.l.
1 I'ir^t'Clii^s. Ki"lit-|MU4-. A-ritaiiI*
chh
no
final and I'amil.
ilol'KINS \ \Vll.O»N. Pi
N. A
Five.
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be not robbed ami add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresent !! ion-,
false promises, and pn tentions ol

GLASSES,

mam r.n ri ;:i.n r.

~
—

a

continue to keep our usual Large
Slock of them, as well as all
grades ol Alpacas.

>

1

clans—many
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, pra. t ice, and
observation.
AFFLICTED AND UN FORI l N A 1 K,

l’RNOliSOOT &. M A011I AS.

quality,

•:

to Professors and respectable 1‘hysiot whom consult him in critical cases,

n

\iv still the favorite Brand for
our
customers, and as we
cannot tind their equal
for cheapness and

«■.

TDrvivM

j 1. 111 •:!

DR. DIX

THE STEAMER

shall
100 Eminent

large cities,

proudly refers

THE DiAiYiOND

_

H
d

lh TINT -desideratum? l.uN'i ><»1 GlIT F'Jlt
AND F(>1 Nl> A 1 I.AS I
It restore? and prevent* th, Hair from becoming
removes
Gray imparts a soft, glossy apj aram
IVindrull, is cool ami refreshing to the head, check?
the llair from tailing oil, and' restore'? it to a great
extent when prematun !v !o.*t, prevents Headache*,
cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural IT T.
AS A DKKSSING FOli IT IK 1JAIK
it i.s tin: f.fst aktkt.i: in thf m vkkf.
I>Ii. G. SMITH, Patent*.•, Groton Junction,
Mass. 1 Tv p nxd only by Flint TKIt KKOIllKKS
t iIouce.*!< r, M&s.*.
rhe Genuine i* put up in a pannel bottle, mad*-expressly lor it, with the name-ot
the article blown in the gins*. A>k your Hruggi.-t
lor Nature'* llair Kestotam e, and take no otbei
T.ndoSe a three e« nt -tain] and send for ‘Treatise on ti e Hutnan 1 lair," which is worth $5oo.eo t•
OinosTo1
any person.

o

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and nu
tive quacks, more numerous in Rost on than in other

Boston & Lowell!
SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1871,

HI

in other Hair

we are known to many Citizens. Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, ami particularly t<>

FOB

H
H

Transparent and clears? ervstal.it w. 11 not soil
FAN and HF
the finest iabrie— perl< etly SA1 F. <

TWENTY YEARS

engaged in treatment ot Special Diseases, a In

:•

Healtk-dostroyingDrugsused

AT)VKUTISIN-. IN IIOSTOX.

CAMBRIDGE,

Dress Goods.

sev

saa.t

37

sTn FORDS
INDEPENDENT LINE

FRIDAY

M.

1111■!i• s)

DR. DIX
boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, exwho
will say or do anything, even
by
quacks,
cept
perjure* themselves, to impose upon patients, that
«i It A I'M A.
ONLY
KK11ULAU
PHY<I* IAN
THE
he is

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen'l Agent.
Portland, March 20,1871.

Will leave until further
II liarf. Portland. every

SIX-CORD IN ALL NUMBERS.
I’Yolil Xu.

olfice,

:i

WHAT ARE THEY ?

Contains no LAC SULPHUR— !
No 1
No SUGAR OF LEAD
LITHARGE —No NITRATE;
OF SILVER, and is entirely ;
free from the Poisonous and;
j

who know but little of tile* nafure and eliarac. ol
Those in want of Goods in this
to their cure.
Some
Special Diseases, and less
liibit
forged Diplomas of Institution- <>r College
department will find it for
ti2t
which never existed in anvpirt of the world; oth
Uclfast, March 20, 1871.
ers exhibit Diplomas ol'the Dead, how ubtaine.i
their interest to examunknown ; not only assuming and adv.-rtising in
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. names ot those Inserted in the diplomas, but to ioramine the Goods,
ot the celeb: atther their imposition assume
COMMK.N'CINO MARCH 10.
eil physicians long since dead. N either be di eei\ ed bv
as we have made
1 RUM-MAKERS,
NOS
QUACK
INSIDE LINE TO THE
them
through false certificates and references, ndV commendations of their medicines by the dead, who
CHEAP.
EXCEEDINGLY
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who. besides,

TRATVE IMAI-R i>AI’MJ.

“I have

graciously, "and why

receiving

Sewing

IilE.UAliE

the conversation, and for some lime

we are

Large Invoices of Goods
by every Steamer, intending

OFFICE,
21 JEndicott Street, lto*ton, MaNK.
that
is so arranged
patients never see or hoar each i
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his olfice D
If o. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at h

priceless;

for sight is

..

>

a

H
0
<1
fi

PRIVATE MEDICAL

For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, LincoluviUo, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy l’otnt, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
WedReturning will leave Bangor every Monday,
(1 o'clock, touching
nesday and Friday mornings at
at Portland
n, tile above named landings, arriving
In time to connect with 0 o'clock, I’. M. Express
Train for Boston.
For turther particulars inquire of Ross & sturdi
or
vant, 170 Commercial Street,

A

Hear testimony t their W
i'ul Curative Elk-,

H

i>it. 9j. nix’s

1'

VINEGAR BITTER

>

fi
<j

youth and the more advanced, at all age:-.
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

Commencing Monday, 27th,

Dr. WALKER's

Hundreds of Thousands

M

Constitutional and other Weaknesses in

vousness;

Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, foot of State
every Monday. Wadneiday. A Friday Kvoninga. at to o'clock, or on arrival of l!
o’clock, l'. M. Express Train from Boston.

The Favorite Steamer
LEW 1ST ON,

dream. She was then in the noonday
glory of her lovely womanhood. Her
YOIII Ul AC It S
A victim ol t-nrly' insweet face, with features regular to a
discretion, causing nervous debility, premature
lault, was framed in by hair delicate and decay,
&c., having tried in vain every advertised
bright as the silk upon the corn, with a remedy, has a simple means ol self-cure, which he
will send tree to his lellow-sullerers.
Addi'O
golden chestnut tinge impossible to de- ,J.
II. TUTTLK, LS Nassau st. New York.
Her lovely bead sat on her white
scribe.
rounded neck with the ease ol a bird on a
Irregiilariiii'N am! OlMitructlon*.—I>r. \Y. Foster's Female I’eriudical
swaying limb, while her graceful figure
carried its drapery as if every fold of the Fills regulate and remove all obstructions. Nothing
injurious to health. $.‘>ahox. Ollier No. 11*.» Nassau
costly fabric were a part of her queenly st.,
Room H, New York City. Sent hy mail anysell', and had been woven into grace by where on receipt of tl;r amount.

fairy lingers.
Judge Mason presented his two compatriots, and Colonel MeCrea, an accomplished, self-possessed gentleman, look up

quently

i>! »*

Hand and IVSachine

sumption.

painted windows, beautiful as royal poet’s

of the same.
Having just taken Stock, this firm
has resolved to keep one of
its members in the Boston and New York
Markets most of the time, conse-

City ofRichmond

street,

BEAVER MOHAIRS.

■ ■

■

continu-

i

*>

RESTORATIVE!

Money Cannot Buy It!

GREAT MEDIuml i"

ft

II AIR

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS:
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of tin' .Joints; Ner-

THE STEAMER

(

iinishing

“Confound it,’’ said the Colonel in a
ulky tone, “I’ve got no other.”
Wi ll, buy one,” said Judge Mason:
and the bonne was dispatched for that
purpose to the street, and soon returned
with an elegant french chapeau with the
Sunnier swore that he
french colors.
would not sail under false colors.
Well, then, pluck the feathers out,”
growled the Minister, “and let’s go, lbr
time’s up.”
“Now,” said tile Minister, while rolling
along toward the palace, “Sumner, when
von are presented to the Empress, be careful to say nothing to her about Cuba.
She’s an ill-tempered woman, and won’t
land much, 1 can tell you.”
Sumner was busy pulling out the obnoxious leathers, and did not seem to hoar
the admonition. Judge Mason repeated
it, and received no response. Wishing to
impress the important advice upon Ids
friend’s mind, he repeated it again, when
Sumner angrily exclaimed:
■Do you think 1 am a fool, Judge MaI know what to talk about."
son!
As subsequent events'proved, lie bad
not beard a word his friends had littered.
The interview with the Emperor was
pleasant and satisfactory, llis imperial
insignificance was evidently struck with
the soldierly figure and bearing of our
Colonel, and the talk about Indians and
Indian tiglitiug was long and interesting.
When it terminated, Judge Mason and his
friends were conducted to the reception
apartments of the Empress. She stood
surrounded by the ladies and officers oilier
household, in the subdued light of the

a

an

of The Season!

Trip

Jbbertiscmcnts.

ctu

!
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ignored.

secure
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the !

nor

shall

we

the

in iny

First

NATURE’S

OV./LJ

three Strips per week.

SimcntonBros.&Co

For the generous patronage reexecuted."
r.unbi'Hl away o'er the moorland together:
““I don’t care! i don't care!
it was
ceived from the public the
M\
oat was
bright purple, ami so was the built lor an infamous
purpose, and ought
heather;
past year we extend our
to have been sunk."
\a I
And on and on -hr j
was the sun-et that blazed in the west.
As Lucy’s fair tresses were laid on my breast.
sincere thanks and
continued. .Judge M i- m v.u- --.fly di-it ;
as
U
lighted our troth ’imath that sunset aflame. tressed; Colonel MeCrea looked
trust that with
Km Lucy returned to her Earl just Hie same;
amused; but Sumner grew indignant a.- |
an
.-aid:
i<
she
"la
and
down
when
grandmamma now,
her Majesty got wild, and
going
j
nose

will be ft rfeited by dr.l.
DIX If fafl ing to cure in less time
more effectually and perany other physician
manently, with less restraint from occupation or le.-s
all
with
to
sale and pleasant medweather,
exposure
icines.
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;

Bangor.

Ia

on

t«»

ul

pagn.
<*»»«•

Other agents are making a clear jxrolit ofJfriOto
♦SO per day.
We have a large assortment ol Standard Subscription Hooks and we want energetic agents In
Send lor our d«serip(i\e
every town and county.
circulars and terms to agents.
lU'ltlt .* CO., 1 *n111islier* IHil'tlold Conil.

Pi tl. II.

I1'.

Belfast,

I.

4 14 14

Maine.
||.:

Hi

Attorney

|0\

at

Law’

AND CONVEYANCER AI
S.I/AT /•.(/ /., m;„„, .,,f„
Speeial attention paid to conveyancing and ex
animation o| titles pi IJeal Kstate. the payment
ol taxes; or Th collection and iuve Uncut ot nion
vy I lm purchase and sale ot l.olsand F inds in the
city id' Saint Paul, • Isewln rc in Minnesota.
is Third
id.Ire
Qi) Post Olhi*
Street, Sainu
Paul, MillUe-ot
tl lK

<

